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Executive Summary
This project (Switch and Crossing Optimal Design Evaluation (S-CODE)) is looking at
developing radical new ways of switching railway tracks. This is approached by coming up
with radically different and novel technologies that are suitable for the future track switch
and crossing (S&C). So, foremost we looked at basic requirements of S&Cs and reviewed
some definitions and standard operating parameters. We then sought to define a baseline
scenario where we reviewed the state-of-the-art of S&C was studied along with Reliability,
Availability, Maintainability and Safety of current S&C. This was then followed by future
scenario of traffic demand. Having looked at current and future demands and requirements
of S&C, we have looked at radical innovations in S&Cs and technology concepts from other
industries. Combining these with newly generated ideas from organised workshops allowed
us to come up with a few radically new S&C concepts. This was not meant to be
incremental improvement in current S&C but rather, by coming up with radically new S&C
that could avoid occurrence of current problems or minimise them. These concepts were
consolidated to a smaller number of high-level distinct concepts which totted to 22. Finally,
a standard assessment framework was provided to help find out best possible S&C from
holistic point of view. This document is organised in 12 sections whereby the first few
sections are aimed at looking at S&Cs in terms of their requirements, state-of-the-art and
their RAMS conditions. In later sections, we present future traffic demand and a fresh look
at some radical innovations and technological solutions from other industries to come up
with novel track switch concepts. Lastly, we present an assessment framework that
allowed us to rank the conceptual S&Cs for their further consideration in our project.
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1
1.1

Introduction
Introduction to Work Package 1

The deliverable D1.1 covers the output of the work undergone in WP1, which is the
first out of the nine work packages of the Switch and Crossing Optimal Design and
Evaluation (S-CODE) project. The aim of this work package is to bring together all
partners to ensure common goals and objectives are aligned with a set of clear and
quantified requirements in line with the ambition for TD3.2 Next Generation Switch
and Crossing (S&C) demonstrator, as detailed in the Shift2Rail Multi Annual Action
Plan (MAAP).
As the main purpose of the research programme is to find radically innovative
concepts for S&C systems, this project has adopted a methodology specifically
developed to achieve such goals. It is important to first define what radically
innovative means. The term ‘radical’ derives from the Latin word ‘root’, which hints
at the focus of this work to explore intrinsically original concepts instead of
incremental technological upgrades in current systems. Innovation inherently
requires a degree of freedom to achieve different solutions, but also foresight
techniques to cope with the increasing uncertainty of long term futures.
In order to formally assess degrees of innovation, it has been agreed that all concepts
taken forward must be functionally different to traditional S&C in operation. This will
also guarantee that S-CODE will not override the project In2Track, which is
developing incremental improvements on components of current switches and
crossings. In contrast, S-CODE adopts a holistic approach in which the whole system
must perform differently, regardless of using existing or conceptual sets of
components.
Engineering methods have long been intricately related to the deterministic approach
of the physical sciences. The traditional means by which we forecast the future is to
use the knowledge that we have about the past and then to ‘run the trend’ or
extrapolate forward into the future (1). Exploratory technological forecasts, as
referred to by Roberts (2), are largely based either on aggregates of expert forecasts
or on the use of leading indicators and other simple trend-line approaches. These
deterministic methods regard futures as inevitable stances and are appropriate when
dealing with natural processes which occur independently of human action but not
when change is required. In the case of man-made systems which tend to respond
to predictions about it, they only reinforce inactivity towards ‘self-fulfilling prophecies’
and away from innovation.
Research shows that this conservative approach does not necessarily lead to a more
accurate prediction of the future (3). Forecasts inherently require that the
circumstances of the object of study remain the same, which is highly unlikely in
man-made systems. For example, a forecast on the future price of petrol depends on
the assumption that cars will still run on combustion engines. It becomes clear that
revolutions cannot be forecast. They derive from normative action towards the future.
This is a crucial problem in the railways because it carries an inherent paradox. The
century-old systems in operation face significant challenges from global trends and
are in urgent need for radical change. However, considering the complexity of the
railways as a system, the traditional reductionist approach of separate incremental
developments is unlikely to change the system at its functional level. Thus, the SPage 17 of 242

CODE project uses a bespoke method to develop radically different concepts with the
robustness and traceability of engineering methods.
As an overall structure, the project uses the backcasting approach together with a
systems engineering inspired process in a method that allows the problem to be
analysed both backwards (top-down) and forwards (bottom-up) simultaneously,
assessing the current capabilities of the system against the identified objectives and
desired states in order to develop an operational concept that is radically innovative.
The major distinguishing characteristic of the backcasting approach is the focus not
with what futures are likely to happen, but with how desirable futures can be attained
(4). In other words, it is a normative approach to problem solving and not an
exploratory activity into what can happen. From this perspective, forecasting and
backcasting are contrasted by the different philosophical stances of teleology and
causality. Whereas the first explains what has happened and what is likely to happen
given initial conditions, the second is rooted in the purposefulness of actions in order
to achieve a desired goal in a future scenario. Backcasting works backwards, from a
desired goal, defining the necessary steps to achieve that point in the future. The
challenge here, as widely acknowledged in futures studies, is with the uncertainty of
what the future will look like. As an approach that focuses on the problem to be
solved rather than on present conditions and current trends, backcasting is better
suited to achieving real solutions than a traditional forecasting approach (5).
As it also works inwards from a holistic goal to specific requirements, backcasting is
seen as a method that works synergistically with approaches that apply systems
engineering (5; 6). Systems engineering processes are seen as the most suited
thanks to the top-down approach that views the system as a whole. Blanchard and
Fabrycky (7) propose common characteristics of systems engineering processes,
which include a top-down approach that views the system as a whole. Because of its
roots in systems theory, it is also arguably more appropriate for problems of
complexity, which are those that involve dealing simultaneously with a sizable
number of factors which are interrelated into an organic whole (8).
Figure 1 illustrates the overall methodology applied in the S-CODE project.

Figure 1. Six-step methodology for radical change in systems engineering
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This deliverable, which reports on the first phase of the S-CODE project, comprises
the first three steps of the methodology. The outcome of this work ensures a
traceable and measurable transition between operational concepts and their
subsequent models and architectures.
Step 1 – Scope and high-level objectives
Logically, a problem-solving project begins with the definition of scope and objectives
which will guide the identification of the necessary steps. High-level objectives are
defined according to the agreed horizon for solutions to be commercially available.
S-CODE focuses on radical concepts for S&C systems, adopting a medium to long
term future for development and implementation. Horizon scanning techniques assist
on defining ambitious yet realistic and traceable goals. Within the backcasting
framework, horizon scanning uses forecasting of technological trends to predict likely
requirements and capabilities. For instance, the progress in materials engineering
may solve technical constraints currently experienced in the railways. On the other
hand, social and technological trends in demographics and communications can
impose greater demands on the systems.
Step 2 – Current capability assessment
At this stage, the current attributes of the system need to be modelled in order to
quantify the gap between the present and the desired state. To do so, thorough
analyses on the current system are required. Firstly, on the best practices so far, in
which the state-of-the-art of the system is identified. Secondly, an extrapolation of
the social and technical trends (such as do-nothing / business as usual trends) can
show how far from the objectives the trends would lead if there were no intervention.
This step also indicates whether there are any functional issues at the subsystem and
component levels that are preventing the system from achieving its optimal state.
Step 3 – Definition of functional requirements
The detailed assessment of current systems and the gaps between the probable
trends and the desired scenario help define high level functional requirements which
will guide the identification of radically innovative solutions. This step focuses on the
necessary functions of the system in question in face of the high level objectives. In
other words, it defines ‘how’ the system achieves ‘what’ it is supposed to achieve.
Step 4 – Selection of operational concepts
Once the shortcomings and the baseline functions have been identified, the process
shifts towards solving them. There are two mains ways to do so. Either through a
literature review of potential solutions, or the development of a complete new
solution. For better outcomes, the S-CODE project will use both, combining a
comprehensive list from the literature as well as new ideas gathered from workshops.
At this stage, the focus is more on the improved functionality of the concept than on
the robustness of the solution in terms of technical feasibility. The latter issues are
addressed in the subsequent steps.
Since the solutions gathered will most likely differ significantly from each other, a
form of assessment must be used in order to rank the operational concepts. The Pugh
decision-making matrix is commonly used in product development and has been
linked to systems engineering as well (9; 10). Fundamentally a Pugh Matrix can be
used whenever there is the need to decide amongst a number of alternatives. It is a
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diagram that allows for the comparison of a number of design candidates appointing
which best meets a set of criteria. It also permits the generation of hybrid candidates.
Step 5 – Selection of candidate technologies
Once the operational concept that best meets the criteria has been selected, the
process looks back into the technological requirements necessary to make them
feasible. To do so, the system is divided into sub-systems which are more
manageable in size and complexity, so that the role of each component can be further
investigated. The main goal of this stage is to identify what technologies and
materials must be developed in order to fulfil the requirements of the concept.
To do so, one can either conduct a literature review to find potential technologies or
else run the six-step methodology for the specific subsystem in question. The SCODE project will focus on the previous method as the timescale of the envisioned
solution is within the current practical realm of engineering. Once potential
technologies have been identified, the subsystems are modelled with their expected
capabilities in order to measure their effectiveness towards the objectives of the
system.
Step 6 – Optimised solution selection
When selecting the technologies, it is also important to carry out a similar Pugh Matrix
assessment in order to evaluate their benefits against their feasibility, adherence to
the objectives, and any possible uncertainty, in order to maintain the robustness of
the engineering process. Such a process will lead to a rank of concepts against the
defined criteria and will be used to select the most promising solution to be taken
forward in further research.
1.2

Objectives

WP1 has five main objectives, which are identified as follows:


O1.1 Determine standard operating parameters and definitions



O1.2 Identify current performance and best practice for S&C technologies



O1.3 Elicit user and technical requirements



O1.4 Identify and assess applicable technologies and processes from rail and
other industries



O1.5 Perform horizon scanning to form future S&C concepts in order to set a long
term roadmap for S&C development and technology integration

1.3

Guide to this document

This document has been organised in 11 sections. Section 1 is the introduction to
the project and work package 1 and its objectives. In section 2, S&C requirements
are presented. In section 3 of this deliverable, a review of definitions and standard
operating parameters of S&C is shown. In section 4, State-of-the-art of S&C was
presented which includes mainline railway, high speed railway, metros, trams,
mountain railways, monorails and magnetically levitated (maglev) vehicles. Also,
baseline scenario (current situation) that covers S&C lifecycle and some concepts
regarding digitalization and BIM in S&C are presented. Section 5 deals with the
reliability, availability, maintainability and safety (RAMS) analysis on current S&C
on a few railway lines within Europe. In section 6, future scenarios for traffic
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demand in Europe was examined that includes passenger and freight. In section 7,
present and the past radical innovations related to track S&C are presented
whereas technology concepts from a wide range of industries are presented in
Section 8. These include personal rapid transit, roller coasters, aircraft, electrical
switches, conveyor systems, partition wall tracks, car racing tracks and toy train
tracks. Section 9 presents results from organised workshops to generate new ideas
and validate the baseline scenario. Section 10 presents consolidated 22 ‘high level’
track S&C concepts that emerged from literature review and workshops. Also, Pugh
matrix based assessment framework to rank these concepts for their consideration
is provided. Finally, a summary is provided in Section 11.
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2

S&C requirements

2.1

Geometrical requirements

2.1.1 Cost-effective track and layout parameters
The main geometric parameters of a track, which need to be maintained in S&C are:
-

-

-

Horizontal curvature: Minimum allowable radius of track curve. Usually S&C are
placed in straight alignments. Hence, one of the turnout lines will be in a straight
track, also called main line. Nonetheless, the turnouts can also be installed in
curved alignments, where the main track and the diverging track have a curved
layout. The diverging track can turn in two different directions, following the same
trend as the main line (with a lower radius) or turn to the other side (coinciding or
not coinciding with the main line radius). The minimum design radius of horizontal
curve shall be selected with regard to the local design speed of the curve. The
European norm and the TSI limit the horizontal curve radius to 150 m. Moreover,
the TSI emphasize the case of reverse curve not placed in sorting stations, where
the wagons are separated one by one. In this case, and with radiuses between 150
and 300 m, the turnout will be designed according the EN 13803-2:2006, chapter
8.4 to avoid buffers blocking.
Vertical curvature: A curve joining two track gradients in their vertical alignment.
In general, it is better to avoid any vertical curvature in turnouts. The convex
vertical curve is limited, in the European norm, to -5.000 m. For the TSI, the
following considerations are given:
 The radius of vertical curves (except for humps in marshalling yards) shall be
at least 500 m on a crest or 900 m in a hollow.
 For humps in marshalling yards the radius of vertical curves shall be at least
250 m on a crest or 300 m in a hollow.
 Instead of point 1, for the 1520 mm track gauge system the radius of vertical
curves (except the marshalling yards) shall be at least 5000 m both on a crest
and in a hollow.
 Instead of point 2, for the 1520 mm track gauge system and for humps in
marshalling yards the radius of vertical curves shall be at least 350 m on a
crest and 250 m in a hollow.
Track gradient: The gradient of the turnouts’ main track has the same limitation
as the general track and it will depend on the foreseen typology of traffic. The
European norm EN13803 does not specify the maximum gradient values. However,
the TSI specify the following gradient restrictions:
 Passenger platforms: gradients of tracks through passenger platforms of
new lines shall not be more than 2.5 mm/m, where vehicles are intended to
be regularly attached or detached.
 Parking rolling stock: gradients of new stabling tracks intended for parking
rolling stock shall not be more than 2.5 mm/m unless specific provision is
made to prevent the rolling stock from running away.
 New P1 passenger lines: gradients as steep as 35 mm/m are allowed for
main tracks on new P1 lines dedicated to passenger traffic at the design phase
provided the following ‘envelope’ requirements are observed:
 the slope of the moving average profile over 10 km is less than or equal to
25 mm/m.
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-

-

-

-

-

-

-

the maximum length of continuous 35 mm/m gradient does not exceed
6 km.
Track gauge: Distance between the corresponding running edges of the two rails.
The track gauge of the main lines and the diverging line correspond with the general
track gauge, which could be of only one gauge (for example international or metric)
or of many gauges (mixed), with at least 3 rails. In the mixed turnouts, the main
and the diverging line could be of one or more gauges. The track gauges are
requirements of each railway network, without any normative restriction. In the
case of reduced gauge, a widening can be applied to adjust the bogies to the narrow
gauge.
Gauge: The minimum calculated distance between vehicles and fixed
structures/equipment or between two vehicles on adjacent tracks. EN15273 part 3
gives the rules for dimensioning the infrastructure.
Track distance: Distance between the centre-line of one track and the centre-line
of the adjacent track. The track distance between the main line of a turnout and
the adjacent track is equal to the general track distance. It also depends on the
vertical gauge of the line and the circulation speed expected. Regarding the norm,
the TSI suggest, depending on the speed, an adequate track distance between 3.8
and 4.5 m for 1435 mm gauge, between 4.1 and 4.7 for 1520 mm gauge and
between 3.92 m and 4.5 m for 1668 mm gauge.
Maximum cant deficiency: Maximum difference between the applied cant on the
track and the equilibrium cant for the vehicle at the particular stated speed. The
customer shall specify the maximum speed and maximum value of cant deficiency
as appropriate for mainline and branch line according to prEN 13803-2. EN 13803
limits for cant deficiency are consistent with the TSI values, which is of 153 mm for
passengers’ traffic lines and 130 mm for freight traffic lines. In the case of high
speed lines (more than 300 km/h) the maximum cant deficiency is limited in 100
mm.
Cant deficiency change ratio: The ratio is directly proportional to the cant
variation of the track (called track warping). It is defined by the design parameters
of the track and limited by the maximum warping tolerance required for the
maintenance of the track.
EN18303 gives a range of values for different speeds and tilting/non-tilting
vehicles.
Rail inclination: Angle measured as a tangent between the normal to the running
surface and the y-y axis of the rail. This inclination allows better contact between
the wheel and the rail. Usually the inclination is 1:20, except in Germany, where it
used to be 1:40. According to the European norm, inclination of any running table
in the switch (stock and/or switch rails) and location and length of any twist
(change of inclination) shall be specified by the customer. With regard to the TSI,
the requirements for S&C are:
 The rail shall be designed to be either vertical or inclined.
 If the rail is inclined, the designed inclination shall be selected from the
range 1:20 to 1:40.
 The inclination can be given by the shape of the active part of the rail head
profile.
 Within switches and crossings where the running speed is more than
200 km/h and no more than 250 km/h, the laying of rails without inclination
is allowed provided that it is limited to sections not exceeding 50 m.
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 For speeds of more than 250 km/h the rails shall be inclined.
The two main geometric characteristics related with the wheels of the vehicles that will
run through S&C are:
Wheel profile: Part of the surface of the wheel or tyre between the flange-back
and the outside face of the wheel or tyre. EN13260 provides further information of
wheelset design but does not provide dimensions. Instead, the TSI specifies the
following values:
 Rim width: min 133 mm, max 145 mm.
 Flange Width: min 22 mm, max 33 mm.
 Flange height: min 27.5 mm, max 36 mm.
 Flange Face: min 6.5 mm.
- Equivalent wheel conicity: Parameter for characterisation of the wheel / rail
contact. For a given wheelset running on given track it equals the tangent of the
taper angle of a tapered profile wheelset whose transverse movement has the same
wavelength of kinematic yaw as the wheelset under consideration.
EN15302 defines the method for assessment of equivalent conicity, but it is not required
for switches and crossings. Table 1 shows the whole set of track parameters stated in the
relevant TSIs (11) (12).
-

Table 1. TSI Track parameters
PARAMETER

HIGH SPEED

Line category
Nominal
gauge

I
track

MIXED TRAFFIC
IV-M

1435

Track cant

200 mm

160 mm

Max
cant
deficiency
(for
trains
without
compensation
systems)

150 mm (250 < V < 300 km/h)
80 mm (300 < V ≤ 350 km/h)

130 mm

Equivalent conicity

0,20 (250 < V ≤ 280 km/h)
0,10 (280 < V ≤ 350 km/h)

0,25

Railhead
profile
(plain line)

UIC 60 E2
(for novel
designs see
Figure
2left)

Rail
inclination
(plain line)

See
Figure
2-right

1/20 to 1/40

(*) Category I: High-speed lines. New lines for speeds of at least 250 km/h.
Category IV-M: Conventional rail lines. New core TEN lines. Mixed traffic.
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Figure 2. Requirements on rail head profile for high speed lines (left) and conventional
(right)
The line layout parameters are derived from track parameters and from the characteristics
of the rolling stock. Table 2 shows the alignment parameters, as set out in the TSIs (11)
(12).
Table 2. TSI Line layout parameters
PARAMETER

HIGH SPEED

Line category

I

between

track

Maximum gradient
Minimum
radius
horizontal curve

of

Minimum radius of vertical
curve

IV-M
GC reference kinematic profile
(see Figure 3)

Minimum structure gauge
Distance
centres

MIXED TRAFFIC

4,20 m (250 < V ≤ 300 km/h)
4,50 m (300 < V ≤ 350 km/h)

4,0*

35 %0

12,5 %0

2900 m (250 < V ≤ 300 km/h)
4950 m (300 < V ≤ 350 km/h)

1550 m

600 m (crest); 900m (hollow)

* Depending on track gauge.
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Figure 3. Kinematic gauge reference (13)
2.1.2 Signalling and electro-technical equipment
The signalling equipment installation must be erected and installed in place hence free
spaces have to be provided in advance. The same applies for the electro-technical
installations and integrated monitoring systems hence their planning has to be completed
prior to the construction of the S&C.
2.1.3 Earthing of the metallic parts
A special feature of S&C is that reinforcement parts, if present, have to be well connected
to each other electrically in order to prevent the occurrence of voltage differences.
Therefore, the reinforcement of S&C has to have such dimensions as to safely lead away
reverse current and short circuits without destroying or damaging the structure.
Reinforcement parts have to be earthed at each catenary pole or, in some extreme cases,
to a band earthing connection laid in the earth parallel to the line.
In any case, the geometrical design of track structure shall also take into account
interfaces possible ground linkage of metallic reinforcements.
2.1.4 Electrical isolation of the rails
Electric traction vehicles of standard railways are supplied by the catenary, a third rail
/conductor rail or by batteries installed on the same vehicles. The operational currents
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have to be led back via the rails and, partially in parallel, through the earth. The permitted
voltage difference between the surrounding earth and the rail must not exceed a certain
human contact voltage depending on time. Therefore, a lower diffusion resistance has to
be the aim.
On the other hand, a high bedding resistance between the two rails is desirable for
signalling equipment. These two contrary requirements have to be coordinated for track
design including S&C.
According to the TSI (12), the design value of minimum electrical insulation of rails shall
be 3 Ωkm in wet condition. The fastening systems available in the market usually can
ensure this insulation performance between the rails.
Finally, if the railway current supply is designed for traction currents of more than 1200 A,
return cables have to be laid from mast top to mast top. In this case, the requirements
for rail isolation could be lower, although still necessary.
2.1.5 Facilitation of drainage
In ballasted tracks, the use of separated sleepers, unbound bearing layers (ballast and
subballast) and transversal slope ensures that water runs out the track and goes to parallel
culverts. In case of S&C, the evacuation of water between the sleepers and between
parallel lines may require additional drainage channels.
2.2

Mechanical requirements

2.2.1 Non-setting subsoil
In new concept S&C, the ability to make adjustments to the track geometry after
construction is finished is relatively limited. Larger alterations in track position and superelevation can only be made possible by substantial amounts of work. As a consequence,
any settlement in the embankments must try to be avoided.
In order to prevent this problem, settlement predictions in the design phase shall show,
not only how fast construction is to proceed, but also demonstrate that settlements that
have occurred after the line is opened are small enough to be rectified according to
adjustable fastening capacity or other technical methods. Recent studies (14) conclude
that long term differential settlements can be tolerated in very long embankments by
considering the possibility to create a vertical transition curve according to the line speed
(alignment rule) and presence of structures with pile foundations.

Figure 4. Adjustment of vertical curvature to face settlements on long earth works
When settlement criteria cannot be achieved, strengthening methods in the subsoil must
be applied. That is the case of poor soils (e.g. clayey soils) which present potentially
collapsible behaviour. In the presence of water, these soils typically expand, however, in
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cases when high stresses are combined with relatively low saturation levels, collapses may
occur resulting in excessive deformation of the substructure. In areas where soft soils are
predominant it is recommended to excavate these poor soils replacing them for good
quality ones.
In case of large deposits the excavation of these soil layers might be very expensive.
These excavation works may be avoided by adopting track on pile systems or enhancing
the subgrade soil with piles of different materials (e.g. cement, flue ash or gravel) where
the track superstructure is supported by a reinforced concrete slab which is founded
directly on piles.
The loads are distributed by the slab track and then transferred by the concrete slab to
the piles. There is no influence caused by problematic subgrade soils which are used as
filling material. This type of solution effectively stabilizes long-term settlements of the
substructure.
2.2.2 High quality of supporting structure
According to the UIC 719 leaflet “Earthworks”, the slab track system on earthwork can
generally be separated in 3 subsystems:
 The track components
 The supporting structure
 The earth work, including the subsoil and frost protection layer
The supporting structure is in many cases made with a reinforced concrete slab; it can
consist of unreinforced concrete or an asphalt layer too. This structure should be
continuous and monolithic for design. The limit between the track components and the
supporting structure has to be assessed considering the continuity of concrete. So
prefabricated concrete slabs which remain separated are considered as part of the track
components subsystem and not part of the supporting structure subsystem. On the
contrary, prefabricated slabs which are strongly linked mechanically and can be designed
as supporting structure. In any case, the layers used for adjusting geometry of track during
the construction process should not contribute to the resistance of supporting structure if
they are not poured in the same operation as supporting slab or if different material such
as bituminous mortar is used.
Every manufacturer has set particular requirements for the quality of materials and
thickness of every layer in the supporting structure for slab tracks. There is no agreement
or regulation at European level, although most infrastructure managers follow the German
requirements for slab track concerning substructures of existing and newly constructed
tracks.
2.2.3 High quality of earth work
As explained in section 8.2.1, new concept S&C track does not admit important settlement
of the soil support. It is therefore imperative that the settlement of embankments newly
constructed is nearly finished at the time of the construction of the track. Adjustable
fastening systems should not be used for continuous long-term settlements with
foreseeable character. Zones of long-term compressible soils must be cleared on
structures like railway bridges.
The sub-layers must be homogeneous and capable of bearing the imposed loads without
significant settlements. In case that the bearing capacity is inadequate, the earth work
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sub-system shall include reinforcement layers. This results in high construction costs of
the earthworks.
For instance, in Germany a lot of effort is being made to obtain a stable embankment (15).
The regular composition of layers consists of improved ground (through compacting or
hydraulic stabilising) followed by a frost-protection layer of granular materials. A similar
section is defined in Spain for high speed tracks; in this case the standard is for limestabilized embankments (16).
The quality of an earth work is highly dependent on the compaction process defining the
initial conditions after construction. When subjected to traffic loading and environmental
actions, the deformational behaviour of subgrade soils depends on its previous loading
history, particularly on the maximum pre-consolidation stress ever applied to the soil. An
adequate compaction process must ensure that the compaction stress is higher than the
expected maximum stress that will ever be applied to the soil. Furthermore, the
compaction of the soil must be performed at the wet of the Modified Proctor (MP) optimum.
The compaction should achieve a minimum deformation modulus with an homogeneous
distribution. The degree of compaction is usually related to a reference test: Standard
Proctor (SP) or Modified Proctor (MP). The latter is becoming more common in some
countries for high speed lines and high embankments. The degree of compaction and
minimum deformation modulus to be considered in each subgrade layer during the design,
are shown in Table 3.
Table 3. Mechanical characteristics of the earthwork (17)

LAYER

DEGREE OF
COMPACTION

RATIO

Ev2≥45 MN/m2 (fine soils)

Embankment fill
ρd≥95%

Prepared subgrade
or form layer

DEFORMATION MODULUS

ρd≥100% (SP)
ρd≥95% (MP)

Ev2≥60 MN/m2 (sandy and
gravelly soils)

Ev2/ Ev1≤2,2

Ev2≥80 MN/m2

Ev2/ Ev1≤2,2

*Ev1, Ev2: Deformation modulus resulting for static plate load testing.
The elastic modulus at the top-surface of the substructure Ev2, which determines the
thickness of the upper layers, can be increased by dynamic compacting and mix-in-place
ground-improvement, for instance with chalk and cement or by ground-replacement. The
geotechnical requirements for the embankment shall be satisfied for a depth below the rail
head level when the Proctor densities are:
 Newly constructed track:
≥ 3.0 m with Dpr=0.98-1.00
 Existing track:
≥ 2.5 m with Dpr=0.95-1.00
Transitions zones between earthworks constructions and rigid structures such as bridges
and viaducts present high variations of the vertical stiffness which leads to divergent long
term deformational behaviour. In the long run, this divergence results in differential
settlements of the slab track eventually leading to concrete cracking and track geometry
deterioration which is worsened at each train passage and aggravated by the exposure to
atmospheric actions. Hence, transition zones from slab track on bridges to adjacent slab
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track at embankments, cuttings and tunnels or even ballasted track sections have to be
designed in order to assure good smooth transition of the vertical stiffness avoiding
damages due to dynamic effects and future unwanted maintenance needs.
The behaviour of the substructure is significantly controlled by environmental conditions
which are associated to thermo-hydro-mechanical processes occurring between the
atmosphere and railway track-bed layers. According to local hydro-geological and climatic
characteristics, the design of the substructure must account for instability problems due
to rainfall events and snow melting processes with particular focus on extreme scenarios
where the duration, intensity and frequency of these phenomena must be adequately
considered.
2.2.4 Adequate track stiffness
Stiffness is still an open point in the TSIs. On traditional track, the ballast bed provides
approximately half the resilience needed to absorb dynamic forces; the other half is
provided by the subgrade. The stiffness of the overall track structure can be of the order
to 100 kN/mm per sleeper which makes the rails deflect approximately 1 mm under a 20t axle load. A rail pad inserted between the rail and the sleeper filters out high frequency
vibrations.
In slab track systems, whose behaviour could be similar to that of the new concept S&C,
the elastic rail pad replaces the ballast bed regarding its load-distribution and the damping
functions. Therefore, the importance of the elastic pads is paramount for they become the
only components in the track with elastic and damping properties.
2.2.5 High track resistance
One of the main functions of the infrastructure is to support the train. The railway wheels
transmit vertical and horizontal forces onto the track. The strength of these forces is a
function of the axle load, of changes in wheel loads when driving on curves or in case of
unequal loading, of braking and starting, and the rolling of ovalised unbalanced wheels on
a defective track. The permanent way has to distribute these forces in such a way that the
maximum admissible values for subsoil compression below the track and the admissible
strains in the slab or ballast will not be exceeded.
2.2.5.1 Track resistance to vertical loads
Figure 5 shows the increase of wheelset loads in the course of railway history. It is
remarkable how the wheelset loads for goods wagons have steadily risen to today’s value
of 22.5 t.

Figure 5. Chronological development of wheelset loads (18)
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The track shall be designed to withstand at least the maximum axle load, the maximum
dynamic wheel force and the maximum quasi static wheel force as defined in the respective
TSIs. Table 4 summarizes the values stated in these regulations.
Table 4. Maximum vertical point loads

VERTICAL FORCES

HIGH SPEED

MIXED TRAFFIC

Maximum static axle load [7] [8]

17 t

25t

Maximum dynamic wheel force

170 kN (250 < V ≤ 300 km/h)
160 (250 < V ≤ 350 km/h)

-

145 kN

-

Maximum quasi static wheel force

Slab track lines, including bridges and earthworks, must be designed to support vertical
distributed loads in accordance with the following load models, defined in EN 19912:2003 (19):




Load model LM71
Load model SW/0, only for continuous bridges
Load model SW/2

Figure 6. Load model LM71 and characteristics values for vertical loads (19)
qvk
=
133
KN/m
a
=
15m
c = 5,3m

Figure 7. Load model SW/0 and characteristics values for vertical loads (19)
The characteristic values given in Figure 6 and Figure 7 shall be multiplied by the factor
alpha (α), which depends on the category of the line. The next table (Table 5) shows the
minimum values of this factor according to the TSIs.
Table 5. Alpha factor for vertical loads on structures (11) (12)

Category of the line
Factor alpha (α)

HIGH SPEED

MIXED TRAFFIC

I

IV-M

≥ 1,00

≥ 1,10
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2.2.5.2 Track resistance to longitudinal loads
The track shall be designed to withstand longitudinal forces arising from accelerating and
braking of rolling stock, as well as thermal forces arising from temperature changes in the
rail. Other longitudinal forces due to interaction between structures and track are out of
the scope of this document and shall be taken into account as set out in EN 1991-2:2003.
According to (18), longitudinal forces arising as a consequence of braking may be up to
15% of axle load in electric engine vehicles, while two-axle goods wagons may be up to
25%. When braking is performed with a linear Eddy Current brake, the rails heat up and
reduce the stability of the track. That is the reason why the TSI on rolling stock for HS
lines (20) limits the acceleration or deceleration to 2,5m/s2.
On the other hand, thermal forces can be calculated as follows:
∆𝜎 = 𝛼 ∙ 𝐸 ∙ ∆𝑇
where
Δσ

rail stress (N/mm2)

α

coefficient of linear expansion of rail Steel (11.5x10-6 1/K)

E

modulus of elasticity of the steel (215.000 N/mm2)

ΔT

temperature change (K)

Finally, the TSI on rolling stock for HS lines (20) states that emergency braking using this
system shall not exceed 360 kN per train.
Table 6 shows the maximum values when applying the simplification described above.
Table 6. Maximum longitudinal loads

LONGITUDINAL FORCES
Traction and braking (a≤2,5m/s2)

HIGH SPEED

MIXED TRAFFIC

25 kN per axle

60 kN per axle

Thermal forces (ΔT=35K, A=7687mm2)
Emergency braking

665 kN
360 kN per train

For plain track the supporting structure is considered as continuously supported with
enough contact area and no particular device is required for transmission of longitudinal
forces due to passing trains. However particular design or devices are required when the
continuity of supporting structure is stopped to limit the longitudinal displacement induced
by thermal expansion.
2.2.5.3 Track resistance to lateral loads
The S&C (like the plain track) shall be designed to withstand with the maximum total
dynamic lateral force exerted by a wheelset on the track due to lateral accelerations not
compensated by track cant, which are defined by the High-Speed Rolling Stock TSI (20)
as follows:
(∑▒𝑌_2𝑚 )_𝑙𝑖𝑚 = 10 + (𝑃 ⁄ 3) kN
Vehicle curving causes guiding forces which stress the rails horizontally and at a right
angle to the track axis. A force applied at an angle at the rail head is composed of a
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vertically acting part Q, a torsion moment M and a lateral guiding force Y. The guiding
forces depend on several vehicle-specific technical parameters, such as axle load,
wheelbase, bogie design, elastic and damping suspension parameters, but also on
geometric conditions of the track and on speed.
The so called quasi static guiding force Yqst is established by national rules all over Europe,
although Figure 8 shows some approximated values depending on curve radius.

Figure 8. Horizontal guiding forces depending on curve radius (18)
According to previous references, Table 7 summarises the range of values to be considered
in the new designs.
Table 7. Maximum lateral loads

LATERAL FORCES
Maximum dynamic lateral force
Quasi static guiding force

HIGH SPEED

MIXED TRAFFIC

65 kN

91 kN

5-20 kN

10-50 kN

2.2.6 Compatibility with bridge movements
Installation of S&C on bridges could pose problems if certain typical mechanical behaviour
is not considered. A bridge provides a solid foundation for track, but temperature changes
and traffic loading can cause longitudinal movements, bend of the spans and twisting over
the supports. Hence the S&C must be able to withstand these movements.
There are possible sliding layer solutions with lateral fixation, between bridge structure
and S&C.
2.3

Environmental requirements

2.3.1 Possibility to install noise and vibrations absorbers
The Environmental Noise Directive 2002/49/EC (21) is the legal framework for noise
reduction in the European transport network. This Directive requires Member States to
draw up “strategic noise maps” and action plans to reduce noise where necessary, but it
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does not set any value limits for noise emissions, which remains at the discretion of the
national competent authorities. For instance, the German Federal Emission Regulation (22)
requires in transport infrastructures noise levels below the values shown in Table 8.
Table 8. German maximum environmental noise levels for new built or modified
transportation infrastructures
PLACE

DAY

NIGHT

hospitals,
schools,
sanatoriums

57 dB(A)

47 dB(A)

residential
areas
and
small
colonies

59 dB(A)

49 dB(A)

In central areas,
villages or
mixed areas

64 dB(A)

54 dB(A)

In industrial areas

69 dB(A)

59 dB(A)

Near

Pure

The noise in railway operations mainly arises from the wheel/rail contact area. In
particular, there are two different sources (18):
 Airborne noise, due to engine, rolling, curves, braking and aerodynamic noise.
 Vibration and, as a consequence, structure-borne noise.
The increase in train speeds, axle loads, and traffic volumes on current train lines has also
led to increases in the noise and vibration to which the surroundings are subjected.
Irregularities between rail and wheels, as well as the dynamic deformation of tracks when
rolling stock passes, introduces vibrations into the subgrade. These vibrations are
propagated into adjoining building structures, which vibrate to lesser or greater degree.
Secondary airborne noise can likewise produce disturbances.
The TSI Noise (23) defines the maximum noise levels for stationary and pass-bay noise of
rolling stock on defined rail reference tracks and defined speed. There are no specific limits
for trackside noise, although the reference value is the traditional ballasted track with
wooden sleepers. Referring to this basic value, the noise radiation of slab track area is
about +5dB (18), so mitigation measures in this type of infrastructure have to be
considered in the design.
The existence of rail discontinuities increases the noise produced during the circulation of
trains. The most affected parts are the switch blade and the crossing frog, especially in
crossings that do not have movable frog points. In this case, the noise is produced by the
impact of the wheel with the crossing frog after the circulation through the diamond gap.
Moreover, wear on the crossing frog will influence the intensity of the impact and
consequently the noise produced will increase.
Depending on the main source of noise, there are different solutions to minimize the noise
emission and transmission. The following sub-chapters show other noise mitigation
measures to be considered in the new S&C designs.
2.3.1.1 Airborne noise
The dominant sound sources are the propelling forces of the vehicles up to a speed of
about 40 km/h, the rolling sound between 40 and 250 km/h and the aerodynamic sound
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over 250 km/h. So the rolling sound is the most important for the greatest proportion of
traffic.
A lot of good solutions have been developed in the last decades for mitigating rolling noise
emissions. The increasing the quality of the rail surface of the S&C by grinding or planning
is a good solution to keep the emitted noise due to rail coarseness below control. The use
of compound blocks in goods trains instead of grey cast iron brake blocks also contribute
to reduction of noise associated to coarseness of wheels.
Furthermore, the surface structure also has an impact on airborne noise absorption. A
closed structure such as slab tracks has in general not the same absorption as an open
structure like the ballasted track. The harsh sound of the slab track is slightly higher (about
2-5 dB) than the one of the noise absorbing, porous ballasted track.
This problem can be overcome by installing acoustic concrete as a finishing layer on the
concrete slab. In the case of tramways and inner-city railways, slab track also enables the
use of a grass-covered track system offering ecological and noise reduction advantages.
Other systems, such as FF Bögle or OBB Pörr have developed special prefabricated sound
absorbing elements that can be put between and outside the rails and which are protected
against withdrawing forces (see Figure 9). This way, noise emission can be reduced by up
to 2-3 dB.

Figure 9. Left: Artificial Grass Track, CDM (24). Right: Absorbing elements, FF Bögl (25).
The continuous embedded and supported rail systems have a rubber pack surrounding the
rail to support it and to prevent water penetration, which also contributes to the vibration
damping.
Finally, other measures have been locally implemented in slab track systems such as
attenuation of the rail web by special damping systems or additional support points
between two neighbouring rail fasteners, which achieve an important reduction of airborne
and structure-borne nuisance noise (see Figure 10).
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Figure 10. Left: Rail web damping system, Vossloh FS (26). Right: FF Bögl additional
support points (25).
2.3.1.2 Vibrations and structure-borne noise
Compared with ballasted track, vibrations and structure-borne noise are distinctly
increased in slab track. The reason is the uncoupling of the rail by the elastic rail fastening
and the lack of noise-absorption of the loosely bound ballast bed.
Slab track systems may be designed to offer improved vibration attenuation by the
interposition of elastomeric layers within the rigid track structures. These systems then
approximate mass-spring systems.
The characteristics of the amplification function of single mass oscillators play a key role
in the design of mass-spring systems. Mass-spring systems can be implemented in light,
medium-heavy, or heavy models. Light mass-spring systems are mounted on either strip
supports or entire-surface supports made of elastomeric matting. For heavy mass-spring
systems, individual supports in the form of elastomeric blocks or steel springs are
employed. The deeper the frequency of the vibration to be reduced, the higher the required
mass of the track concrete layer (27).
In the selection process of the appropriated elastic support to design the mass-spring
systems it is important to take into account the construction procedure of the slab track
system.
Table 9 shows the main types of elastic supports and their characteristics.
Table 9. Elastic support for mass-spring systems (28).
MASS-SPRING SYSTEM
Full-surface
floating slab

support

DESCRIPTION
for

Depending on the specific application, a full-surface
elastic support achieves natural frequencies in the range
of 14-25 Hz. This corresponds to an achievable
structure-borne noise damping of up to 30 dB in the
supercritical frequency range.

Linear support for floating
slab

Linear supports are preferred in mass-spring systems
that make use of prefabricated elements or combine
prefab with in-situ casted concrete. The horizontal forces
that arise both in the direction of travel (braking and
acceleration forces) as well as perpendicular to the track
axis (e.g. centrifugal forces, side forces resulting from
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track geometry errors) can be handled well by relatively
large support surfaces.
With linear support, it is possible to achieve lower
support structures natural frequencies (8-15 Hz) than
with full-surface support while keeping expenses
reasonable. Overall, linear support achieves a higher
damping of structure-borne sound.
Point-like
support
floating slabs

for

The selected construction method for the track support
slabs or track troughs determines the type of point-like
support. Generally it is used with track support slabs
created using site-mixed concrete and lifted into place
after hardening. The supports are inserted through
openings in the plate.
The lowest natural frequencies are achievable with pointlike supports (5-12 Hz). This type of support satisfies the
highest requirements for structure-borne sound
protection. Structure-borne sound damping of 30 dB and
more can be achieved with this type of system.

Light mass-spring system

This solution is a variant of the full-surface support that
is primarily used for tram lines. In this system, base and
side wall mats completely decouple the track bed from
its surrounding environment with regard to vibrations.
With this system, natural frequencies from 15 to 22 Hz
can be covered, allowing for structure-borne noise
isolation of up to 20 dB in the critical frequency range.

The following requirements may apply to elastic supports designed for mass-spring
systems:










Simple, fast and inexpensive construction methods
Low risk of construction errors
Wide-area load distribution in the subsoil
Damping of structural vibration of track support elements
Low number of installation joints
High horizontal stability of the entire system
High efficiency and long-term stability
Minimal maintenance expenses
Economy of the entire system

2.3.2 Use of waste materials
The Waste Framework Directive 2008 establishes the legislative framework for the
management, recovery and disposal of waste (29). This regulation sets concrete objectives
for the reduction of specific forms of waste by the year 2020. The recycling targets are
currently under review due to important implementation gaps amongst Member States
(30).
The construction and renewal of railway infrastructure has an enormous potential in terms
of the use of waste, including that deriving from its own activities and from other sectors.
The use in track construction of materials made from recycled waste enables, on the one
hand, a reduction in the demand for non-renewable natural resources, and on the other,
a reduction in the amount of waste dumped without being used.
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Some research projects have recently developed and tested recycled components for
railway track. For example, ECOTRACK demonstrated the technical and market viability of
a railway profile for continuous embedded rail systems made with recycled rubber from
end-of-life tyres (31). LIFE GAIN studied the use of steel furnace slag as recycled
aggregate to form sub-ballast and subgrade track foundation layers (32). The project
RECYTRACK demonstrated the environmental benefits and economic viability of recycled
rubber from end-of-life tyres for use in insulated blocks and elastomeric mats for ballasted
and slab track systems (33).
The use of waste materials in the new slab track systems shall be also considered in the
design. Apart from the clear environmental benefits, it is important to assess the technical
and economical impacts.
2.3.3 Non-contaminant leachate
The use of innovative materials in railway tracks could lead to important technical
improvements in the designs, while keeping the cost at a reasonable level. Other industries
such as aeronautics, road vehicles, even rail vehicles, already make use of composite,
graphene, titanium, etc. When using these materials in transport infrastructure, the
components are in contact with the soil and groundwater, so it became important to assess
the possible environmental impact not only after disposal but also during exploitation as a
leachate.
Leachate is a widely used term in the environmental sciences where it has the specific
meaning of a liquid that has dissolved or entrained environmentally harmful substances
which may then enter the environment.
The most used method to investigate the contaminant ability of a solid material, namely
the accessibility to the medium, is the leaching test laboratory. Although it should be noted
that sometimes the results are not entirely transferable to their behaviour in the natural
environment, it can be considered as a valid study.
Both the US and Europe have conducted several methodologies for laboratory testing in
order to determine what characteristics would have the leachate generated by the use of
building materials in road and rail projects, as well as the effects of this leachate both in
the soil and groundwater, focusing mainly on the analysis of organic compounds and
metals. The most common test in Europe to extract the leachate from a solid is the
standard EN 12457 "Characterization of waste. Leaching. Compliance test for leaching of
granular waste materials and sludges [...]” (34).
2.4

Construction requirements

2.4.1 Fast construction
The construction performance of a S&C depends on the number of in-situ works, including
the assembly of precast elements and the track alignment.
The construction process will be larger if the materials received need to be set up. For
example, in a ballast track construction of a high speed turnout, the assembly of the S&C
needs between 17 and 21 days. This difference in time depends on the assembly process.
More time is required for an in-situ assembly than for a process that projects a preassembly in the vicinity of the construction and then transports the S&C assembled to
their final location.
In the case of pre-assembling and transporting the S&C device, the construction time
reduction is due to the activities that could be performed during the assembly process,
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such as the plotting of the track alignment, the auxiliary track raising or the preparation
of the ballast layer. In the in-situ assembly, these activities need to be developed before
the assembly.
The main activities for both methods are:
Days

Assembly in situ

Pre-assembly and transport

2

Track alignment

Track alignment

2

1

Auxiliary
raising

Auxiliary
raising

track

1

1

Ballast
preparation

Ballast
preparation

track

2

Rail
slide
collocation
and
marking out of the
track

track PREASSEMBLY
ACTIVITIES
track

Days

PRETRANSPORT
ACTIVITIES

1

-

Marking out of the
1
track

-

-

3

Sleepers
unloading
placement

2

Metal
elements
unloading
and
placement

Metal
elements
unloading
and 2
placement

2

Assembly
grate setting

Assembly
grate setting

and

-

-

Transport
placement
frames

and
with 1

and

ASSEMBLY

and

-

Ballast placement,
levelling
and
AFTER
stabilization
ACTIVITIES
Metal
elements
welding

4

4
21

Sleepers unloading
3
and placement

TOTAL DAYS

TRANSPORT

2

Ballast placement,
levelling
and 4
TRANSPORT stabilization
Metal
welding

elements

4

17 a 21

Finally, it is worth mentioning that the assembly time of each turnout would be heavily
reduced if the whole turnout was assembled in a working area and transported by special
wagons.
2.4.2 Modularity
Modularity is the degree to which a system’s components may be separated and
recombined. In construction, it means that modules are a bundle of redundant components
that are produced en masse prior to installation.
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Besides reduction in cost and flexibility in design, the use of standardised construction
elements allows a high degree of prefabrication (independent of building site impacts) and
therefore extensive assembly works and assembly quality.
Furthermore modularity offers other benefits during the service life of the system such as
adaptability to changing traffic demands. The system can be upgraded just by plugging
new improved modules. On the other hand, a drawback of modularity is that modular
systems are not usually optimized for performance. That is probably the main challenge
for designers of modular systems.
According to this requirement, it is desirable that newly developed track systems allow, as
much as possible, the replacement of individual components to allow easy repair
procedures and upgrading methods.
2.4.3 Easy transport of precast elements to construction site
In case of prefabricated S&C, the size and total weight of individual elements are important
for the construction phase (transport and installation), and also for the removal and
replacement if necessary during maintenance operations.
Trucks are able to transport up to 30 t through most of the European road network, while
the trailer usually has a 12 m long and 2.60 m wide area for placing cargo. Higher weights
and dimensions are possible but the road authority must give a special authorization,
which usually takes a long time in administrative procedures.
2.5

Maintenance requirements

2.5.1 Low maintenance
Having low maintenance needs is one of the common features of slab track systems and
should be also shared by the newly developed S&C.
Given the high bearing capacity of the supporting layers, deviations of the track alignment
are small and unlikely to occur. The condition of the track geometry is, therefore, very
good for S&C in slab track systems and will remain likewise, keeping track quality and
passenger comfort without the need for intensive maintenance activities.
Only regular rail grinding, replacement of the rails, blades and crossing noses after their
lifespan are required.
2.5.2 Easy replacement of aged or worn S&C components
The S&C components, once they achieve the end of their life cycle, must be substituted
by new ones. The most common cases are the switch tongues, the points themselves, the
intermediate rails, the frog and the fastenings of the different metallic elements.
For instance, rails are subjected to (35):
- Fatigue as all metal is working cyclically.
- The wear by wheel contact (possibly accelerated by grinding operations).
- Repair activities on punctual defects or breaking, notably welding.
The use of traditional fastening systems allows rails to be replaced with the minimum
disturbance to traffic operation, thanks to well-known, even automated maintenance
procedures. This possibility disappears in case of embedded rail systems, which require a
partial reconstruction of the system and a new track alignment to be carried out, although
the embedded rail evaluated in the InnoTrack project (36) allows the rail to be replaced
without realignment due to the precision of the recess in the track slab.
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2.6

Operational/safety requirements

2.6.1 Performance parameters
The Technical Specifications for Interoperability (TSI) relating to the infrastructure
subsystem of the trans-European high-speed and conventional rail systems (11) (12), set
functional requirements to be met by the infrastructure subsystem depending on the
“category” of the line”. For the purpose of the TSIs the European railway transport network
may be subdivided into the categories shown in Table 10.
Table 10. TSI Line categories
Lines
High-speed lines

Categories
Category I: New lines for speeds of at least 250 km/h
Category II: Upgraded lines for speeds of the order of
200 km/h
Category III: New or upgraded lines with special
features and adapted speed

Conventional
lines

rail

Category IV: New core TEN lines
Category V: Upgraded core TEN lines
Category VI: New other TEN lines
Category VII: Upgraded other TEN lines

The conventional rail lines are in turn subdivided into different types of traffic, which is
represented with a suffix: Passenger traffic (-P), freight traffic (-F) and mixed traffic (-M).
For instance, for S&C of high speed lines or mixed traffic lines, the categories of lines to
be applied are Category I and Category IV-M respectively, which are characterized by
performance parameters shown in Table 11.
Table 11. TSI Performance parameters
MIXED

HIGH SPEED

TRAFFIC

Category

Category I

Category IV-M

Traffic

Passenger

Passenger Freight

Axle load

17 t

25 t

Line speed

250-350 km/h

200 km/h

Train length

400 m

750 m

Gauge

GC

GC

2.6.2 Compatibility with linear eddy current brakes
The eddy current brake is mainly used in the entrance area of railway stations and only
very rarely on open lines. This braking system is usually installed in the new generation
of high speed trains and it offers the advantage of lower wear of the brake elements of
the rolling stock, but its stray fields influence traditional signalling equipment and railway
infrastructure.
When a linear eddy current is applied, the rails are heated up and therefore, could diminish
track stability. The average rise of rail temperature in typical conditions is approximately
16°C, but can increase to up to 25°C under extreme operational conditions. In these
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circumstances and under strong insulation the rail temperatures can rise to over 80°C and
cause additional rail tension as a result of which the “critical temperature” might be
exceeded (18).
In a station turnout area, the break utilization acquires a significant importance because
this is where the train will need to break in order to stop in the station.
2.6.3 Electromagnetic compatibility
S&C in slab tracks, with their reinforced concrete layers, have substantial electromagnetic
properties. In their development, it is necessary to consider effective measures against
lightning and catenary line breakage. These measures involve grounding elements
(equipotential bonding). Modifications or extensions necessitate regular inspection of these
elements.
In high-speed rail traffic, unrestricted compatibility is absolutely essential between train
control systems and the slab track. Control systems operate with transmission systems
and use electromagnetic signal transmitters and/or signal receivers. These control systems
function directly in the reinforced-concrete track layers themselves (e.g., LZB and ETCS),
or in the direct vicinity of these layers (e.g., UM 71 etc.). It is crucial to study the effects
of longitudinal reinforcement, since it represents the primary attenuating element (27)
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3

Review of definitions and standard operating parameters

The initial part to the project, delivered through Task 1.1, was to undertake a review
of existing standards and technical documentation, to capture the requirements
defining S&C systems and their constituent components. This was an important
baselining exercise to interpret the current expectation of S&C and generate a
consistent suite of parameters and definitions that could be applied throughout the
project. Capturing operational parameters and identifying the associated standard
requirements has established the minimum requirements for the project to achieve,
better or mitigate, through the radical designs, as the project evolves. Task 1.1 also
included a capture of S&C terms and definitions ensuring consistent terminology is
applied throughout the project.
3.1

Definitions

In the compilation of the definitions list, terms and definitions have been sourced
from relevant European standards, domestic standards and S&C technical
documents, in some instances the definitions were modified to increase relevance to
this project and in situations where a suitable definition was not found, one was
created for the project. The detailed definitions list can be found in Appendix 1 to this
document. Each term is captured with a citation for the definitions source.
3.2

Identifying Standard Operating Parameters for S&C

3.2.1 The approach adopted
A detailed review of existing standards was undertaken to complete a requirement
gathering exercise. This sought to capture all existing requirements for all aspects of
S&C systems in one place. The requirements were then categorised as to whether
they were applicable to the complete S&C system, a sub system or component. The
sub system and component level requirements were further categorised in terms of
the S-CODE sub system they were applicable to i.e. Kinematics, Design, or Control.
The next stage was to rationalise the comprehensive requirements set down to the
key requirements that described the core purpose of S&C, the performance
expectations and the physical constraints for it to be compatible with the wider
railway system. It was recognised that the sub-system and component requirements
were useful, but to a large extent the application is dependent on the design solution.
The aim of the S-CODE project is to apply radically different solutions to deliver a
step change in S&C capability, it was recognised that focussing on detailed
component and sub-system requirements at this stage could constrain the project
unnecessarily and stifle innovation, when some of the detailed requirements may
simply not be applicable to the novel solutions. Consequently, in identifying the
operating parameters the project team concentrated on the requirements applicable
to the overall S&C system. Figure 11 is a diagrammatic representation of the
approach taken by the project.
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Figure 11. Schematic diagram summarising the approach to identifying the
operating parameters
The system level requirements were further categorised following a systems
engineering approach to systems definition. In defining a system there are some key
questions to answer, these are summarised in Table 12 along with the adopted SCODE category.
Table 12. Operating parameter categories

3.2.2

System high level definition

S-CODE Operating
Parameter Category

What does S&C have to do?

Function

How well does S&C have to perform and for how long?

Performance

What conditions must S&C perform in?

Environment

What are the physical constraints?

Constraints

Standards Review

The review of standards considered relevant S&C requirements within Technical
Specifications for Interoperability (TSIs) and European standards (ENs). Furthermore
there was a capture of requirements from British national specifications and other
national requirements where it was deemed to be relevant. When considering the
standard requirements associated with the identified operating parameters, it is
important to consider the requirements in the context of the standards hierarchy,
simplified in Figure 12. Some of the relevant requirements identified form part of
TSIs and therefore are mandatory requirements for the project to achieve. Other
requirements have been drawn from European standards, in the main these are
voluntary standards; however, they have been prepared collaboratively across
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nations within Europe and represent recognised best practice, consequently the
project should seek to comply with these requirements. Other parameters have been
drawn from domestic standards and customer specifications for S&C and it was found
that these requirements vary. Whilst the project would not be obliged to comply with
these requirements, they inform the project for the detailed requirements
specification later on.

TSIs
ENs
Domestic/
company
Standards

• These are requirements for interoperability across europe and are
mandatory for project to comply with

• Voluntary Standard requirements that reflect current best practice
accross Europe, the project should adopt these requirements where
appropriate.

• Standards that capture the customer requirements, requirements
difffer from country to country and even user to user. These
requirements should be used to inform the the project requirements.

Figure 12. Standards hierarchy
3.2.3

Output

Following this methodology, the project has produced a series of tables for each of
the operating parameter categories. These tables are summarised in the subsequent
sections of this report.
3.2.3.1 Functions – What does S&C have to do?
The review of standards and company specification documents revealed a consistent
set of functions for an S&C system. These functions are captured in Table 13 and
describe the functional requirements of an S&C system i.e. what role does S&C have
to fulfil for the railway system.
Table 13. Functions of switches and crossings

Ref.

Function

F1

Guide and support the rail vehicles as part of the track system, and withstanding
their mass and speed.

F2

Moving the rails to the position required by the operator by means of a command
sent by the signalling system

F3

Locking the moving elements so that they do not move unless commanded.
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F4

Providing continuous indication that the movable elements are locked to the
signalling system

F5

Determining the position of the rails.

F6

Providing continuous information on the position of the rails to the signalling
system

3.2.3.2 Performance – How well does S&C have to perform?
In accordance with expectation there were no performance criteria for S&C in TSIs
or ENs, as that is largely down to the end user to specify, however the principle and
parameters for consideration are ever-present. From the document review a core set
of performance parameters have been captured (see Table 14), these can be used to
define the performance requirements for the project, using existing specifications and
current S&C performance as a baseline.
Table 14. Parameters defining S&C performance

Operating Parameters for S&C Design

Ref.

Parameter

Definition

SC 30

Time to throw

The time taken to complete the sequence: unlock movable
rails, move movable rails, lock movable rails.

SC 31

Duty Cycles

Number of powered operations, with maximum time
between each operation, before a minimum rest period.

SC 32

Life

Minimum service life in years.

SC 33

Maintainability

The probability that a given active maintenance action, for
an item under given conditions of use can be carried out
within a stated time interval when the maintenance is
performed under stated conditions and using stated
procedures and resources.

SC 34

Mean time between
service affecting
failures (MTBSAF)

The mean time calculated between service affecting
failures. The measure of mean time, tonnage-or number
of operations between failures may be suitable for
different failure modes.

SC 35

Mean time to repair

Mean time taken to repair S&C once it has failed

SC 36

Safety

Risk of death per occasion of use
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Operating Parameters for S&C Design

Ref.

Parameter

Definition

SC 37

Scheduled
maintenance time

Allocated maintenance period per point end.

SC 38

Whole life cost

The cost of the S&C system considering all aspects of the
lifecycle (refer to section 3)

SC 29

Power consumption

Power consumed by the S&C unit to fulfil its functions.

3.2.3.3 Environment – What conditions must S&C perform in?
Similar to performance, there are no specific environment requirements specified
within TSIs or ENs that relate to S&C and there are different requirements captured
within different S&C specification documents, depending on the country of origin. The
parameters captured in Table 15 and corresponding specifications can be used to
establish some baseline requirements for the project.
Table 15. Conditions switches and crossings must perform in

Operating Parameters for S&C Design
Ref.

Parameter

SC 10

Snow

SC 11

Driving rain, drizzle and mist

SC 12

Solar radiation

SC 13

Water immersion

SC 15

Maintenance operations

SC 4

Interfacing systems

SC 7

Ambient temperature

SC 8

Humidity

SC 9

Icy conditions

SC 25

Vibration
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3.2.3.4 Constraints – What are the physical constraints to the system?
S&C is an integral part of the railway system and consequently the physical design
can influence compatibility and interoperability. There are numerous mandatory
requirements within the TSI relating to S&C that will need to be achieved by the
project in the design of next generation S&C, or the project will need to demonstrate
the irrelevance/inapplicability of clauses in the context of the radical solution. Table
16 identifies the physical constraints on the system that the project needs to consider
and which parameters have associated TSI and EN requirements.
Table 16. Parameters constraining the physical design of switches and crossings
Existing
Standard

Operating Parameters for S&C Design

requirements
Ref.

Paramete
r

Definition

TSI

EN

SC 14

Manually
operable

Operating mode in which all functions of
the control equipment are performed by a
human operator

N

N

SC 2

Clearance

The minimum calculated distance between
vehicles and fixed structures/equipment
or between two vehicles on adjacent
tracks

Y

Y

SC 20

Lateral
forces

Lateral forces which the S&C has to be
designed to withstand

Y

Y

SC 22

Longitudin
al forces
(vehicle)

Longitudinal forces generated through
traction and braking which the S&C has to
be designed to withstand

Y

N

SC 60

Longitudin
al forces
(thermal
effects in
CWR)

Longitudinal forces generated through
thermal effects in CWR which the S&C has
to be designed to withstand

N

N1

Trailability

When a set of switches is negotiated
under specific circumstances by traffic in
the trailing direction which results in the
forced movement of the switches without
damage, then the switches are said to be
"trailable"

N

Y

SC 23

1

The is no EN but there is a UIC code
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Existing
Standard

Operating Parameters for S&C Design

requirements
Ref.

Paramete
r

Definition

TSI

EN

SC 24

Vertical
Forces

Vertical forces which the S&C has to be
designed to withstand

Y

Y

SC 27

Maximum
level of
acoustic
noise
generated

The maximum permissible level of
acoustic noise generated by the operation
of the points operating equipment

N

N

SC 28

Obstacle
detection

The ability of the system to detect an
obstacle that prevents the movable rails
being secure in the correct position,
presenting a potential unsafe condition to
the wheel/rail interface.
For a conventional switch this tested by
placing an un-deformable obstacle (with
predetermined cylindrical dimensions)
between the two machined faces of the
stock and switch rail at the least
favourable position. When the maximum
actuating force is applied, the detection
system shall show that the switch rail is
not properly closed.

N

Y

SC 39

Maximum
Cant
deficiency

Maximum difference between the applied
cant on the track and the equilibrium cant
for the vehicle at the particular stated
speed

Y

Y

SC 40

Compatible
with train
detection
systems

Compatibility with equipment and systems
providing proof of the presence or
absence of trains on a defined section of
line

N

N

SC 41

Horizontal
Curvature

Minimum allowable radius of track curve

Y

Y

SC 42

Gradient

Maximum allowable track gradient

Y

N

SC 55

Vertical
Curves

A curve joining two track gradients in
their vertical alignment

Y

Y
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Existing
Standard

Operating Parameters for S&C Design

requirements
Paramete
r

Definition

TSI

EN

SC 43

Permissible
speed

The maximum permitted speed over a
section of line that applies to trains when
not operating at an enhanced permissible
speed

Y

N

SC 45

Rate of
change of
cant
deficiency

Measure of change in cant deficiency with
respect to time

N

Y

Free wheel
passage

The dimension provided to allow a
wheelset to pass through a set of switches
or a swing nose crossing, without
undesirable contact being made with the
wheel flange back and the open switch rail
or crossing. In switches this dimension is
taken from the back edge of an open
switch rail and the running edge of the
closed switch rail.

Y

Y

SC 47

Flangeway

Space between the switch, or guiding
edges of the wing or check (rail), and the
adjacent running edge.

Y

Y

SC 48

Joints

The joints by which rails of the S&C
system are secured to linear adjacent
rails.

N

Y

SC 49

Rail
Inclination

Angle measured as a tangent (e.g. 1 in
20) between the normal to the running
surface and the y-y axis of the rail.

Y

Y

SC 50

Track
Gauge

Distance between the corresponding
running edges of the two rails.

Y

N

Wheel
Guidance

The use of a rail or special section
provided alongside a running rail at a
specified dimension inside gauge to
provide a flangeway, to give guidance to
wheelsets by restricting lateral movement
of the wheels

Y

Y

Ref.

SC 46

SC 51
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Existing
Standard

Operating Parameters for S&C Design

requirements
Ref.

Paramete
r

Definition

TSI

EN

SC 52

Wheel
Profile

That part of the surface of the wheel or
tyre between the flange-back and the
outside face of the wheel or tyre

Y

Y

SC 53

Wheel
Diameter

Diameter of wheel as measured at the
wheel tread datum

Y

Y

SC 54

Wheelset
back to
back
dimensions

The dimension between the wheelset
flange back faces measured at the axle
height parallel to the axle centre line,
when under the vehicle

Y

Y

SC 6

Track
Centres

Distance between the centreline of one
track and the centreline of the adjacent
track

Y

N

SC 26

EMC

Electromagnetic Compatibility

Y

Y

SC 19

Compatible
with
Magnetic
Track
Brakes

Design must be able to accommodate the
use of magnetic track brakes

Y

Y

SC56

Flangeway
depth

Depth of the groove formed between the
wing and the vee at the running edge
height

N

Y

SC 57

Equivalent
conicity

Parameter for characterisation of the
wheel / rail contact. For a given wheelset
running on given track it equals the
tangent of the taper angle of a tapered
profile wheelset whose transverse
movement has the same wavelength of
kinematic yaw as the wheelset under
consideration.

N

Y

SC 58

Rail Steel

Metallurgical composition of the rail

Y

Y

SC 59

Fastening
system

Method of securing the rail to the
supporting track system

Y

Y

3.3

Concluding remarks
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In the analysis, the following has been produced:





A Comprehensive suite of existing standard requirements for S&C that the
project can drill down into
A Set of environmental and performance parameters which can be used to
establish the requirements of the S-CODE solution. This will support the later
evaluation of S-CODE Concepts
A capture of key physical constraints for S&C compatibility and interoperability
with the European railway system.

The project has identified that there are no pan European standards establishing
performance or environmental requirements, hence the project needs to establish its
own requirements in these areas, this can be informed from domestic specification
documents and existing practise. However, there are a number of standard
requirements relating to the physical attributes of the system. Some of these are
mandatory requirements, enshrined in TSI documents, whilst others represent best
practice captured within European standards. When the project concepts emerge,
these requirements will need to be considered to understand relevance and capture
how concepts would be able to comply with or mitigate.
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4
4.1

State-of-the-art and Baseline scenarios
State-of-the-art

In the context of railways, a switch is a device that allows rail vehicles to switch
between different tracks. Since the inception of the railways, only a handful of switch
types/designs have been used. One such form of switch as shown in Figure 13 has
been used for a very long time and is still being used; perhaps attributed to the
invention of L. B. Woods (37) in 1849. Along the course of history, there have been
design and operational improvements in S&Cs as advancements in other technologies
such as electromechanical devices, controls, computers, relays, electronic integrated
circuits and surface treatment materials became available.
Guide rails

Switch blade/tongue rail

Nose/Frog

Wing rails

Figure 13. A typical layout of a turnout (Switch and Crossing) on railway line
The kind of switch that is shown above, comprises of switch blades that are connected
through stretcher bar(s). The stretcher bars set the optimum separation between the
switch blades such that one of the blades eliminates the gap between itself and the
adjacent rail whilst at the same time, the other blade creates the gap between itself
and the adjacent rail.

Figure 14. Independently operated switch blades (Source: Railcorp,
Sydney/Australia)

It is inevitable in the case of a dual rail system that one of the rails will need to cross
the other when a track (containing two rails) splits into two. Therefore, a crossing is

needed in such case, as shown in the figure above. Crossings pose a potential risk of
derailment and knock-on impact as the rail is discontinuous.
Conventional switches use translational motion where the switch blade is dragged
across to bring it close to or apart from the stock rail. In 1990, Teramoto et al. (38)
invented spray coated ceramic plate(s) to reduce friction which provides a
weatherproof and wear resistant surface for the switch blades. To alleviate the
frictional forces, rollers are widely used nowadays. Currently, a number of turnout
roller systems exist in the market and are installed in tracks. These include: Rotorrail
(originally designed by Mazzi Technology S.R.I., Italy) designed and manufactured
by Vortok International, UK (39); EKOS® Roller Systems developed by SchreckMieves GmbH in 1993 (40); Schwihag Switch Roller by Schwihag AG (41) and CDP
Switch Roller Systems by Bharat Forge CDP (42).
4.1.1 High Speed rail switches
The development of high speed (>250 km/h) trains led to the development of high
speed S&C. Track switching at high speed requires a higher radius of curvature and
this results in long switch sections and acute crossing angles. A long switch section
requires multiple actuators along its (tongue/blade) length. The large gap results in
the crossing needing to be filled so that the train can be supported continuously
throughout its travel through the S&C.
High speed track switching is achieved by using multiple actuators spread through
the switch section’s length. The gap in the crossing is addressed by either using the
concept of “swing nose” or by “moving wing rails”. S&C employing the “swing nose”
concept has the nose (or frog) section that is movable, such that when it is shifted
laterally, it forms a continuous rail onto which the train can pass with minimal vertical
disturbances and considerably less impact on the wheels. In S&C employing “moving
wing rails” the nose remains static and the wing rails are moved closer to the nose
instead, as mentioned in the patent (43).
4.1.2 Continuous Main Line Rail Turnout
In order to provide continuous support to the traffic through a straight route, Progress
Rail Services, BNSF railway and Transportation Technology Centre, Inc. developed a
turnout where only one rail is broken, i.e. in its diverging route (44). The conventional
switch is shown in Figure 15.a where the moving parts of the switch are on the inside
of the rail and the train must go over stock rail on one side/wheel and a switch blade
on the opposite side/wheel; no matter whether going through or diverging route. In
the Continuous Main Line Rail Turnout concept, the train has a fixed stock rail in the
straight route, allowing it to pass through without altering its speed. Diverging trains
pass through the switch at lower speed where the wheels are lifted slightly using the
ramp on the switch blade and they cross over the main stock rail.
(a)

(b)

Figure 15. (a) Conventional S&C; (b) Continuous Main Line Rail Turnout. The
photographs are taken from (44)
4.1.3 Flange bearing
In some cases, train wheels can be supported from underneath the flange of the
wheel which is commonly known as flange bearing. Currently, there are many
products in the market which support such a function. “One Way Low Speed” (OWLS)
crossing (45) is a concept where the mainline track has a continuous rail where the
trains can pass through at higher speed and a crossing rail to be flange bearing where
the trains are restricted to lower speed.
Similar to the OWLS crossings, flange bearing frog/nose (46) has a component put
in the crossing area where the trains ride on their flange of the wheels.
Lift frogs, strictly speaking, although not flange bearing, allow the train to cross the
mainline rail by lifting wheels (47). At a crossing area where the mainline is
continuous, the cross rail has discontinuity and in that part, there is a possibility that
it rides on the flange.
(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 16. (a) OWLS Crossing (45), (b) Partial flange bearing frog/nose (46), (c)
Lift frog (47).
4.1.4 Rack or cog rail
Mountain railways present a unique challenge of climbing as conventional rail-wheel
adhesion is not high enough (static adhesion coefficient, µ = 0.10 – 0.35) (48). They
often use a “rack and pinion” mechanism to climb along with using the stock rails as
the guide. They are attributed to Nicolas Riggenbach’s invention in 1872 (49).
Conventional S&C can be used in a modified form as shown in Figure 17.a (50) below
which is based on the patent by Emil Strub in 1898 (51). There has been development
of panel based switches which are probably more favourable due to their simplicity
and because they do not have crossings. The possible routes are laid out on the panel
and so the panel is either slid across (as shown in Figure 17.b (52)) or rotated around
the track’s longitudinal axis (as shown in Figure 17.c (53)) to select the appropriate
route.
(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 17. Cog railway switch at (a) Schynige Platte Railway (© Kevin
Hadley/Wikimedia Commons/CC-BY-SA-3.0); (b) Mount Washington cog railway (©
Z22/Wikimedia Commons/CC-BY-SA-3.0); and (c) Pilatus railway line (Attribution:
JuergenG at the German language Wikipedia).
4.1.5 Monorail
As the name suggests, a monorail system consists of a vehicle travelling on a single
rail or beam. Broadly, monorails can be categorised into (a) supported monorails
where the vehicle body is above the wheels and is supported by the guideway
underneath and; (b) suspended monorails where the vehicle body is underneath the
wheels and the whole vehicle hangs from a guide beam as shown in Figure 18 (54).

Figure 18. (a) supported monorail; (b) suspended monorail. Reproduced from (54)
Rail tracks for single rail railways are somewhat easier when it comes to switching of
the tracks because they do not need crossing. Nevertheless, there are some
improvements in those types of switches, too. The patent by McClure et al. (55)
describes such type of switch through their invention. As shown in Figure 19, possible
routes are laid out on a section.
This section is mounted at the end of the cut section of the straight rail such that it
can pivot around the joint. The friction is alleviated by the use of rollers and guide
rails. The turnout route part of the section is cut radially such that when the section
is pivoted, there no colliding corners and the transition is smooth.

Figure 19. Track switch for single rail railways (55)
The switches on a monorail offer continuous paths. This is because the section of the
beam, often flexible, can be slid across to create a new path as shown in Figure 20
(56); similar to stub switches in a conventional railway. The switch can also be similar

to the sliding panel mechanism mentioned in section 3.6.5 where the preset
geometry is mounted on a panel which is then slid across to select the desired route
(57). Since there is only one rail/beam on which the vehicle travels, inherently, there
is no crossing needed.

Figure 20. Monorail switch (a) flexible beam; (b) showing possible routes from
single section of pivot switch (56)
4.1.6 Guided vehicles
Rapid transit vehicles (often rubber tired) are usually guided through beams/rails
(like in monorail) in the middle of the track or via side beams/rails. The track
switching in those vehicles is achieved in various ways as shown in Figure 21 (58).
(a)

(d)

(b)

(c)

Figure 21. (a) Centrally guided transit mode switch (58); (b) Laterally guided
transit mode "sinking" switch (58); (c) Laterally guided transit mode vehicle based
switch (58); (d) electromagnetically activated vehicle based switch (59).
Where the vehicle is guided through a central beam/rail, to change the track, the
joining beam is moved laterally to connect to the desired route as shown in Figure
21.a.

The switch section for laterally guided vehicles such as found in Dashaveyor’s system,
is an interesting one as the section of the switch sinks down to give way to the vehicle
so that the remaining section helps guide the vehicle towards the desired path.
Vehicle based (or on-board) switching is also employed on the laterally guided transit
modes where an arm is stretched out from the vehicle in the direction that it wants
to go. Once it catches the guideway on the side of desired direction, the vehicle is
automatically steered in that direction.
An electromagnetic switching system applicable in guided personal rapid transit
systems is elaborated in a patent (59). The electromagnets are installed on the sides
of the vehicle. They are switched ON or OFF depending on which direction the vehicle
desires to go (shown in Figure 21.d) such that the vehicle is attracted to the wall
accordingly and steers towards the desired direction. This switching mechanism is
applicable for vehicles approaching from either side (normal or reverse (trailing)).
4.1.7 Maglev
Since maglev systems use a similar guideway structure to monorails (section 3.6.6)
and guided vehicles (section 3.6.7), the switches for the maglevs are also similar to
monorails and guided vehicles. Figure 22 shows a switch used in the BR maglev at
Birmingham airport (60) where the switch is a panel based on a rotary platform that
rotates off-centre to provide the appropriate routes. Cho et al. (61) presented a
switch system for maglevs in Korea Institute of Machinery and Materials (KIMM) and
Shanghai which are similar to the ones used in cog railways (section 3.6.5) and
monorails.

Figure 22. Switch used in BR maglev in Birmingham (60)
4.2

Baseline scenarios

4.2.1 Introduction and methodology
In order to deliver the current capability assessment, baseline scenarios were
captured that describe the current situation and features of the Switches & Crossings
in the railway infrastructure. The definition of these scenarios is based on the
outcomes and conclusions of previous research project such as Innotrack,

Supertrack, RIVAS, IN2RAIL, CAPACITY4RAIL, etc., and the expertise of the industrial
partners involved in the project.
The main goal is to fully understand the current performance for S&C, not only in
Europe, but also internationally. It was broken down into four specific objectives:





Identification of global best practice for S&C.
Analysis of existing design constraints.
Common & critical causes of poor reliability, capacity reduction, safety, high
installation costs and high life cycle costs.
Development of “Baseline Scenarios”.

According to the objectives previously defined for this task, a holistic approach has
been selected in order to achieve a complete overview from different points of view.
Figure 23 shows the general diagram with the approach defined for the task:

Figure 23. Baseline scenario general diagram
Focused on the element of the infrastructure, the S&C lifecycle can be divided in
diverse stages:







Design
Manufacture
Installation
Maintenance
Renewal
Decommissioning

Each stage has its own characteristics and constraints which will be identified and
analyzed to be included in the Baseline Scenario to be developed. The main goal of
the S-CODE project involves the global optimization of S&C. For this reason, the

analysis should take into consideration transversal aspects as important as costs
reduction, information management or carbon footprint.
Additionally, the whole lifecycle can be managed using new technologies and
collaborative working environments that tools, like BIM, offer. The digitalization of
the railway sector is required once it can provide a series of advantages such as
design optimization, cost control, accurate planning, document management, etc.
For this reason, some aspects related to the use of BIM and its potential applications
in S&C will be included in the Baseline Scenario.
Every infrastructure and, consequently, every element thereof are intimately related
to the social and economic context where the infrastructure works. S&C are key
elements of the railway network and have a clear influence on the appropriate
operation of the system. Therefore, to understand this context in a better way, the
final outcome of the task will include the potential impacts that S&C can infer in the
network and, ultimately, in society.
The environment issues also have influence in the final performance of S&C. Diverse
ideas related to the environment are also part of the scenario, however it would be
really interesting to include the concept of Adaptation to Climate Change as well as
what we can expect about the future conditions in the railway system in general (and
S&C in particular) will face in the coming years.
4.2.2 S&C lifecycle
This section summarizes all characteristics and constraints related to the elements
identified as a part of the S&C life cycle.
4.2.3 Design
During the design stage, all the aspects involved in the performance of S&C must be
taken into account. Additionally, it is important to remark that these aspects are not
only related to the functionality of the S&C, but also with their geometry and the
material and properties of the elements that are part of S&C (rails, sleepers, etc.).
The design implications related to Health & Safety (H&S), installation, maintenance
or renewal issues need to be considered as well.
4.2.3.1 General Context
This project considers S&C as a single railway system rather than as a collection of
individual asset sub-systems, maintained by separate asset groups/maintenance
staff. We consider everything from the toes of the switches through to the heel of
the crossing including actuation and control.


The main objectives of the various elements that constitute the superstructure of
the rail track are:
o Guiding trains and,
o Transmitting to the substructure the static and dynamic loads
supported by the wheels through the components of the
superstructure.



Although it is well-known, it is important to affirm the main purpose of S&C in
order to focus the scope of the task. As already mentioned in one of the
deliverables from the In2Rail project (that also remarks on this aspect), the
primary function of S&C is:

“The system design shall efficiently direct railway vehicles from one track
to another”.


It is interesting to remark that the concept of S&C has experienced slight changes
over the years (although some elements have evolved improving the general
performance of the S&C, the basic concept remains more or less the same).



The components of Control, Command and Signalling (CCS) need to be taken into
account during the design stage.



Monitoring devices and procedures for S&C are relevant to ensure a proper
management of the maintenance of the S&C elements.
Heating is a significant parameter in railway design and therefore in S&C,
the change in temperature may create deformations adding loads to the
rails and elements of the S&C.



There are different types of S&C. In general terms, according to their geometry,
they can be categorized as presented below:
o Standard turnout
o Symmetrical turnout
o Combined turnout
o Diamond crossing
o Curved turnout
o Single crossover
o Scissors crossover
o Derailing points / Catchpoints
o Diamond crossing with single slip
o Diamond crossing with double slip
o Three-throw turnout
o Trap point



The S&C have different elements:
o Switch blades
o Accompanying stock rail
o Sliding chairs
o Frog / Crossing
o Check rail
o Intermediate rails
o Points Operating Equipment (POE)

Additionally, there are other elements of the track system that are also part of S&C:
o
o
o
o
o
o
o

Sleepers
Ballast bed
Concrete slab
Fasteners
Welds
Rails, etc.
Points Heating

Figure 24. Schematic illustration of a turnout and its components (62)



The switch rails can be actuated via manual, hydraulic, pneumatic or
electromechanical mechanisms, simultaneously or with a specific time interval.

4.2.3.2 Designing for loads


An important aspect with a remarkable influence during the design stage,
corresponds to the loads acting on S&C:
o Static loads that can be divided in vertical static loads and horizontal
static loads.
 Vertical Static Loads are mainly located in the contact between
the wheel and the rail. These loads correspond to the train
weight, including the freight, and are distributed from the rail
to the terrain through the superstructure). The cant deficiency
must also be taken into account, as depending on the speed of
the trains, one rail or the other may suffer a greater load.

o



Horizontal Static Loads; this type of load is not common in S&C
and can be rarely identified in situations such as a train that
remains still in a curve (with cant) close to the turnout or
extremely strong winds while the train remains stopped.



The influence of temperature changes both in static longitudinal
and lateral forces originated in Continuous Welded Rails (CWR)
should also be noted. This aspect has a great relevance when
dealing with coupling of the stock rail and the switch.

Dynamic loads in the rail track can be considerably greater than static
loads and are a basic factor to be taken into consideration for the sizing
and design of the track infrastructure, as well as for the future
maintenance activities to be carried out. These dynamic loads can be
also divided into vertical and horizontal efforts.



Vertical Dynamic Loads are directly related to the static loads,
the speed of the train and other parameters such as:










The dynamic properties of railway vehicles (e.g.
unsuspended and suspended mass).
The contact between the wheel and the rail.
The isolated or distributed anomalies from the rail
geometry.
The mechanical properties of the elements of the
superstructure (elasticity, stiffness, etc.).
The mechanical properties of the platform below the
superstructure.
Track stiffness inhomogeneity along the track
Crossing design (e.g. wing wheel riser)

Horizontal Dynamic Loads are mainly related to the guiding
function of the track.









The forces induced when guiding the train in a straight
line are negligible compared with the forces generated
in curves.
The loads generated in curves are related to the moment
of inertia of the train trying to keep its path straight
when forced by the track to change its direction.
This effect produces high horizontal dynamic loads in the
rail.
These horizontal loads can be (sometimes partially)
compensated by the definition of a cant in the track.
When the cant cannot compensate all the forces
generated, non-compensated lateral forces are created.
This aspect is especially relevant in S&C due to their
restrictions regarding their geometry and the cant.

A track cant can reduce the lateral force caused by centrifugal acceleration; the force
originated in the moment of inertia of the vehicle and from friction forces on the
vehicle track contact are essential and cannot be reduced by a track cant, see Figure
25:

Figure 25. Representation of acting forces in dynamic load
forces caused by forced wheelset guidance by the check
rail.
 traction and braking forces.
 The dynamic impacts on the common fix crossings when the
wheel moves from wing rail to crossing nose or from switch to
stock rail should also be noted. This impact has both vertical
and horizontal parts. Due to the wear of the wheels and rails,
the dynamic impacts also occur in the transition zone from
switch rail to stock rail and on the movable nose crossing.
o Longitudinal forces resulting from traction during acceleration and also
from vehicle braking need to be factored into the design.
In summary:
o S&C are subjected to high dynamic loads due to their geometric
features, the discontinuities between their elements and the
heterogeneity of these elements (according to their mechanical
properties).
o Consequently these loads, which are also influenced by the
degradation and anomalies of the track, have a great impact on
deformation, degradation and wearing processes.
o Heat is a parameter to be taken into account during the design stage
due to the loads and deformations that it can introduce in S&C.




4.2.3.3 Geometrical design




S&C can be designed for straight as well as curved sections, however it is
recommended that S&C are installed in straight sections of the track where
possible.
In general terms, the key parameters that define the S&C geometrical design are
summarized below and explored further in section 5:
o Curve radius in the diverting direction

o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o

Maximum speed in curved direction
Switch angle
Maximum transversal acceleration (non-compensate, acting on
passengers)
Then, taking into account all of these parameters, the length of the
switch can be defined
Obviously, there are many other parameters with influence in the
geometrical design of the S&C (width of the line, track gauge, etc.)
Speed in straight branch due to structural design, angle etc.
Switch layout tangent/intersecting (geometry of switch rail), structural
gauge widening due to the arrangement of switch and stock rail
Sleeper and bearer spacing, installation of trough sleepers for POE,
sleeper or bearer material (wood, concrete, steel, composite), Y
sleepers, installation of USPs, the arrangement of sleepers behind the
crossing panel

4.2.3.4 Common types of S&C
The following tables represent the main characteristics of S&C in two different
European countries:
Spain
Table 17. Main characteristics of S&C in Spain
DS-C-60E1-500-0,075-CR
Rail type

60 E1

Tangent

0.075

Rail gauge

1668 mm

Maximum speed straight track

200 km/h

Maximum speed diverging track

60 km/h

Diverging track geometry

Curve radii: 499.166 m

Bearers material

Wood

Fastener type

SKL 12

Expansion unit

NO

The most commonly used S&C in Spain are usually those with tangent 1:9 and fixed
nose (type A- non welded; and type B – welded) with wood bearers. With the arrival
of High Speed trains a new generation of S&C have emerged with concrete bearers
and smaller angles (tangent 0.027 or tangent 0.02) and mobile nose.
Focused on the Spanish market, there is a particular aspect related to the two
different rail gauges (“Iberian” gauge and standard gauge for High Speed Lines) that
can be found in the country. This type of S&C is formed by 3 rails, 3 switches, and

two crossings. There are also S&C for three types of rail gauges but they are more
specific in ports.
For this reason, there are some specific S&C called “polyvalent switches” that can be
used for both gauges. The main characteristics of this type of switch are listed in the
following table:
Table 18. Main characteristics of Polyvalent Switches in Spain
DSH-P-UIC60-500-0,09-CC-TC
Rail type

UIC 60

Tangent

0.09

Total length

45,620 m

Switch length

22,417 m

Rail gauge

1.668 mm

Maximum speed straight track

200 km/h

Maximum speed diverging track

60 km/h

Diverging track geometry

Curve radii: 500 m

Sleeper material

Concrete

Fastener type

SKL 12

Expansion unit

NO

Czech Republic (whole network)
Table 19. Main characteristics of S&C in Czech Republic (whole network)
DS-C-49E1-300-0,11-CR
Rail type

49 E1

Tangent

1:9

Rail gauge

1435 mm

Maximum speed straight track

160 km/h

Maximum speed diverging track

50 km/h

Diverging track geometry

Curve radii: 300 m

Bearers material

Wood or concrete

Fastener type

SKL 24

Expansion unit

NO

Czech Republic (core network turnouts)
Table 20. Main characteristics of S&C in Czech Republic (core network turnouts)
DS-C-60E1-500-0,09-CR
Rail type

60 E1

Tangent

1:11

Rail gauge

1435 mm

Maximum speed straight track

160 km/h

Maximum speed diverging track

50 (60) km/h

Diverging track geometry

Curve radii: 300 (500) m

Bearers material

Concrete

Fastener type

SKL 24 (12)

Expansion unit

NO

In the Czech Republic railways, a special derailment turnout (trap point) is being
developed without a disrupted running surface when the crossing is in straight line
and with a full railhead profile in a straight direction at the switch.

Figure 26. Derailment Turnout in derailing-mode (left) and safe-mode (right);
examples from RailCorp network in Sydney/Australia
In the High Speed Lines, where an increase in the speed is required in the diverging
track, the radii should increase and, consequently, the switch angle should decrease.
Traditionally turnouts are often built without transition curves, causing high lateral

loads in the track. For this reason, this type of turnout must have a special design
where the non-compensated acceleration is the key parameter. In order to minimize
this effect, transition curves are required. The transition curves are geometrical
elements that connect straight sections with circular sections. One of the most
popular transition curves in the railway sector corresponds to the Euler Spiral.
The Czech Republic has developed the HS turnout J60-1:33, 5-8000/4000/14000
incl. actuating and locking devices. The speed in the branch line has been designed
for160 km/h and the turnout geometry is presented in Figure 27 below:

Figure 27. HS turnout J60 representation
Transition curves are used at the beginning and at the end of the branch line and
circle curve (radius 4000 m) in the middle.
High speed turnouts are usually equipped with movable point frog and inclined rails.
It is also common practice to use a higher width of the ballast layer than in a
conventional railway.
4.2.3.5 Design improvement opportunities
Improvements in the design will provide benefits in terms of speed, safety, comfort,
maintenance, environment, cost, etc.
The following statements are mainly based on the recommendations given by the
In2Rail project regarding S&C.
When focusing on the dynamic loads, some relevant issues regarding improvement
opportunities are listed as follows:
o
o
o

New vertical rail designs to avoid localised wear in the gauge corner
area;
Better knowledge of the switch-stock rails dynamic effect in the
diverging track;
New designs to decrease load transfer at the crossing panel and
vertical impact.

The In2Rail project also suggested other improvement areas within existing S&C
design:

o

o
o
o
o

o

o

Improving steering in curves by introducing vehicle steering and/or
track based geometrical improvement to be assessed through a
combination of rolling radius difference functions and vehicle
dynamics;
Improving transition into the closure panel steady state curve condition
in the diverging route;
Validate and improve the rail inclination if it proves to lead to
detrimental steering and contact conditions;
Avoid jumps in contact and double point contact on high rail – leading
axle in the switch panel;
Where fundamental steering forces cannot be avoided (short turnout),
new materials need to be employed that are more appropriate for the
predicted contact conditions (high slip velocity and normal stresses) to
slow down or eliminate the current damage process;
Contact conditions for any new design should be fully assessed and low
contact stresses ensured at all times (situation representative of
present switch and closure panels should be avoided).
In addition, the following damage mechanisms should be assessed:
 Track shifting forces (track lateral deterioration);
 Maximum force on high rail (track lateral deterioration and
component damage);
 Rail wear and Rolling Contact Fatigue;
 Rail high contact stresses and sub-surface fatigue;
 Vehicle lateral acceleration and jerk (passenger comfort).

This damage mechanism will be further examined in section 6.1.1 which considers
common failure modes.


The In2Rail project also identifies some safety and performance indicators that
should be achieved with the new designs. These indicators are listed as follows:
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o

Derailment risk Y/Q (for a range of vehicles, wheels and friction
coefficients);
Passenger comfort (vertical, lateral and roll acceleration above leading
bogie as well as jerk);
Vertical impact loads unfiltered and low pass filtered (Q, Q<200Hz) to
capture rail/component damage and degradation to support;
Track shifting forces unfiltered and filtered by 2 m sliding mean;
Rail lateral and resultant forces for component fatigue;
Contact energy for resistance against wear;
Contact pressure based on Hertzian theory for rail resistance to
fatigue;
Peak pressure on ballast or other supporting track layers (nonballasted) for resistance to vertical settlement.
Abrupt changes in the track stiffness, vertical as well as lateral, cause
additional dynamic loads. Such typical places are:
 Switch rail is not supported by rail pad, which means higher
vertical stiffness.
 Switch rail is supported in the lateral direction in a different
way in comparison with other rails in turnouts.

Crossing panel (bending stiffness of crossing, additional
bending stiffness because of check rail.
 Vertical stiffness at trough sleepers.
Wearing of the crossing nose.


o

The new designs must take into account the whole-life cost of the system including
not only the installation and maintenance costs but also all the costs related to
decommissioning. This is the reason why decommissioning has been included as an
independent section of the baseline scenario.
Avoiding discontinuities in railing profiles could be an additional approach to minimize
degradation in deformation processes.
Currently, turnouts have not been built in redundancy, so when any part of the
mechanism fails, the whole system fails. As a result of this the traffic must be
stopped, implying a great disturbance in the service. For this reason, there are
professionals that promote that at least part of the system (the most vulnerable)
should be designed in redundancy.
4.2.3.6 New tendencies for S&C design
There are diverse strategies to develop alternatives to improve the current designs.
Some of these are summarized below:
o

o
o
o

Incremental Design Changes (some modifications, based on the
current system, are developed to eliminate or reduce common failure
modes). It should be noted that this is the approach followed by the
Shift2Rail project In2Track.
Radical re-design of the S&C System. This is the scheme that we have
adopted for the S-CODE project.
Enabling Technologies (Technology, materials and manufacturing
techniques to bring radical solutions to reality).
Complementing design procedures with information such as:


Analyses of mechanical performance;



Methods to solve static and dynamic response, theoretical
methods, numerical methods by finite or discrete element
methods, assessment of suitable software and verification
methods;



Verification of input parameters, definition of loads, material
properties of superstructure, substructure including subsoil
(e.g. definition of stiffness sequence of substructure layers);



Type of traffic for the railway (train load per axis).

o

Assessment of fatigue behaviour of structural components.

o

No design improvements. This strategy is based on the optimization of
the processes such as maintenance, installation or renewal without
significant changes in the original design.

According to the tendencies collected from previous R&D projects, the new designs
of the S&C systems should have the following characteristics:
o

The design should be as simple as possible and with a limited number
of individual components;

o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o

Robustness improvement;
The new designs should achieve a longer lifetime and promote
modularity;
Possibility to accommodate multiple switch lengths and geometries;
The tendency to derail must be reduced;
Enabling interoperability;
Improvement of track availability;
Improvement of turnout speed;
Increased permissible load;
Higher reliability;
Improved track quality retention (rail alignment);
Low stiffness heterogeneity;
Low sensitivity to high and low temperatures;
Low sensitivity to frost and snow;
Better information collection and management.
Reduction of cost for the assessment and maintenance processes
Improvement of grease and lubricants for S&C.
Keeping actual safety standards and requirements

These desirable characteristics can be considered as the final outcomes of the new
radical concept we are looking for.
Focused on POE (Points Operating Equipment), and according to the I2R project,
there are two directions visible as to how the down-time due to these problems can
be reduced:
o
o
o
o
o

More simple robust switches, especially with regard to the switch
actuator/motor – the main source of malfunctioning.
Apply continuous (on-line) condition monitoring to detect and identify
problems in early stages.
Modular systems for rapid repair.
Prognostic assessment.
Regarding track design:


not influencing dynamic properties of track, especially the track
stiffness (vertical or lateral);



not too complex
components;



robust;



not demanding a bigger space to be installed;



not be susceptible to mechanical damage (e.g. by coupler or
flying ballast particles);



not sensitive to a poor performance of the track, e.g. poor
subgrade and excessive rail and bearer deflection;



rollers (or similar solution) decreasing switch retaining force,
simultaneous fixing of switch rail in the vertical direction.

and

complicated

or

comprising

many

4.2.4 Manufacture
Turnouts are assembled firstly at the factory. Then, according to the transport
possibilities and the customer’s requirements, they are transported to the destination

in parts (switch panel, closure panel, crossing panel, infill panel), or partially
disassembled (e.g. half of the switches, crossing, bearers), or a combination of both.
Many of the tests to ensure the quality of the S&C are carried out in the production
facility (some of them are also verified after their installation). During acceptance by
the customer, the documentation is submitted to the customer (certificates,
assessments of testing – hardness measurements, penetrating test, ultrasonic
test…). During the usage in the customer’s network, the wear of some parts occurs.
Therefore it is necessary to carry out periodic inspections and maintenance work of
the exposed turnout parts (tongues, crossing, and check rails).

Figure 28. Technical team working on the manufacturing of a S&C
Some things should be mentioned in relation to the manufacturing of key elements:
o

o

A crossing can be manufactured in different ways. The standard
manufacture procedures are listed below:


Built-up crossing made from rail profiles.



Made from special rail profiles and also from special semiproducts (forgings). In this category, we can also include
crossings with a casted central part, which is surrounded by
rails and bolted by screws – type INSERT.



Made from special rail profiles, but with a casted manganese
nose



Casted crossing (monoblock) – from manganese or bainitic
steel



Shortened monoblock (the site of wing rails and nose is casted,
the second part is assembled) – shortened casted crossing from
manganese or bainitic steel with bolted wing rails made from
rails.



Movable point frog.

The switch blades are attached to the intermediate rails by means of:




Electric or thermo-welded welding;
A normal joint and fishplates or;
An insulated joint.

4.2.5 Installation
The S&C are commonly preassembled in the factory and are transferred to the
worksite using special wagons. As an example, in Spain S&C usually come in three
parts ready for installation. The longer turnouts (HS turnouts) are transported in
disassembled state.
The loading, transport and unloading process will be carried out with the necessary
precautions as defined by the supplier. For unloading, self-propelled cranes will be
used with a specific tool designed for this purpose which helps to unload all the
elements of the turnout without inferring permanent deformations. The method of
the loading, transport and unloading process is defined by agreement between the
manufacturer and the contractor. The available transport and lifting means are
usually used.
The S&C are installed after the first levelling. The final assembly must be supervised
by the supplier who will assume the final responsibility of the results.

Figure 29. Installation of S&C part using a crane
The installation procedure can be summarized as follows (description based on PEMLEM – Telescopic Switch Handling Machine & Motorised Lifting Transportation Trolley
- methodology):
o

o

o
o

Turnout layout by arranging the necessary vertical elements on both
sides of the platform and outside the working area reserved for the
assembly machinery.
Preparation of the ballast. After removing the temporary track (in case
of PEM-LEM if necessary), the process continues with the conditioning
of the ballast in order to dispose the S&C and all the sleepers from the
transition area to the direct track.
Final assemblage of the preassembled turnout.
Tamping and stabilization. Once the S&C is already placed and
connected, the process continues with its integration into the geometry
of the rail track.

o
o
o
o
o
o

Then, the actuators and testers are installed after the temporary
immobilization of the device.
Final tamping after the assembly of the actuators (and after covering
them).
Integration into the signalling control once all the actuators are
assembled.
Finally, the second levelling and the second stabilization layers are
carried out.
Welding (after the final levelling but before train operation), including
the installation of insulation joints.
If needed, then there will also be the installation of a temporary
Control, Command, and Signalling.

4.2.6 Maintenance
Maintenance is one of the most important parts of the S&C lifecycle, it is driven by
the performance of the system and significantly impacts on costs and resources
needed.
4.2.6.1 Maintenance strategies
There are diverse types of strategies regarding maintenance. Probably the three more
widely implemented are corrective maintenance, preventive maintenance and
predictive maintenance. The different managers and operators usually choose one of
them as the guideline, however, in the context of the contracts, it is easy to find
characteristics of all of them in the activities to be carried out.
The most commonly used strategy for maintenance of S&C is a mixture of corrective
and preventive maintenance. Industry is trying to move towards predictive
maintenance using monitoring, but it will take time to develop the engineering safety
arguments for this change.
The bias should be towards predictive maintenance through making full use of
available technologies in design and monitoring, but there will always be some things
that cannot be predicted and for which an element of corrective and preventative
maintenance will be needed.
Corrective maintenance
o
o
o

Corrective maintenance is based on the execution of a certain activity
to solve an incident after it has occurred.
The goal is to return the system to its original situation as quickly as
possible.
Focusing on the type of incidence and the time to carry out the
maintenance activities:
 Some activities can wait and be carried out during the time
reserved for maintenance. In some places, it is usual to call this
type of activities “programmed”, however this terminology will
be avoided in this document because it could be contradictory
according to the characteristics of the other maintenance
strategies.
 On the other hand, other activities cannot wait and must be
carried out immediately (these activities are also known as “not
programmed”).

o

Taking into account the nature of the interventions, they can be
palliative, if they are not definitive and are applied in order to restore
the service as soon as possible, or definitive if the problem is fixed
after the intervention.

Preventive maintenance
o

o

o

o

o

Preventive maintenance is carried out according to previously
established criteria with the objective of eliminating or reducing the
risk of failure or minimizing the wear of the system components.
This criteria can be based on;
 a systematic and periodic planning of works or;
 it can be conditioned to predetermined limits of the parameters
that define the state of the system.
The definition of the planning of the works in the case of a systematic
strategy is based on the reliability of the materials, the characteristics
and functionalities of the elements and their expected level of
degradation (calculated from a theoretical and/or empirical data).
When the performance criteria are based on the value of certain
parameters and their functional limits, the concept of inspection takes
on a particular relevance (this aspect will be detailed in the following
sections).
However, as discussed above, it is usual to combine both approaches
in the maintenance contracts.

Predictive maintenance
o

o

o

o

For many people, predictive maintenance consists of an evolution of
preventive maintenance, optimizing some key aspects and improving
the general performance of the system. On the other hand, other
professionals define this type of maintenance as independent.
This type of maintenance is based on the prediction (or early detection)
of the real causes of failures to define the optimum moment to carry
out the maintenance activities, reducing breakdowns and downtimes.
The expected benefits of this strategy are summarized as follows
(according to IBM “Predictive maintenance benefits for the railway
industry” publication):
 Return of the investment: x 10
 Reduction of maintenance costs: 20-25%
 Breakdowns reductions: 70-75%
 Increase in productivity: 20-25%
 Downtime reduction: 35-45%
In this case, the predictive maintenance is totally associated with the
inspection and the control of some specific parameters that have to be
periodically measured (according to a predefined frequency) and
evaluated.

o Two of the most important points are probably the election of the
parameters to control and the definition of the resources needed to
monitor these parameters.

4.2.6.2 Inspection and Monitoring
As previously mentioned, the inspection of a series of parameters of the
superstructure in general, and S&C in particular, is a key task during the maintenance
stage. The results of the inspection process define the real conditions of the rail track
as well as the maintenance activities to be carried out.
Particularly , the main goal related to S&C inspection consists of the assessment of
the on-site measurements related to the geometric dimensions of the switch such as
degradation of its elements, transversal and longitudinal levelling, sleeper spacing,
vertical and lateral accelerations, or the development of sleepers or bearers support
in the ballast bed due to dynamic loads.

Figure 30. Railway inspection
Taking into account their characteristics, requirements and potential risks, it has been
decided to distinguish between conventional and high speed lines.
General issues related to the track
S&C as a part of the superstructure are also included in the general inspection of the
track. This inspection process includes the following aspects:




Geometric inspection of the track
 All parameters related to the geometry of the track are collected
and stored by a special vehicle.
 These defects are associated with dynamic overload which causes
rolling contact fatigue and, consequently, vibrations and
discomfort.
 Longitudinal and transversal levelling.
 Warping defects and other parameters related to the alignment,
cant, track gauge or the profile of the track.
 This type of inspection is usually carried out once every 15 or 30
days, and less frequently on lesser used routes.
Dynamic inspection of the track

The main objective of the dynamic inspection of the track
corresponds to the assessment of the lateral bogie, vertical axle
box as well as lateral and vertical car-body accelerations.
 Then the results are compared with the predefined thresholds in
order to determine the points where the limits have been exceeded.
 This type of inspection is usually carried out once a month on main
line and less frequently on lesser used routes.
Ultrasonic inspection of rails
 The main objective of the ultrasonic inspection of the rails
corresponds to the detection of longitudinal defects in the rail
heads.
 This type of inspection is usually carried out once or twice a year,
depending on the railway management.






Visual inspection
 The visual inspection is performed by specialists who inspect the
track on foot.
 During the process all the elements of the superstructure are
evaluated such as ballast, sleepers, fasteners, rails, etc.
 This type of inspection is usually carried out twice a year.

S&C (Conventional Lines)

Figure 31. S&C from conventional line in Spain
The type and frequency of the inspections depend on the characteristics of the line
(traffic, climate conditions, freight or passenger trains, or both, etc.). Nonetheless, it
is necessary to carry out them at least once a year by specialists.
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o

Levelling and alignment monitoring;
Connections between the blade and the stock rail;
Inspection of cracking and superficial deformations (rails);
Indentation wheel form;
General lubrication;
Inspection of groove width;
Estimation of wearing process in switches and frogs;
Connection of the crossing with the wing rail.

S&C (High Speed Lines)
It is obvious that the safety requirements and standards of the High Speed Lines are
much more restrictive. For this reason the inspection of S&C is really exhaustive and
must be carried out by trained personnel. Many elements and procedures are
checked. The following list summarizes the most important ones:
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o

Welding and insulating joints;
Rail cracking;
Other superficial deformations;
Tightening and condition of the elastic clip
Burr formation;
Track gauge;
Connections between the elements of the turnout;
Settlement of blade on sideways;
Condition of rollers for manoeuvre assistance;
Side bracket blade-stock rail;
Groove width;
Anti-creep device;
Groove width rail-check rail;
Wearing process of the S&C elements;
Groove with clearance checkout;
Checkout dimensions locking device;
Tightening torque of bolted joints;
Lubrication;
Indentation wheel form;
Dust protection state;
Slide way condition;
Locking device (pressure, wear, etc.);
Switch heating condition;
Checkout fastening elements;
Fastener and nut safety;
Rail head deflection by passing trains;
Vibration acceleration measurement in the turnout.

This type of inspection is usually carried out at least six times a year. As an example,
in Spain the geometrical inspection in HS is performed once a month along with the
dynamic inspection.
Finally, all data sets collected are stored and analyzed in specific databases.

Figure 32. S&C in Spanish High Speed line
Maintenance activities
After the inspection process, when the parameters exceed the predefined limits or
according to the specialist criteria, different maintenance activities need to be
performed. In general terms, the main goal of maintenance activities consists of
correcting and preventing defects as alignment, longitudinal level, cant and warping.
Taking into account the diverse nature of the failure modes that S&C can suffer, many
types of maintenance activities can be planned. These maintenance activities can be
summarized as follows:
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o

Strengthen sleepers by banding;
Materials forecast;
Cass and drainage systems cleaning;
Unload and storage of ordered materials;
Weed clearance;
Bolts lubrication/greased;
First pass of the switch or construction tamp;
Replacement of rail, half-set of switches, crossing nose and life expired
guard rails;
Placing shims/packers;
Survey of and grease of fish plates;
Check of insulated rail joint;
Remove, clean and grease all the bolts;
General tightening of the bolts;
Tamping;
Digging out/removing contaminated ballast;
Spacing and squaring of sleepers;
Second pass of the switch or design tamp;
Adjusting gauge of rail with points set in normal direction;
Adjusting and tightening of stress transfer and heel blocks;
Adjusting gauge of rail with points set in reverse direction;
Building up the Crossing Nose by means of Arc Welding;
Patch repair of sleepers (normally using resin) and spot re-sleepering;
Torqueing/tightening or reinstalling fastenings;
Pads, Clips and Insulator renewal/replacement;

o
o
o
o
o
o
o

Points Operating Equipment (POE) checks and adjustments. FPL
Testing (Facing Point Lock Testing) and adjustments;
Marking up Lifts and Slews required;
Levelling, aligning, tamping, ballast regulating and dynamic track
stabilization;
Rebuilding or building up Running Rail head by Arc Welding;
Grinding of Crossing Nose or Switch Running Rails;
Ballast Shoulder Regulating;
Clearing Site and Tidy Up (grass, dead animals, etc.).

There are some repetitive preventive maintenance activities that could be avoided or
at least perform in a different manner or frequency. One of them is the maintenance
related to the lubrication/greasing of the bolts, since many times the maintenance is
performed without really knowing the previous status of the bolt.
Goals to achieve in S&C maintenance
The different research projects we have consulted indicate the aspects or points to
improve related to S&C maintenance. In summary, these key aspects can be listed
as follows:
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o

Reduction of the inspection/inspection activities;
Reduction
of
maintenance
actions (programmed and not
programmed);
Use of new materials, more resilient, that imply less deformation,
degradation, corrosion and wear;
Improvement of the modularity;
Automation of the inspection/ maintenance process;
Automation of the levelling process;
Remote management of the process;
Safety improvement;
Improvement of electrical isolation;
Improvement of cable management;
Drone and satellite inspection.

4.2.7 Renewal
Some of the characteristics and recommendations related to the renewal of S&C have
already been commented on in the installation section. In Europe, the renewal of S&C
is usually a well-known and mechanized process that has its own standards. However,
it is important to remark that the process must be carried out by highly trained and
skilled personnel.
The renewal process needs heavy machinery, especially large cranes, as the S&C is
previously assembled in the factory and installed in its final location. This preassembly provides a series of advantages such as more quality, precision
improvement or quick installation however it also implies a bigger investment in
logistics. In order to minimize the disturbance of the network, the process is usually
quick and is carried out during the night. It can also be planned to affect the service
only for one track (in lines with double track).
In order to decide between renewal, refurbishment (more associated to maintenance)
or decommissioning (and installation of the S&C) in another location, it is necessary
to evaluate some key aspects:

o

o
o
o

Cost; likewise the final cost of the action depends on:
 Location;
 S&C condition and type of problems the asset is experiencing;
 Site access and other logistic issues;
 Design layout (in case of renewal);
 Environmental conditions.
Risk associated with the S&C
Network disturbance
Lifetime of the infrastructure;

4.2.7.1 Decommissioning
In accordance with the previous section, the decommissioning decision should be
based on factors such as cost, location, associated risks, S&C conditions, the
recurrent problems, etc. However, generally, when an S&C is not really needed, the
best practice is to remove it. It should be stated that, in some countries, such in the
UK, there are “switch recycling centres” which allow refurbishment and reuse of some
S&C / S&C component

4.2.8 Digitalization & BIM
Although the use of BIM is a common practice in most building projects, it is not very
popular in the infrastructure sector. The reasons are related to the current software
problems of linear projects in the development of 3D models, the poor connectivity
with other design software and the lack of standardization.

Figure 33. BIM model of a railway from Ferrovial
However, the tendency is to increase the use of BIM taking into consideration the
potential benefits this technology provides during all the stages of the project;
planning, design, construction and operation.


Use of BIM during the construction
o

The use of BIM, and in particular the visualization of the 3D model,
allows designers to evaluate and validate the changes in the original
design related to the alignment, structures, superstructure, etc.

o
o

o

It is also useful to explain in a more comprehensible way all these
changes to the different professionals.
The use of BIM and therefore a 3D and realistic visualization, allows
the personnel to know the critical points and possible problems before
even beginning work in these potential problematic areas.
In railway projects, BIM also helps to control key aspects such as the
storage of materials, temporary facilities, logistic issues or the large
amount of machinery that is involved.



Use of BIM during the operation and maintenance
o The identification and geolocation of all the assets of the railway is one
of the greatest benefits of delivering an As-Built project based on a
BIM model. This model can also include all the documentation and
records of incidences happened during the execution process.
o The client and the operator can manage very useful information during
the operation phase and have all the assets perfectly georeferenced.
o Additionally, the assets (e.g. sleepers, sections of rails, catenary posts,
track devices, etc.) are also linked to their associated documentation
(technical specifications, reports, invoices, etc.). This new
management possibility is very practical for preventive and predictive
maintenance strategies as well as planning the renewal process of the
elements during this phase.
o The use of 3D laser technologies, which are closely associated with BIM
models, allows the operators and managers to collect in a fast and very
detailed way all the assets of the line.



Advantages in terms of collaboration
o Railway projects imply a great amount of resources, and are an
important investment involving contractors, subcontractors and other
public and private organisations. In this context, there are different
communication problem that can be solved by the use of BIM, which
provides an excellent platform to share information.
o The use of BIM in railway projects facilitates the knowledge and
understanding of the actions and changes proposed by the technical
participants. This characteristic allows the managers to make decisions
in a faster and more coordinated way due to the possibility of
evaluating the proposed changes directly from the 3D models, defining
risks and potential clashes in advance.
Centralized information: Single Model
o BIM is closely linked to the technological advances that the
construction sector is experiencing. As it was previously commented,
one of the great advances is to provide a communication and
collaboration platform in the cloud. Thus this platform implies a real
Common Data Environment (CDE) where all versions, changes, actions
and documents of the project are recorded and stored. In addition,
these collaborative working environments greatly facilitate the
implementation of audits and the follow-up of the entire evolution of
the project by external coordinators.



4.2.9 Economic and Social Impact
Any railway system has a great influence and repercussion in the area where it
operates. From the point of view of the infrastructure, this influence can be measured
in terms of initial investment, operation costs, maintenance and renewal costs, risk
management, etc. However, there are other socio-economic factors that should be
taken into account which are related to the service that the infrastructure provides.
Therefore, a disruption in the service affects many people and causes delays that
imply many unproductive hours with their associated cost. Safety is also an extremely
important factor the infrastructure must ensure (passengers, workers, machinery,
freight, environment, etc.).
The maintenance and costs associated with S&C can represent 25% of the total
budget, which is remarkable taking into account the percentage they represent
according to the length of the network. This is a well-known feature that was already
commented on in the S-CODE proposal. The following tables show the impact of S&C
failures in the British network.
Table 21. Typical scheduled maintenance operations for UK switch installations, and
total labour time. Note labour time does not include travel to site (Source: Network
Rail/Interview)

Table 22. Incident count for infrastructure assets between 2017-2012 upon the UK
mainline, for top 18 incident categories (by count), including mean number of
‘delay minutes’ incurred per incident (Source: Office of Rail Regulation (2013))

According to the In2Rail project and as a representative example, in the UK alone
the failures related to the POE system cause more than 500,000 delay minutes and
implied a cost of 46,5M£/year.
Two other illustrative examples can be extracted from Spain:
o

o

In 2014 in the maintenance of the double High Speed Railway between
Zaragoza and Madrid (around 320 km), 110 incidences in S&C were
recorded (an average of 9 per month). Out of this total, 38 problems
were related to electric failures and the rest were mechanical or
punctual issues. In general these failures did not produce train traffic
delays.
In 2015 in the maintenance of the double High Speed Railway between
Cordoba and Malaga (around 154 km), 68 incidences were recorded in
S&C. Out of this total, 47 problems were related to electric failures and
the rest were mechanical or punctual issues. In general these failures
did not produce train traffic delays.

4.2.10 Environment & Climate Change
There are many environmental challenges related to transport infrastructures that
have to be met in the coming years. According to their influence in the budget and
in the operation of the rail network, Switches & Crossings become key elements to
achieve these environmental goals. Some of these challenges can be summarized as
follows:

o
o
o
o
o
o

Environmental: Low noise impact;
Low vibration impact,
Better landscape integration,
Low energy consumption during production,
Low energy consumption during operation;
GHG emissions reduction.

Obviously these objectives should meet the objectives of the Roadmap 2050 that
proposes 50% reduction of GHG in 2050.
Another interesting factor related to the Climate Change corresponds to the concept
of Adaptation.
o

o

o

o

o

The concept of Adaptation includes all actions, resources and solutions
adopted to anticipate potential adverse effects derived from Climate
Change, in order to prevent those effects or, at least, minimize them.
Thus, these early actions are expected to provide significant economic,
environmental and security benefits.
There are several examples of action to adapt to climate change such as
the efficient use of hydric resources, redefinition of building codes and
regulations, new elements to prevent floods or the introduction of new
vegetal species less vulnerable to storms or fires.
However, there are nowadays some uncertainties that imply we are not
able to predict and parameterize the real consequences (not even their
order of magnitude) of these adverse effects in order to design (or
redesign) our infrastructures accordingly.
Transport infrastructures are elements that, taking into consideration their
characteristics, are very exposed to the possible adverse effects derived
from Climate Change. These characteristics can be summarized as follows:
 They are very sensitive to weather conditions.
 Design and operation are heavily affected by potential hazards
and/or natural disasters.
 They are totally influenced by the surrounding underground, so
they are strongly influenced by changes in their morphology and/or
properties (physical, chemical, structural, etc.).
 Infrastructures imply a strong investment.
 Disruptions in the service, operational failures or other unforeseen
events (such as accidents) have great economic and social
repercussions.
Finally, and focused on the potential consequences of Climate Change,
there are some effects that are expected to have an increasing influence
in the adaptation process of our infrastructures.
 Changes in the rainfall regime;
 Water table unpredicted oscillations;
 Loss of plant cover;
 Chemical changes in the groundwater;
 Average temperature increase;
 Extreme maximum and minimum temperature.
 Undermined territory, floods or torrential.

5

RAMS analysis

The data analysed has been obtained for different typologies of railway lines in order
to compare the RAMS parameters among them. Hence, the analysis has been carried
out using data from three different high-speed lines, conventional lines, metro
(underground, subway) and a tram line.
A RAMS analysis has been carried out to evaluate the reliability, availability,
maintenance and safety of these lines with regard to S&C performance.
The reliability analysis studies the probability of a device performing the required
function during a given time interval. The target of reliability predictions is to estimate
the failing probability based on the failing probability of the elements, taking into
account their operational and environmental conditions.
The reliability of a system or a service is a fundamental parameter to verify if it is
properly working. It can be set by the reliability of the components and its study will
be used as a measure of fail probability of an element of the system along the time.
The availability is the ability of a product to be in a state to perform a required
function under given conditions at a given instant of time or over a given time interval
assuming that the required external resources are provided.
This parameter will measure the ability for system use, guaranteeing the continuity
of the system with all its benefits. Therefore, in this study the availability will be
considered based on the delays. This availability will consider the effects on the
commercial operation of the service and the failure parameters of the system.
The maintainability is defined as the probability that a given active maintenance
action can be carried out within a stated time interval when the maintenance is
performed under stated conditions and using stated procedures and resources.
The maintainability parameters express the capacity of a subsystem to be maintained
and restored to be operational, taking into account specific conditions, procedures
and established resources.
The safety is the lack of harmful risk. A Probabilistic Risk Assessment (PRA) could
be performed, which multiplies the magnitude of possible adverse consequences and
the probability of these consequences happening, hence quantifying the total risk.
However, in this study a PRA will not be performed due to the lack of information.
Instead, the threats and dangerous situations have been identified and all the
incidents or accidents that require some investigation due to fatalities or serious
injuries have been analysed.
5.1

Reliability

Reliability considers the probability of a system to carry out its functionality along the
time. An important parameter to study is the failure rate (𝝀), which represents the
number of failures in a specific time period.
𝜆=

𝑛º 𝑓𝑎𝑖𝑙𝑢𝑟𝑒𝑠
𝑡𝑖𝑚𝑒 𝑢𝑛𝑖𝑡 (𝑦𝑒𝑎𝑟)

The failure rate will be computed considering the number of failures each year.
Moreover, the mean failure rate will be computed in order to have an estimation of
the reliability of each line.
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Nonetheless, this value can also be computed considering the number of S&C devices
in the line. Thus, the failure rate will be calculated as:
𝜆′ =

𝑛º 𝑓𝑎𝑖𝑙𝑢𝑟𝑒𝑠
𝑦𝑒𝑎𝑟 · 𝑆&𝐶

This parameter provides the number of times that an S&C device will fail each year.
Also its mean value would be computed to know the reliability of the line (considering
only the S&C failures).
Before analysing the failure rates in a case study, the most common failure modes
are presented in order to gain insight.
5.1.1 Failure modes
Some of the failure modes have been already commented on in an implicit way in
previous sections of the present document. However, it is important to collect all
these potential problems in a single chapter. After checking several sources and other
European projects, it was decided to include in this section the most representative
failure modes, which are described below.
5.1.1.1 Switch and stock rail assembly

Figure 34. Rail Assembly being performed on site
o

o

o

o

Spalling of stock rail. This defect mainly occurs in the wheel transfer
area of the switch/stock rail and shows cavities left by material having
spalled out.
Lipping. This defect mainly occurs in the wheel transfer area of the
switch/stock rail and crossing nose/wing rail and appears as a
plastically deformed lip. This defect can lead to material breakouts
from the stock and switch rail and the crossing nose.
Soft spots in the running surface. This defect occurs mainly in the
forged area of switch rails or in close proximity of welds of fixed or
moveable crossings. It is characterized by a depression in the running
surface caused by localized loss of hardness and strength as a result
of the heating and cooling stages during forging.
Non-compliance of narrowest flangeway (residual switch
opening). Going below the limit of the narrowest flangeway can cause
a touching of the switch rail by the wheel flange during passage of the
vehicles. This defect can lead to whipping of the switch rail and hence
(in worst case) to a break of the switch rail.
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o

o

Incorrect lateral attachment of switch rail. This defect is
characterized by a small gap (incorrect lateral attachment) between
switch and stock rail and respectively between the crossing nose and
wing rail. The defect can cause high dynamic loads that lead to
accelerated damage of S & C components.
Broken cast items. This defect is characterized by a broken anticreep device (normally the ball section) of a ball and claw type within
switches. This can lead to obstruction of rail vehicles, movement of the
switch, incorrect alignment of the switch toes and subsequent point
operation that in turn can cause detection failures.

5.1.1.2 Rails
o

o

o

o

o

o

Progressive transverse cracking. This defect develops from a
defect inside the rail head, from an internal horizontal crack or from
deep shelling of the gauge corner (very unlikely). The appellation
“kidney-shaped” is explained by the characteristic shape of this
progressive crack. This serious defect can occur repeatedly in the same
rail and result in large gaps in the event of multiple breaks (risk of
derailment).
Shelling of the running surface. This defect is characterized by the
appearance of a small crack in the outer face of the rail head, a few
millimetres below the running surface. At a later stage, a piece of the
metal may break or peel away.
Shelling of the gauge corner. The rails first show long dark spots
randomly spaced out over the gauge corner or the merger of such
cracks leading to localized loss of structural integrity and peeling
/shelling of the surface material in the gauge corner which can
sometimes be quite extensive.
Head checks. This typical RCF defect is characterized by small parallel
cracks at the gauge corner. The distance between cracks varies
depending on local conditions and the rail steel grade (normally smaller
distances on head hardened rails). Depending on the wheel/rail contact
condition the cracks are located with an angle of 35° to 70° (up to 90°
for high traction) with reference to the longitudinal rail axis. In a first
stage the cracks inside the rail head progress according to an angle of
10° to 15° and then they propagate in parallel to the running surface
a few millimetres underneath the surface and end up again in the
gauge corner where they may generate shelling/spalling. In certain
cases the cracks grow transversally and may lead to a rail fracture.
Squats. This RCF defect is visible on the running surface as a widening
and a localized depression of the rail/wheel contact band, accompanied
by a dark spot containing cracks with a circular arc or V-shape. The
cracks propagate inside the head, at first at a shallow angle to the
surface. Then, when they reach app. 3-5 mm depth, the cracks
propagate transversely and can lead to a break of the rail.
Squats on moveable crossings. This defect is characterized as
longitudinal cracks on the surface of moveable crossings of high speed
turnouts. The cracks propagate underneath the running surface and
end up in the gauge corner (can result in spalling of the running
surface)
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o

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

Sub-surface initiated fatigue. There are no visible cracks on the
surface that can be detected during track walking inspection or with
eddy current testing. Ultrasonic testing will pick up such defects when
they have grown to a large enough size as in the case of the classic
“Tache Ovale” defects
Fatigue from weld repair. There are no visible cracks on the surface
that can be detected during track walking inspection or with eddy
current testing. Evidence of MMA weld repair can sometimes be
detected on the running surface and can show plastic deformation but
this is not a certain indication of the presence of sub-surface fatigue.
Ultrasonic testing will pick up such defects when they have grown to a
large enough size as in the case of the classic “Tache Ovale” defects.
Fatigue from machining stress raisers. Such defects do not display
any visible signs on the running surface until or close to the stage of
fast brittle fracture. The nature of S&C design requires machining of
the rail foot region that experiences the maximum tensile stresses and
consequently the initiation of fatigue from any stress raisers arising
either from the designed shape or through poor machining. The
fatigued area is generally small and hence they are more difficult to
detect unless directly in line with ultrasonic inspection.
Transverse fracture from corrosion pit. Corrosion on the base of
the foot can have tiny sharp cracks that provide the site for fatigue
initiation. They grow to a critical size under the cyclic loading but
because of the outer fibre stresses experienced by the rail and the
fracture toughness of the currently used pearlitic rail steel grades, fast
brittle fracture results in a transverse break at a fatigued area no
greater than a thumb nail.
Wheel burn. The slipping of a driving axle can cause an ellipticalshaped-self-hardened layer. This layer may disappear or develop either horizontally where it soon degenerates into shelling or
transversally in the head resulting in an internal crack which can lead
to a break. Wheel burn defects are present on both rails of the track.
A wheel burn can turn into a squat-type defect if not removed.
Short-pitch corrugation. Short pitch corrugation is characterized by
a pseudo periodical sequence of bright ridges and dark hollows on the
running surface. The pitch generally varies between 20 and 100 mm
with a depth of 0,01 to 0,4 mm.
Long-pitch corrugation. Long pitch corrugation (“waves”) is
characterized by depressions in the running surface. The pitch
generally varies between 30 and 300 mm with a depth up to 1mm.
With this type of corrugation, there is no difference in appearance
between ridges and hollows.
Imprints. This defect mainly occurs at regular intervals on several
consecutive rails, sometimes over a considerable distance. When the
imprint has a sharp profile, it can have a notch effect which can lead
to cracks and finally in worst case to rail breaks.
Abrasive wear. This defect mainly occurs in turnouts with small radii
(< 500 m). It is characterized by excessive wear of the outside rail in
the diverging route. Excessive lateral wear can lead to critical gauge
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widening or to a rail fracture caused by weakening of the profile. This
can be combined with metal flow on the switch tip. The length and
depth of such a defect should be categorized and limited to prevent
derailment.
5.1.1.3 Moveable crossings
Some of the failure modes in these elements are similar to those previously
described. For this reason the text will be focused on the specific failures of this type
of element.

Figure 35. Plastic deformation observed in nose from an S&C
o

Plastic deformation of the crossing nose. This defect is
characterized by a depression in the running surface and lateral metal
flow and subsequently burrs on the crossing nose. This defect can lead
to material breakouts of the running surface.

5.1.1.4 Fixed crossings
Some of the failure modes in these elements are similar to those previously
described. For this reason the text will be focused on the specific failures of this type
of element.

Figure 36. Pre-existing primary and secondary cracks in rail joint bars (arrows
showing extension of fatigue cracking)
o

Casting defect leading to cracking. Casting of large objects such as
a crossing presents many challenges and, at times, can result in
casting defects such as shrinkage cavities and porosity. Such defects
are not visible to the surface and do not have a major impact on the
life of the crossing if they are deep into the body of the casting.
However, as the casting wears, such defects can become stress raisers
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o
o

o

o

o

o
o

o

leading to spalling and or failures. The photograph shows longitudinal
cracking from a shrinkage cavity.
Transverse crack on the crossing nose. This crack is located in the
front area of the crossing nose.
Transverse crack on the crossing bottom. This crack is located in
the rear zone of the crossing, from the wing rail end in the area of the
closure rails.
Spalled weld deposit. The defect may not be visible on the running
surface in the early stages of development and could be growing by
fatigue initiated at a weld repair defect such as porosity or slag
inclusion. Evidence of MMA weld repair can sometimes be detected on
the running surface and presence of high plastic deformation of the
weld metal could be indicative of internal fatigue development.
Plastic deformation of the crossing nose. This defect occurs only
in turnouts with fixed crossings. It is characterized by bending and
plastic yielding of the crossing because of the high lateral contact
forces through non-optimal contact with the wheel.
Loosening of screws of crossings. This defect is characterized by
loosening of the screws of fixed built-up crossings. The defect can lead
to further damage of S & C components.
Material break-outs on manganese crossings. This defect is
characterized by breaking-out of material out of a Manganese frog.
Plastic deformation of wing rail. This defect is characterized by a
depression in the running surface and metal flow leading to the
formation of burr on the inner side of the wing rail. This defect can lead
to material breakouts and spalling (see also defect 1.4.11) of the
running surface.
Spalling of crossings. This defect mainly occurs in the wheel transfer
area of the crossing nose/wing rail. In a pre-stadium the defect is
characterized especially on the wing rail as a longitudinal crack below
the running gauge.

5.1.1.5 Check rails
o

Excessive wear on check rails. This defect is characterized by
excessive wear on the thread bearing side surface of the check rail. A
typical wear pattern can be seen together with fine metal flakes in the
surrounding of the check rail. When this defect is not corrected, the
check gauge is corrupted, which leads to damage on the crossing point
(bent point, breaking out of point) and is safety critical.

5.1.1.6 Plates

o Contamination / excessive wear of slide plates/sliding inserts

o

or roller systems. This defect is characterized by contamination or
excessive wear of slide plates respectively the sliding inserts or roller
systems. The defect may lead to setting problems of S&C.
Break of plates / check rail chair. This defect is characterized by a
structural break of baseplates (common baseplates/ slide baseplates /
check rail supports). The defect may lead to failure propagation (high
tensile forces on adjacent components) and can lead to a critical failure
in the case of multi-failures.
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o

Side plate insert (PIN) failure. This defect is characterized by a
loosening or breaking of the retaining pins on slide baseplate inserts.
The defect may lead to failure of switch operation and subsequently
detection of point operation equipment.

5.1.1.7 Fastening material
o

o

o

Break/loosening of fastening elements. This defect is
characterized by a loosening/loss of fastening elements in S&C. The
defect may subject other adjacent components to increased stresses
and vibration and eventually to their failure.
Broken bolts / screws. This defect is characterized by Broken Bolts
in the switch and crossing assemblies. This can lead to baseplates and
blocks becoming loose and obstructing either rail vehicles or the
movement of the switch.
Broken bolts / screws. This defect is characterized by a crack or
break in the Fishplate which can lead to a critical failure of the rail joint.
This can apply to both standard and insulated (pictured) fishplates.
Where the issue relates to insulated fishplates this can lead to track
circuit failures.

5.1.1.8 Bearers
o

o

o

Rotten / broken timber bearers. This defect is characterized by a
defect in the timber bearer which may lead to inability of the bearer to
support the track system. It can lead to baseplate screws becoming
loose and premature failure of cast baseplates and subsequent failure
of other system components. Switch detection can also be affected as
back drive mounting plates become loose.
Cracked / broken concrete bearers. This defect is characterized
by a defect in the concrete bearer which may lead to inability of the
bearer to support the track system. It can lead to baseplate screws
becoming loose and premature failure of cast baseplates and
subsequent failure of other system components. Switch detection can
also be affected.
Misaligned bearers. The bearer is moved in a longitudinal direction
either by forces in the ballast layer or at tamping operation. The
distance between the baseplates changes and therefore the rail is no
longer supported in a correct way. This will lead to higher stresses in
some parts of the rail and higher dynamic loads of the whole system.
Switch rods may also come in conflict with the bearer leading to
difficulties in moving the switch blades.

5.1.1.9 Driving and locking device
o

Breakage of stretcher bar joint. This defect is characterized by a
breakage of the stretcher bar. This can occur in one or a combination
of areas depending on the design of the stretcher bar and frequency
of use. In addition to failures in the actual bar (for example 'goose
neck' and 'ear' failures) it can result from missing or loose bolts. This
can lead to critical failures of the S&C system.
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5.1.1.10

Ballast bed

Figure 37. Evidence of fouled ballast
Breakage of stretcher bar joint. This defect occurs after a certain
traffic load and depends on uneven bed modulus and imperfect
tamping due to difficulties in tamping, for instance where the point
machines are and at positions with stretcher bars.
o Large variation of track position in crossing panel. This defect
occurs after certain traffic load and depends on uneven bed modulus
and imperfect tamping due to difficulties in tamping where the sleepers
are long. The dynamic forces are higher in this area as the wheel
transfer between wing rail and stock rail induces dynamic forces. The
larger area of the longer sleepers also typically results that they do not
sink as fast as the ordinary sleepers behind the crossing panel, leading
to height differences in the transition.
For more details regarding these failure modes, please check the C4R deliverable
D1.3.1 “Operational failure modes of Switches and Crossings”.
o

On the other hand, in the In2Rail project some issues related to the POE failure modes
are also presented:
o

Back-drive Mechanism including out-of-adjustment, loose and worn
components

o

Point Motor including adjustment of clutch, springs and incorrectly set up
components

o

Points failing to move including incorrectly set up components

o

Incorrect detection assembly

o

Points failing to detect

o

Supplementary detection failure

o

Clamp-lock mechanism requiring adjustment

o

Locking mechanism requiring adjustment

o

Ballast within the points which then requires the switch to be adjusted
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o

Poor Track Quality which requires the switch to be adjusted

o

Thermal expansion which requires switch to be adjusted

The In2Rail project also remarks some issues related to the degradation of the
substructure:
o

The loads (vertical and horizontal loads) may lead to localized increased
rates of track substructure degradation and track superstructure
component damage.

o

Train loads transmitted as stress to the ballast surface are more variable
at S&C. This is a result of changes in rail bending stiffness particularly near
the crossing nose, elongated bearers see-sawing between adjacent tracks
rather than uniformly deflecting vertically, and the dynamic increments of
vertical and horizontal load that occur both by design changes and through
wear and tear on the wheel/rail running surface.

Some other problems that are relevant to be mentioned in this baselining are:
o

Unbalanced settlement of longest bearers in crossings.

o

Extreme rail deflection in crossing area, at trough sleepers or bearers with
installed POE or CCS components.

o

Lateral permanent deformation of crossing panel due to lateral forces
originated from guidance by check rail.

o

Lateral plastic deformation of the tip of switch rail.

o

Electric failures are typical along with failures derived from physical
obstacles (a ballast stone within the S&C mechanism.

Additionally it should be mentioned that S&C experience malfunctions more often
than plain track, simply because each of the elements which are part of such S&C,
can also experience malfunctions. In terms of costs the most relevant failures
identified for the baselining are presented below:
o

Wear of crossing nose, connected rail fatigue failures.

o

Overloading of ballast bed leading to the deterioration of track quality,
uneven support of bearers or steel trough sleepers, cracks of welded
baseplates.

o

Assessment of components wears through measurement and evaluation
of vibration parameters, prediction of wear and definition of the time of
maintenance impact, repair or renewal.

o

Protection of ballast bed against extreme loading, homogenization of track
stiffness, modification of the dynamic behaviour by rail pad stiffness and
installation of USP (both simultaneously).

o

Uneven settlement of long bearers because of an unsymmetrical load of
turnout branches.

o

The new design of POE, see demands above, actuating of long turnouts,
switches and crossings with movable parts, (flat turnouts with a small
angle).
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o

Minimization of supplementary machining of rails, especially drilling, e.g.
of the switch and stock rail.

o

In general terms, any failure that requires the movement of personnel
onsite to fix it, as well as any broken element in the S&C, have an
important impact on cost.

5.1.2 Reliability analysis
As introduced on section 6, the sections and scenarios analysed are:
-

Madrid – Sevilla with the Toledo branch and the Córdoba-Málaga line:
Considering the whole and a special consideration for the section between
Malagón and Villanueva (called Calatrava section)
- Madrid – Barcelona, focusing in the section of Calatayud.
- Madrid Valencia / Alicante (also called Levante line)
- Trambaix line in Barcelona
First, the Madrid - Sevilla line has been analysed. Figure 38 shows the development
of the failure rate along the years taking into account the total number of failures
and the mean number of failures of each S&C each year.

Figure 38. Failure rate Madrid - Sevilla
Analyzing the figure it can be seen that the number of failures is varying between
2.5 and 1.4 failures/year-S&C. The mean failure rate of the line is:
𝜆𝑀𝑎𝑑𝑟𝑖𝑑−𝑆𝑒𝑣𝑖𝑙𝑙𝑎 = 739 𝑓𝑎𝑖𝑙𝑢𝑟𝑒𝑠/𝑦𝑒𝑎𝑟
This means:
𝜆′𝑀𝑎𝑑𝑟𝑖𝑑−𝑆𝑒𝑣𝑖𝑙𝑙𝑎 = 1.8 𝑓𝑎𝑖𝑙𝑢𝑟𝑒𝑠/𝑦𝑒𝑎𝑟 · 𝑆&𝐶
which represents the mean number of failures that each S&C will suffer in a year.
For the section between Malagón and Villanueva (Calatrava section - 140 km) the
failure rate decreases and, analyzing the data obtained in the period 2010-2016, the
mean failure rate is 112 failures/year with 1.6 failures/year-S&C.
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The reliability of switches & crossings also depend on their typology. There will be
some types that will fail more frequently than others. Therefore, the failure rate can
also be computed for each kind of S&C. In this case, the failure rate is computed as
the mean number of failures of each device in a year (failures/device-year) and the
data analyzed is from the Calatrava section.

Figure 39. Failure rate per typology and year (Calatrava line)
The mean number of failures in a year was computed considering the number of
failures and the number of S&C of each typology. Therefore, the type with the major
number of problems is the DSHI-AV-60-760-0,071-CC-PM-I with approximately 4.6
failures/year. The second most problematic S&C device is the DSIH-C-60-500-0,085CC-PF with a failure rate equal to 3.4 failures/year.
The density of failures (failure/year-S&C per km) is also useful to detect where the
critical points of the line are. The locations of maintenance stations need to be
decided considering which stations require higher maintenance. Therefore, with the
mean failure rate per km, the situation of the maintenance stations or whether the
existing stations are efficiently located (because the majority of the failures occur
next to these stations) can be defined.
In this study the 140 km of the Calatrava section (between Malagón and Villanueva)
will be evaluated.
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Figure 40. Density of failures (Calatrava section)
The critical points of this section are in the stations of Puertollano (PK 209-211),
Calatrava (PK 195-197) and Ciudad Real (PK 170-175). The maintenance point is
located in Calatrava, which is situated between the points with a higher number of
failures per year. Therefore, in this case, the location seems to be optimal.
The same analysis was performed for the Calatayud section.

Figure 41. Failure rate Calatayud (Barcelona - Madrid)
The failure rate represented in Figure 41 is also uniform and the mean availability in
this case will be:
𝜆𝐶𝑎𝑙𝑎𝑡𝑎𝑦𝑢𝑑 = 122 𝑓𝑎𝑖𝑙𝑢𝑟𝑒𝑠/𝑦𝑒𝑎𝑟
The number of failures per year and S&C is:
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𝜆′𝐶𝑎𝑙𝑎𝑡𝑎𝑦𝑢𝑑 = 1.15𝑓𝑎𝑖𝑙𝑢𝑟𝑒𝑠/𝑦𝑒𝑎𝑟 · 𝑆&𝐶
Finally, to have an idea of the density of failures in the line, the percentage of failures
in each location is represented in Figure 42.

Figure 42. Failure rate per zone and year (Barcelona - Madrid)
The Calatayud station is a maintenance station and it suffered more that 50% of the
failures in the period studied. Therefore, the maintenance station is optimally located.
In the Levante line, the failure rate evolution is the following:

Figure 43. Failure rate Levante (Madrid - Valencia)
The mean failure rate in the Levante line is:
𝜆𝐿𝑒𝑣𝑎𝑛𝑡𝑒 = 140.8 𝑓𝑎𝑖𝑙𝑢𝑟𝑒𝑠/𝑦𝑒𝑎𝑟
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The mean number of failures of each device has been computed for 2012. This is
considered a representative year of the failure rate, because the mean value is almost
the same as the value of 2012. In conclusion, the mean number of failures per device
in 2012 was:
𝜆′𝐿𝑒𝑣𝑎𝑛𝑡𝑒 = 0.72 𝑓𝑎𝑖𝑙𝑢𝑟𝑒𝑠/𝑦𝑒𝑎𝑟 · 𝑆&𝐶
The failure rate of each S&C typology in the Levante line is also represented.

Figure 44. Failure rate per typology (Levante line - 2012)
During 2012, DSIH-AV3-60-3000/1500-1:22-CCM-I-TC-4700 devices had the
maximum failure rate (2.11 failures/S&C), while the DSIH-PAV-60-500-0,071-CM-DTC had not failed.
The tram line will have a failure rate trending to 0 failures/year. The main reason for
this value is the intensity of the preventive maintenance performed in this kind of
service, due to its importance for the daily transport of people in the city.
Services like trams or subways cannot afford failures in their service because it may
lead to important affectations in urban mobility. Therefore, a preventive maintenance
is performed every several months (depending on the line) to ensure the reliability
and availability of the service. For this reason, at the end of the year, the corrective
maintenance actions are virtually non-existent and, hence, the failure rate is
practically zero.
For the Spanish conventional railway lines, the preventive maintenance performs 4
revisions per year of approximately 2 hours per switch & crossing following a specific
procedure. (Source: ADIF)
However, corrective maintenance is sometimes required. The most numerous failures
are due to a lack of detection for the locking device and are mainly due to climatology.
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During a year, 80 failures were recorded by the Leon Maintenance Headworkers, who
are focused on the northwest area of Spain.
𝜆𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑣𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛𝑎𝑙 𝑙𝑖𝑛𝑒 = 80 𝑓𝑎𝑖𝑙𝑢𝑟𝑒𝑠/𝑦𝑒𝑎𝑟
These failures are due to a huge variation of the temperature or some extreme
temperatures and the affectations in the line’s operability are not very important.
Moreover, there are other causes that require corrective maintenance, such as:
- Block of the switch & crossing due to ice or snow. The switch heater system is
inactive and snow remains in the device.
- Switch heater system. The heating resistance breaks due to ice accretion and snowploughs.
- Obstacles that obstruct the point detection. These could be metallic elements or
stones.
- Lack of grease. The surface of the mobile rod is not greased enough.
All of these failures require a minimum number of corrective maintenance actuations
that sometimes are not recorded due to the negligible effect on the service.
Moreover, SNCF has some data for the failures of the conventional French lines. The
failures considered for the study are:
- Derailment in the main track
- Wrong position of the switch and crossing device
- Blade overlap or splitting points
- Derailment
- Failure in the point
- Collision in the turnover
Which are related to failures in switches and crossing devices and may affect the
circulation of the commercial service by the necessity of corrective maintenance.
The data obtained corresponds to the period between August 2014 and May 2017.
The failure rate of 2014 and 2017 is obtained by extrapolation of the values of the
months registered.
Finally, the mean value obtained is:
𝜆𝐹𝑟𝑒𝑛𝑐ℎ 𝑙𝑖𝑛𝑒𝑠 = 150 𝑓𝑎𝑖𝑙𝑢𝑟𝑒𝑠/𝑦𝑒𝑎𝑟
In Figure 45, the variation of the failure rate is represented.
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Figure 45. Failure rate of French lines
The highest value is obtained in 2014 and evaluating the data processed the reason
could be that during 2014 a lot of non-important failures are detected.
The Austrian Railways (ÖBB) monitored the disturbances occurred in 1,200 turnouts.
These disturbances could be a fuse to be switched or an unavailable frozen turnout.
The failure rate is:
𝜆Ö𝐵𝐵 = 1,000 𝑑𝑖𝑠𝑡𝑢𝑟𝑏𝑎𝑛𝑐𝑒𝑠/𝑦𝑒𝑎𝑟
Another important parameter to measure the reliability of a system is the mean time
between failures (MTBF), which is computed as the inverse of the failure rate (𝜆).
𝑀𝑇𝐵𝐹 =

𝑇𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙 𝑜𝑝𝑒𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑛𝑔 𝑡𝑖𝑚𝑒 1
=
𝑁𝑢𝑚𝑏𝑒𝑟 𝑜𝑓 𝑓𝑎𝑖𝑙𝑢𝑟𝑒𝑠
𝜆

In this study, this parameter will be expressed in days in order to have a proper idea
of the affectation of the S&C failures.
Moreover, the mean time between failures (MTBF’) will be computed considering the
total number of S&C of the line.
𝑀𝑇𝐵𝐹′ =

𝑇𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙 𝑜𝑝𝑒𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑛𝑔 𝑡𝑖𝑚𝑒 · 𝑁𝑢𝑚𝑏𝑒𝑟 𝑜𝑓 𝑆&𝐶 1
=
𝑁𝑢𝑚𝑏𝑒𝑟 𝑜𝑓 𝑓𝑎𝑖𝑙𝑢𝑟𝑒𝑠
𝜆′

In the Madrid – Sevilla line, the MTBF is represented in the Figure 46.
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Figure 46. MTBF Madrid - Sevilla
Computing the MTBF for the whole line, the following result has been obtained:
𝑀𝑇𝐵𝐹𝑀𝑎𝑑𝑟𝑖𝑑−𝑆𝑒𝑣𝑖𝑙𝑙𝑎 = 0.51 𝑑𝑎𝑦𝑠
The MTBF has a very low value because it considers a large amount of km (661 km).
To have a proper idea of the magnitude of this quantity, the inverse of the failure
rate considering the total number of S&C (𝜆′) will be computed and called
′
MTBFMadrid−Sevilla
.
′
𝑀𝑇𝐵𝐹𝑀𝑎𝑑𝑟𝑖𝑑−𝑆𝑒𝑣𝑖𝑙𝑙𝑎
= 209 𝑑𝑎𝑦𝑠 · 𝑆&𝐶 ⁄𝑓𝑎𝑖𝑙𝑢𝑟𝑒 = 6.96 𝑚𝑜𝑛𝑡ℎ𝑠 · 𝑆&𝐶 ⁄𝑓𝑎𝑖𝑙𝑢𝑟𝑒

Therefore, each S&C of this line will fail once every 7 months approximately.
For this reason, the maintenance stations are distributed and the corrective actions
should be planned intensively for the areas with lower MTBF. As an example, the
MTBF for the Calatrava section (Malagón – Villanueva) is 3.3 days. To be able to
compare this parameter and determine if this section fails more than the mean of the
whole line, the MTBF’ is also computed. In this case, the MTBF’ is 229
days·S&C/failure, which means a MTBF’ of 7.63 months. Thus, the reliability of
this section is higher than the mean reliability of the whole line. Consequently, there
would be other sections that will have lower reliability than this section and will need
to improve their preventive maintenance.
Concerning the section of Calatayud in the high-speed line Barcelona – Madrid, the
MTBF of the period studied is displayed in Figure 47.
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Figure 47. MTBF Calatayud (Barcelona - Madrid)
In this case, the mean MTBF value is:
𝑀𝑇𝐵𝐹𝐶𝑎𝑙𝑎𝑡𝑎𝑦𝑢𝑑 = 3 𝑑𝑎𝑦𝑠
Taking into account the number of S&C of the line, the MTBF’ is:
′
𝑀𝑇𝐵𝐹𝐶𝑎𝑙𝑎𝑡𝑎𝑦𝑢𝑑
= 318.43 𝑑𝑎𝑦𝑠 · 𝑆&𝐶 ⁄𝑓𝑎𝑖𝑙𝑢𝑟𝑒 = 10.61 𝑚𝑜𝑛𝑡ℎ𝑠 · 𝑆&𝐶 ⁄𝑓𝑎𝑖𝑙𝑢𝑟𝑒

The reliability of the section analyzed in Calatayud is higher than in the Madrid-Sevilla
line.
The last example of high- speed railway will be the Levante line.

Figure 48. MTBF Levante (Madrid - Valencia)
And the mean value obtained is:
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𝑀𝑇𝐵𝐹𝐿𝑒𝑣𝑎𝑛𝑡𝑒 = 2.67 𝑑𝑎𝑦𝑠
Considering the data of 2012, the MTBF’ has been computed. In this case, the section
is 287 km long and the data is for a year.
′
𝑀𝑇𝐵𝐹𝐿𝑒𝑣𝑎𝑛𝑡𝑒
= 507.72 𝑑𝑎𝑦𝑠 = 16.69 𝑚𝑜𝑛𝑡ℎ𝑠

Comparing the values obtained, the Levante line has the highest reliability. However,
this high value is computed for 2012 and may vary through the years depending on
the preventive maintenance action performed.
The data provided by the SNCF of the failures in conventional railway lines (France),
allows the calculation of the MTBF.
During the period analysed (August 2014 - May 2017) the mean value of the MTBF
is:
𝑀𝑇𝐵𝐹𝑓𝑟𝑒𝑛𝑐ℎ 𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑣𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛𝑎𝑙 𝑙𝑖𝑛𝑒𝑠 = 2.40 𝑑𝑎𝑦𝑠.
Figure 49 shows the evaluation of the mean time between failure along the period
studied and the mean value obtained during these years.

Figure 49. MTBF conventional French lines
As was commented in the failure rate section of the conventional French lines, in
2014 a lot of non-important failures were recorded, which did not have any significant
affectation on the service provided and that will not influence the safety or reliability
of the service.
Finally, the mean downtime (MDT) of the service due to a failure in S&C devices
can be computed.
The MDT is the time between the moment when the failure is detected and it is
repaired. This parameter is important to evaluate the availability of the service.
The Madrid – Sevilla line has the MDT computed for the mechanical failures detected
resulting in
𝑀𝐷𝑇𝑀𝑎𝑑𝑟𝑖𝑑−𝑆𝑒𝑣𝑖𝑙𝑙𝑎 = 63.16 𝑚𝑖𝑛
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Considering the data for the Calatrava section and computing the mean downtime
for all the failures detected, the MDT is:
𝑀𝐷𝑇𝐶𝑎𝑙𝑎𝑡𝑟𝑎𝑣𝑎 = 64.36 𝑚𝑖𝑛
The result is slightly greater than the value obtained for the entire Madrid – Sevilla
line. The reason may be the consideration of all the possible failures in the Calatrava
section, while in the whole Madrid – Sevilla line only the mechanical failures are
considered.
The data available for the Calatayud section is from the first two months of 2012.
𝑀𝐷𝑇𝐶𝑎𝑙𝑎𝑡𝑎𝑦𝑢𝑑 = 70.58 𝑚𝑖𝑛
In this line, the MDT is greater so, probably the availability of the line may be
influenced by this high MDT. Note that the study is performed for just 2 months of
2012.
Bemment et al. (63) examined the UK data for the duration of 1st April 2008 to 17th
September 2011 for various types of S&Cs on UK rail network. They found that the
mean time to service affecting failures (MTTSAF) of overall all types of S&C point
machines was 4 years. A further breakdown of these are shown in Table 23 below.
Table 23. Mean time to service affecting failures (MTTSAF) for S&Cs in the UK.
S&C point machine

MTTSAF (years/failure event)

Failure rate, 𝜆 (Number of
failures/year)

Clamplock/hydrive

3.3

0.303

High Performance Switching System
(HPSS)

1.8

0.556

HW/W63

4.4

0.227

Mechanical

7.5

0.133

All

4.0

0.250

5.2

Availability

The availability of a system is the probability of an element to work under the
conditions required at some given time.
The main parameter of the availability is the mean availability (MA). It depends
on the downtime of the service and is computed as the proportion of time during a
mission or time period that the system is available for use.
In this study, this parameter will be computed as:
𝑀𝐴 (%) = (1 −

𝑇𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙 𝐷𝑜𝑤𝑛𝑡𝑖𝑚𝑒⁄𝑌𝑒𝑎𝑟
) · 100
𝑂𝑝𝑒𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛𝑎𝑙 𝑇𝑖𝑚𝑒/𝑌𝑒𝑎𝑟

The mean availability of the Madrid – Sevilla line has been computed with data from
2011-2016. In this case, only the downtime produced by mechanical problems is
considered because they are one of the main problems of the line (proved with a
further analysis in the chapter 6.3 dedicated to maintainability) and can be solved by
increasing the preventive maintenance actions. The mean availability of the line is:
𝑀𝐴𝑀𝑎𝑑𝑟𝑖𝑑−𝑆𝑒𝑣𝑖𝑙𝑙𝑎 = 98.16 %
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Nonetheless, the main Infrastructure Manager in Spain (ADIF) had performed an
independent analysis of this data considering all the failures that affect the
commercial operability of the line (64).
In this analysis, the mean availability of the whole line was calculated by the
operational time divided by the operational time plus the reparation time. Considering
the period of years 2011-2016, the mean availability of the line is 99.94% for the
whole line.
Moreover, analyzing the data of the section between Malagón and Villanueva
(Calatrava section) the mean availability obtained is:
𝑀𝐴𝐶𝑎𝑙𝑎𝑡𝑟𝑎𝑣𝑎 𝑙𝑖𝑛𝑒 = 98.64 %
Therefore, the mean availability of the Calatrava section shows that this section is
more available than the entire line.
The data evaluated for the Calatayud section considers the firsts two months of 2012,
but also takes into account more km (around 760 km). In this period of time, the
mean downtime is 63h 30 min every month. Extrapolating this downtime value for
the entire year, the mean availability of the line can be estimated in:
𝑀𝐴𝐶𝑎𝑙𝑎𝑡𝑎𝑦𝑢𝑑 𝑙𝑖𝑛𝑒 = 91.30 %
In the case of the tram line, the preventive maintenance performed avoids the
existence of downtime during the service, which will decrease the availability of the
service. Consequently, the operative service of the lines is practically 100%
available.
The availability can also be evaluated by considering the severity of each failure.
This study would take into account the delays so, the effect on the commercial
operation of the service.
The severity will consider the duration of the failure and it would be divided into three
categories depending on the downtime of the service. Failures that require less than
30 minutes to be operative again, failures with a downtime between 30 minutes and
2 hours and, failures which need more than 2 hours to be recovered.
In the Calatrava section, the severity of the failures is also classified by the typology
of S&C to know which type have the worst effects on the commercial operation of the
line (Figure 50).
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Figure 50. Severity of failures Calatrava section (Madrid - Sevilla)
In the previous graphic, the severity is quantified by the mean failure rate of each
mechanism. The most important problems are for the DSHI-AV-60-760-0,071-CCPM-I devices, which will have approximately 2.7 failures of severity 2 (downtime
between 30 and 2 h) in a year. However, the S&C DSIH-C-60-500-0,085-CC-PF will
also fail 2.7 times in a year (with severity 1), but the consequences of their failures
will be lighter. Note that these typologies are the ones that had the maximum failure
rate (Figure 50).
In the Calatayud section a similar analysis has been developed. The data analysed in
this line corresponds to the firsts two months of 2012 and considers 760 km.
The severity will be computed with the affectation of the failures in the commercial
service (divided into failures that do not produce delay, failures that affect one train
and failures that produce affectations in more than one train).
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Figure 51. Severity of failures in Calatayud section (Barcelona - Madrid)
Figure 51 shows that 78% of the failures do not produce any delay in the service.
Nonetheless, 15% of the failures affect the operability of 1 train and 7% had
consequences on more than a train.
Consequently, 22% of failures produce some delay in the line.
22% · 𝜆𝐶𝑎𝑙𝑎𝑡𝑎𝑦𝑢𝑑 = 22% · 122

𝑓𝑎𝑖𝑙𝑢𝑒𝑠
𝑑𝑒𝑙𝑎𝑦𝑠
= 27
𝑦𝑒𝑎𝑟
𝑦𝑒𝑎𝑟

Extrapolating this value for the whole year and considering the failure rate, the
number of delays in a year will be approximately 27, due to problems in the S&C
device.
The preventive maintenance of the S&C in the tram lines is performed to avoid the
existence of downtime during the service, which may lead to a decrease in the
availability of the service. Consequently, the operative service of the lines is usually
100% available.
The Austrian Railways had monitored all the disturbances which occurred in 1,200
S&C devices. The 99% of the failures registered do not lead to a train-delay.
Therefore, considering that the failure rate is 1,000 failures/year, the mean number
of failures with delays due to S&C is:
1% · 1,000

𝑓𝑎𝑖𝑙𝑢𝑟𝑒𝑠
𝑑𝑒𝑙𝑎𝑦𝑠
= 10
𝑦𝑒𝑎𝑟
𝑦𝑒𝑎𝑟

During a year, a total of 10 delays due to failures in S&C devices are recorded.
The UK data acquired by Bemment et al. (63) does not have information on mean
time to repair (MTTR) and so it is not possible to look at availability of S&C for the
given period. However, they argued that in the absence of such data, delays due to
such failures could be considered as MTTR since it is downtime essentially where
services could not operate. Therefore, from Bemment et al. (63) delay minutes due
to switches appear to be 3874 minutes overall in 2 financial years, meaning 1937
minutes per year (average). This gives overall availability of S&Cs as,
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𝑀𝐴𝑈𝐾 = (1 −

1937
) × 100%
(4 × 365.25 × 24 × 60) + 1937
∴ 𝑀𝐴𝑈𝐾 = 99.91%

It should be noted that this is only an indicative value due to the reasons described
above and true value of MTTR could give accurate view of the availability of S&Cs in
the UK.
5.3

Maintainability

Maintainability is the capacity of the system to be maintained or to be restored in
order to be operational.
The parameter to quantify the maintenance is the mean time to repair (MTTR),
which is the addition of the duration of all the corrective maintenance actions divided
into the total number of repairs carried out. In this case, the actions to repair a failure
in a S&C will be considered without taking into account the preventive maintenance
action performed periodically.
𝑀𝑇𝑇𝑅 =

𝑇𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙 𝑟𝑒𝑝𝑎𝑖𝑟𝑖𝑛𝑔 𝑡𝑖𝑚𝑒
𝑁𝑢𝑚𝑏𝑒𝑟 𝑜𝑓 𝑓𝑎𝑖𝑙𝑢𝑟𝑒𝑠

The MTTR is important to quantify the consequences of a failure in a S&C, which may
lead to plan a stricter preventive program if the MTTR is very high.
Moreover, it is important to be aware of the time considered. In this section, only the
reparation time is evaluated, but when a failure arises, the reaction time of the
maintenance technicians is also critical in the reliability of the entire system.
In the Madrid – Sevilla line the analysis is performed considering only the mechanical
failures.

Figure 52. Mean time to repair (Madrid - Sevilla)
Considering the period between 2011 and 2016, the mean time to repair mechanical
failures of a S&C is:
𝑀𝑇𝑇𝑅𝑀𝑎𝑑𝑟𝑖𝑑−𝑆𝑒𝑣𝑖𝑙𝑙𝑎 = 28.67 𝑚𝑖𝑛
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The same analysis was performed for the Calatrava section (Malagón – Villanueva),
and the results are shown in Figure 53.

Figure 53. Mean time to repair (Calatrava)
Figure 53 shows the mean time to repair for each year between 2010 and 2016, the
variation of this measure along years is significant because it depends on the typology
of failure which occurred.
On one hand, there is a very high value in 2012, which is heavily influenced by a
punctual failure in Malagón station which required 3 days to be repaired and, on the
other hand, the low value of 2015 is due to a huge amount of non-severe failures,
which needed just a few minutes to be repaired.
Considering this 7 years, it can be concluded that the MTTR of the line is:
𝑀𝑇𝑇𝑅𝐶𝑎𝑙𝑎𝑡𝑟𝑎𝑣𝑎 = 33 𝑚𝑖𝑛𝑢𝑡𝑒𝑠
Another maintainability parameter could be the typology of failure. To know which
failures are the most frequent could lead to improving the preventive maintainability.
Figure 54 shows the typology of failures for the Madrid – Sevilla line during 20112016.
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Figure 54. Failure typology (Madrid - Sevilla)
Mechanical failures are the most common problems after punctual failures
(obstructions, presence of any type of obstacles, stones, etc.), which are very difficult
to be prevented.
Studying the Calatrava section, the following distribution of failures is obtained:

Figure 55. Failure typology (Calatrava)
In this section, punctual failures are also the most common problems while
mechanical failures occupy the second position.
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In the Calatayud section, the following distribution is obtained:

Figure 56. Failures types (Calatayud)
The majority of the failures of S&C are due to a punctual failure, which could be
difficult to prevent. However, 29% of the failures are electrical, which can be reduced
by a higher investment in preventive maintenance. Moreover, the mechanical failures
have a significant importance (18%) in the failure typology and their impact may also
be minimized by the application of some extra preventive maintenance actions or
even with more frequent verifications.
In the tram line, preventive maintenance is performed every 6 months. In general,
there is no corrective maintenance of the S&C, as virtually no failures occur. During
these preventive maintenance operations, the majority of the problems related to
geometry and materials (part of the maintenance actions performed by COMSA) are
focused on the cotters, which suffer an important degradation during their
operational life. In order to quantify the intensity of the maintenance operations, the
ratio of cotters that need to be replaced every year will be computed.
Evaluating the data in the Spanish High Speed Line Madrid - Sevilla from 2009 and
2016, it can be concluded that every S&C device is adjusted 0.56 times a year and
repaired 0.54 times a year so, on average, an S&C device will be adjusted or repaired
every year.
The administration of the Spanish railways (ADIF) provides data from the northwest
conventional lines. The preventive maintenance is performed 4 times a year during
2 hours for each device in the conventional railway lines.
5.4

Safety

Safety is defined as freedom from unacceptable harmful risk, which is determined
with the probable rate of occurrence of a hazard causing harm and the degree of
severity of the harm.
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Safety is a must in all the infrastructures and it is presupposed. However, accidents
may happen and the analysis of the causes and the consequences is important to
understand and perform possible solutions to minimize them. Moreover, the detection
of the main causes of harmful accidents should lead to investment in research and
innovation to prevent these failures and improve in the design of some components.
In 2014, the Member States reported 2,076 significant accidents resulting in
1,054 persons killed and 819 persons seriously injured.

Figure 57. Significant accidents and resulting causalities for the EU-28 countries
(2007-2014) (65)
In this context, Switches and Crossings may have important influence on derailment
accidents, which could produce serious injuries or fatalities. Derailments account for
5% of all accidents reported, hence, their frequency of occurrence is low.
The analysis developed will consider the switches and crossings’ failures that had
produced an accident or an incident, which required an investigation. (66).
The evaluation will consider all the railways’ typologies, conventional services, highspeed trains, metro and tramway.
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Figure 58. Number of derailments classified by countries (2005-2016) (66)
Figure 58 shows the number of accidents which occurred during the period 20052016 in each country per typology of infrastructure.
In Romania and Hungary the frequency of incidents is much greater than in the other
countries analysed.
It is interesting to remark that 5 of the 12 incidents investigated in Hungary are due
to some derailment or collision in the tramway service, while in Romania all the
incidents investigated are in railway lines.
Finally, the percentage of switches and crossings incidents investigated from the total
number of investigated incidents is defined and represented. Thus, Figure 59 shows
the percentage of S&C failures which require some further investigation over the total
investigated incidents. The mean number of incidents investigated due to S&C
represents 3.6% of the total. The highest value is for Italy, where investigated
switches and crossings problems reach 7.5% of the total investigated incidents.
Hence, one can conclude that S&C do not pose the most relevant problem in terms
of safety in railway infrastructures.
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Figure 59. Percentage of investigations due to S&C incidents (2005-2016) (66)
Considering the conventional French railways, all the failures recorded are
categorized as remarkable/non- remarkable security events. This information was
processed to determine the potential mean security level of conventional services. In
Figure 60, the breakdown obtained for each year is represented.

Figure 60. Affectations of the failures in the conventional French services.
Note that during 2014, only 4.1% of the failures had important security problems,
thus a lot of non-important failures were recorded.
The mean percentage value of this period is:
% 𝑖𝑚𝑝𝑜𝑟𝑡𝑎𝑛𝑡 𝑓𝑎𝑖𝑙𝑢𝑟𝑒𝑠 = 14.06 %
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5.5

Concluding remarks

The parameters analysed summarize the affectation of S&C on the reliability,
availability, maintainability and safety in high-speed lines, conventional lines, metro
(underground, subway) and in trams.
First, the reliability of the studied lines has been assessed. The UK mainline was
found to have highest reliability and same for the Levante line from all the high-speed
lines studied, due to the low value of the failure rate (taking into account the number
of S&C). However, the tram line is the most reliable thanks to the intensive
preventive maintenance performed every 6 months, which leads to a null failure rate.
On the other side, each turnout fails between one and two times per year and the
mean downtime of these failures ranges between 60 and 70 minutes. The
availability of these devices is always greater than 90%. The highest value is for
the tram line, which is practically always available and, for the high-speed lines, the
Calatrava section has more availability than the other sections evaluated (98.64%).
In this context, the severity of the failures is also computed. In the Calatrava line,
the severity is computed by the typology of switches and crossings and the result
coincides with the previous analysis of reliability so, the most severe problems occur
to the devices with a higher failure rate. The severity was also computed for the
Calatayud section, where the failures have been divided taking into account the
affectations on the service, considering no delays in the trains or delays in one or
more trains. 78% of the failures do not entail any delay on the commercial operability
of the service. Hence, the high availability value is justified.
The maintainability of the service is computed as the mean time to repair a failure
in the line. In this analysis it is important to be aware of the typology of the failures
due to the important effect on the reparation time. In the Madrid – Sevilla line, the
majority of the failures are punctual problems, which usually require little time to be
repaired. In this line, the mean time to repair is approximately 30 minutes
(considering the initial and final time of the reparation). The second most common
failures are mechanical failures, which lead to important corrective maintenance
actions and require more time to be repaired.
Regarding the tram line analysed, the preventive maintenance actions are based on
the cotters, which are the most deteriorated pieces of the switch and crossing devices
and need to be changed or fixed every 6 months to prevent failures during the
intensive operational service.
Finally, the main parameters evaluated are summarized in Table 24 in order to have
a global vision of the values obtained.

Table 24. Summary of the main RAMS parameters
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H.S. Madrid –
Valencia / Alicante

Tram Barcelona

140
0

fail./S&Cyear
1.8
1.6
1.1
0.85
0

MTBF
days/fail.
0.51
3.3
3.0
2.67
-

MTBF’
monthsS&C/fail.
6.96
7.63
10.61
16.69
-

MDT
min
63.16
64.36
70.58
-

MA
%
98.16
98.64
91.30

Affectat
ion
fail. with
delay/year
-

MTTR
min
28.67
33

-

Section of Calatayud
122

-

Section of Calatrava
112

UK Mainline

Conventional French
lines

Units

739

-Fixed (0.54 times / year)

-Changed (0.56 times / year)

Cotters

-

- Electrical

- Punctual

- Punctual, Mechanical

Parameter

H.S. Madrid - Sevilla

RELIABILITY
Failure
rate’
(λ’)

- Mechanical

AVAILA
BILITY

fail./year

- Punctual

-

Most common type of failures

MAINTENANCE
Failure
rate (λ)
150
-

0.25

2.4
-

-

0
-

100
99.91

27
-

6 months
(preventi
ve)
-
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6
6.1

Future scenarios for traffic demand
Horizon scanning

As previously highlighted, the backcasting approach does not oppose forecasting
methods. Instead, it comprises iterations of forward-looking horizon scanning and
backwards-looking capability steps for radical change. Considering that large
engineering projects are lengthy endeavours, in many occasions the context is
already different from what it was when the project started. Consequently, there is
the risk that the system might already be technologically outdated when launched.
In the methodology presented, a horizon scanning process is incorporated into the
first step so that high-level objectives are in accordance with possible scenarios and
not the current context, thus improving its validity when implemented.
Horizon scanning, widely used in policy making, can be described as: “The systematic
examination of potential (future) problems, threats, opportunities and likely future
developments, including those at the margins of current thinking and planning.
Horizon scanning may explore novel and unexpected issues, as well as persistent
problems and trends” (67).
It focuses on what will remain constant, what might change, and what can constantly
change. In the context of engineering, it highlights structural elements of the system
as well as the disruptive impacts of emerging technologies.
The process is also closely linked to scenario building methods. In each scenario,
trends and possible challenges are anticipated in order to find creative solutions.
However, there are general trends that apply to all types of railways which should be
highlighted before the more specific analysis. The most immediate is the increase in
demand. On a general level, rail travel has been gaining momentum in the decade
following the 2008 economic crisis. Improvements in speed and reliability, as well as
increasing concerns about the environmental and economic sustainability of road
transport, have fuelled a rail renaissance. As previously illustrated, the European
market has seen a growth of 8% in passenger-km between 2011 and 2015.
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Figure 61. European rail traffic trend (2011-2015) (68)
One of the reasons for such growth is the increasing environmental concern
surrounding road and air travel. There is a big push for a reduction in emissions and
energy consumption in transport. As part of the Paris Agreement, the EU aims at
reducing greenhouse gas emissions by 80-95% by 2050 compared to 1990 (69). This
in turn means that rail traffic can be expected to increase in the future, demanding
a denser use of the railways with shorter headways and improved control systems.
As a consequence, one can expect an overall need for more efficient and reliable S&C
systems to ensure the highest track access with the highest safety.
It is unlikely that a single concept will be able to solve all issues for all types of railway
services. Therefore, three different scenarios have been identified in this project, for
they impose distinct requirements for the design and operation of S&C systems. High
speed lines are those operating at or above 250 km/h; main lines comprise inter-city
services in a variety of speeds between 80 km/h and 250 km/h; and urban lines are
those operating within the boundaries of cities, usually metros and trams.
With that, operational concepts can be assessed regarding one, few or all scenarios
for their capability and innovation. A solution that is ideal for metros may not be
applicable for high speed lines, yet that doesn’t make it disposable.
6.1.1 High speed lines
Sixty years after the opening of the line in Japan, high speed rail has become an
increasingly dominant feature around the world. Not only speeds have evolved, but
also the length of networks in many countries. In 2015, there were 29,792 km of
high speed lines in the world and, according to forecasts, the extension of the world
HSR network can reach more than 80,000 kilometres by 2030-2035 (70).
High speed lines usually have specific infrastructure needs (70):
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High speed lines tend to be newly constructed and therefore have a limited range
of S&C designs and geometries.
High speed lines require a high levels of track geometry that need to have minimal
discontinuity in the running surface.





High speed turnouts are limited to shallow curvatures and so tend to require long
length active components.



Trains travelling at high speeds require long distances to come to a stop, so the
route needs to be set and confirmed well in advance of the train arriving at the
junction.
Table 25. Typical parameters for high speed rail (70; 71)

Maximum gradient

35/40mm/m

Maximum cant

150mm/170mm

Minimum curve radius (at 300 km/h)

5,000m

Recommended curve radius (at 300 km/h)

7,000m

Axle load

170kN

Rail type

Usually 60km/m, welded

Turnout maximum speed

220 km/h

Signalling

Full on-board

6.1.1.1 Demand and society
When operating in dedicated infrastructure, high speed lines can offer significantly
higher capacity than on mixed lines, which increases their economic competitiveness
in busy corridors. For instance, the Tokaido Shinkansen line connecting Tokyo and
Osaka in Japan can carry approximately 15,000 passengers per hour per direction.
Moreover, high speed lines show significant relative environmental benefits when
compared to air travel. Data shows that the carbon footprint of high speed lines is
also low: on a journey between Paris and Marseille, HSR generates 2.7 grams of CO2
per km, individual cars produce 115.7 and airplanes 153 (72)
The resulting shorter journeys have proven a successful alternative to air travel. At
least 80% modal split is obtained by high speed trains in relation to air transport
when travel time by train is less than 2.5 hours (73). As expected, there has been a
significant growth in demand for high speed rail, as illustrated by Figure 62 for the
European market.
The increase in demand positions high speed systems as a key market in the future,
also pushing for technological development in speeds and control systems which will
possibly require new S&C designs to follow.
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Figure 62. HSR transport in Europe expressed in billion per km (72)
6.1.1.2 Operations
The main distinctive feature of high speed lines, as the name suggests, is the speed
at which trains operate. Technological developments have been raising the maximum
speeds, which can indicate a trend for new sets of requirements. The speed record
of 578 km/h, achieved in 2007 by a bespoke TGV trainset, indicates the push for
more resistant infrastructure. Figure 63 shows the evolution of maximum speeds
since the first high speed line.

Figure 63. The evolution in maximum speeds in high speed rail (70)
However, the increasing gap between speed records and operation speeds derives
not only from technological constraints but also from the enormous energy required
to run at higher speeds. As the feasible deceleration rates tend to be significantly
limited at high speeds, the increase in speeds also comes with a significant increase
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in braking distances and subsequent impacts on headways. A 20% increase in speed
from 300 km/h to 350 km/h requires an increase of almost 50% in braking distance.
With such long braking distances, it is unlikely that high speed trains can operate
with much shorter headways than currently practiced.

Figure 64. Distance required to brake from different speeds (70)
On the other hand, recent developments in the use of superconducting levitation
have shown a possible disruptive trend in railway infrastructure. The SCMaglev
prototype, which achieved a maximum speed of 603 km/h on the Chuo Shinkansen
test track, highlights a new possibility for vehicle-track interactions. Nonetheless, the
adoption of a completely new propulsion system would create a whole new set of
requirements for operational concepts which exceed the scope of this project.
6.1.1.3 Command, control and communications
Due to the operating speeds, HSR usually requires special signalling systems,
incorporating onboard devices. The European Rail Traffic Management System
incorporates control systems and GSM-R communications for increased safety,
capacity and interoperability.
High speed lines and some adapted conventional lines enjoy standardisation in
signalling systems, which increases the likelihood and potential of modular
approaches to track-side equipment.
At its most ambitious level, ERTMS Level 3 aims at operating trains without any
trackside signalling equipment. In such scenario, trains follow a dynamic movement
authority based on the position of the preceding train, controlled by an interlocking
centre.
Moving block signalling systems, as forecasts show, can further reduce the minimum
headways between trains by 20% (74). With ERTMS Level 3, modular approaches to
signalling infrastructure become much more realistic as there is no need for block
layouts. However, they also impose considerable technical requirements for future
S&C systems. Even though moving block operations dynamically negotiate the length
of track required for movement authority, S&C systems are significantly long fixed
parts of the track.
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While it is expected that reliability in communications and control is likely to increase,
safety becomes a crucial aspect of operations. The reliability of mobile communication
at increasing speeds needs to be ensured so that safety distances are kept. More
importantly, communication is crucial for the synchronisation of track systems with
the train movement.
6.1.1.4 Infrastructure
As speeds increase and headways become shorter, track equipment will need to
adapt to different scenarios. Some aspects of track geometry are constant in
accordance to speed, such as curve radius and track stiffness. At 300 km/h, curve
radii should be around 7,000 metres. At 500 km/h, it increases to approximately
10,800 m.
In addition, high speeds also impose restrictions on S&C systems as turnouts need
to be longer. Consequently, there is a greater need for actuators and sensing and
locking mechanisms which not only increases the cost and maintenance
requirements, but it usually goes against modularity and simplification.
Furthermore, turnouts tend to impose considerable speed restrictions in one of the
directions. Consequently, high speed lines require an exclusive track with as few
diversions as possible, which also increases the construction costs. An operational
concept that allows high speeds in both directions could contribute more than one
that enables very high speeds in one direction.
Crossings can also have significant impacts on speed restrictions. At higher speeds,
track stiffness becomes a considerable issue. In this context, stronger materials such
as graphene (75), or self-healing materials as described by Ghosh (76), could
increase the speed at turnouts. Moreover, the standardised assets on high speed
lines raise the potential for modular approaches to track-side equipment.
Nonetheless, these technological developments are also accompanied by
uncertainties in costs and ability to fulfil the new systems requirements. Current
materials are still below the desired capability yet more robust materials have not
been tested outside research facilities. In that sense, a radical change in functionality
that relies less on breakthroughs in material sciences proves to be more robust and
feasible in the short to medium term future.
6.1.2 Mainline
One of the main distinctive features of mainlines is that they are perhaps the most
comprehensive in the list. Mainlines are known for their variability and resulting
complexity. Mainline networks comprise several types and ages of tracks, as well as
several different types of S&C systems, operating simultaneously. Contrary to high
speed lines, mainlines also carry freight which adds a considerable list of extra
requirements for infrastructure.
6.1.2.1 Demand and society
Besides the general increase in passenger demand there has been a steady increase
in the global demand for rail freight, amounting to a growth of approximately 50%
since 2000 (77). In Europe, the share of freight by rail in 2014 only slightly increased
to 18.4% of all movement of goods in Europe, when compared to 2009 (Figure 65).
On the other hand, changes in the energy sector can have a considerable impact on
the movement of goods by road in the future.
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Figure 65. World freight rail movements, 2000-2013 (77)

Figure 66. Modal split of freight in Europe (78)
6.1.2.2 Operations
Main lines are the most varied scenario, in contrast to the standardised features of
high speed rail and metro systems. While this provides an advantage for competitive
markets, it increases the complexity of operations, signalling systems and
infrastructure.
Passenger and freight trains, regional and inter-city services, all share the same lines.
Considering that each service cannot have its own fixed route with dedicated tracks,
and that there is no ‘one-size-fits-all’ track infrastructure, operations become
increasingly complex.
In order to operate a number of different routes, mainline networks contain a
significant number of switches and crossings, sometimes of different age and
standards. Standardisation from modularity can improve the reliability of services
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and reduce maintenance times and costs. Another strength that arises from the large
number of routes is the reduced impact of maintenance as services can be rerouted,
which is otherwise more difficult on exclusive lines.
In addition, the large demand on mainlines keeps the network busy for most of the
time. In that sense, a modular approach could make maintenance much faster,
especially if combined with the new mobile maintenance trains (79).
6.1.2.3 Control, command and communications
Perhaps the biggest challenge of main lines is the control of very distinct services,
speeds, and signalling systems on the same track. Nonetheless, trends point in the
direction of automation and standardisation and interoperability. The European Rail
Traffic Management System plans to develop a new generation of signalling systems,
envisioning a fully onboard control system at Levels 2 and 3. At this point, trains
calculate and inform their position and speed to other trains, in order to negotiate
the movement authority so as the following train can update its speed and
deceleration to ensure a safety distance between them.

Figure 67. Diagram of ERTMS levels (80)
The distinctive features of Level 3 compared to Level 2 are that it allows for moving
block operations which shortens headways, and that it does not require track-based
train detection equipment which reduces costs and improves reliability. In addition,
ERTMS Level 3 has the potential to enable a step-up towards full automation similarly
to that found in metro systems.
Automation on main lines can increase the capacity yet, similar to the case of high
speed lines, it requires that S&C systems do not interfere much on the shorter
movement authority enabled by moving block signalling. In addition, experience from
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automation in metros shows that the normalised speed profile tends to wear track
equipment more often as all trains will behave equally along the line. While this can
increase the need for maintenance and/or replacement, it can also help planning
preventive maintenance as the points of probable failure shall be known in advance.
6.1.3 Urban lines – metro systems
6.1.3.1 Demand and Society
Now that the majority of the world population lives in urban areas, this century can
possibly be named that of the city. Furthermore, recent decades have seen the birth
and the dominance of the megalopolis in the urban landscape. Cities are quickly
growing in number and size. Forecasts show that by 2030 there will be over 600 cities
with more than 1 million inhabitants, and 100 of each will be megalopolis with more
than 5 million inhabitants (81).

Figure 68. Number of urban agglomerations over 1 million inhabitants from 1950 to
2030 (81)
This has also been accompanied by an expansion in metro systems and other urban
lines. By 2015, there were 157 cities with a metro system, totalling 549 lines around
the world. Of these, approximately 40% of the length of metro infrastructure
worldwide, were inaugurated between 2000 and 2014 (82).
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Figure 69. Number of cities with metro systems (70)

Metro systems are an essential part of the transport network in these cities. They
carry over 160 million passengers per day (50 billion per year), a 7.9% increase
compared with 2012, representing 11% of public transport journeys worldwide (82).
Despite the high cost to build, one of the key points for metro systems is the
combination of advantages in terms of speed, low noise, low emissions of greenhouse
gases and other air pollutants, high reliability and public safety (81).
The ability to move large quantities of passengers at high speeds is essential to the
efficient mobility in urban areas. For the same reason, metro systems often become
victims of their own success and face constant pressure for increased capacity and
shorter headways.
6.1.3.2 Operations
The increasing ridership and importance of metro systems in the urban context also
impacts the choice for signalling and infrastructure. Full automation is becoming more
common, and is now the standard choice for new lines. As of July 2016, there were
55 fully automated metro lines, with a combined length of 803 km, in 37 cities around
the world (83). Forecasts show that by 2025 this figure will increase to 2,300 km.
Currently, close to 80% of the world’s automated metro infrastructure correspond to
medium and high capacity lines, when considering the capacity of the trains (83).
Automation is crucial for capacity as headways can be reduced to as little as possible.
Using a moving block system, Metro Line 1 in Paris operates with headways as short
as 85 seconds (84). This has implications for the design of S&C with fast reaction
times and ever shorter headways required.
As opposed to main lines, many metro systems enjoy high levels of standardisation
which can utilise the potential benefits of modularity in S&C systems. Rolling stock is
usually the same for each line, gauges are the same, and so are signalling systems.
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Moreover, standardisation can be seen across lines and across countries. As of 2016,
10 companies served the rolling stock market, and six companies supplied 90% of
the signalling systems of fully automated metro lines (83).The high levels of
standardisation in metro systems facilitate the design of S&C systems towards an
off-the-shelf paradigm.

Figure 70. Rolling stock market share for fully automated metros (83)

Figure 71. Signalling systems market for fully automated metros (83)
6.1.3.3 Control, command and communication
Communication Based Train Control signalling systems are becoming the norm in
metro systems around the world. Currently, 68% of the world’s km of automated
metro lines are operated using CBTC systems and even more significantly, close to
three quarters of the new fully automated metro infrastructure built in the last decade
was equipped with CBTC (83).
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That is because in essence, CBTC is similar to ERTMS Level 3 in main lines as they
allow for fully automated operation without track-side signalling equipment. Moving
block systems increase the capacity, yet require close management for reliability and
safety.
In CBTC systems trains continuously communicate their speed, position, direction
and braking distance via radio to track-side equipment. This information allows
calculation of the movement authority of the train, and communicates with other
trains to automatically and continuously adjust their speed while maintaining safety
requirements.
This has direct implications for the design of S&C systems as they need to be able to
operate safely even when the distances between trains become shorter. The specific
situation of metros is the number of throws performed daily when compared to other
types of rail systems.
Finally, full automation in metros raises the same concerns over track wear as in the
other systems. The standardised speed profiles, added to the standardisation of
rolling stock, tend to wear the track in specific places instead of randomly along the
line. Although that will require increased robustness in these locations, it helps
maintenance, planning and design as the wear of components can be anticipated.
6.1.3.4 Infrastructure
Metro systems are commonly operated underground, especially in dense urban areas.
Although tunnelling saves space, it also incurs higher costs and specific requirements
and challenges in terms of geometry and track-side equipment.

Figure 72. Tunnel profile of the Northern Line of the London Underground (Simon P
Smiler)
Firstly, demand-based routes and dense networks can require metro systems to
negotiate tighter curve radii, which create very different requirements for S&C
geometry when compared to high speed lines. Secondly, underground operations
have specific limitations in space for equipment and kinematic systems of turnouts.
Finally, metro systems have exclusive safety requirements, such as fire-proof
materials and design for emergencies.
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6.2

Passengers traffic

At the beginning of 2009, rail transport was affected by the economic crisis and the
passengers-km decreased. In 2011, it began a recovery period by a steady growth
in the number of passengers-km.
The total increment between 2011 and 2015 is 8.9%, which lead to an attraction of
36 billion of passengers per km during 2011 and 2015.
However, the evolution was not constant for all the countries analyzed. During 2013
and 2015, the increment or decrement of the passengers-km has been represented
in Figure 73 for the EU-28 countries with data available.

Figure 73. Percentage of change of passengers' traffic between 2013 and 2015 (85)

Figure 73 represents the huge difference in the evolution of the railway traffic in each
country, due to the economic, social and developmental situation of the countries.
Nonetheless, considering the total evolution of the passengers – km, the demand
increased during this period (2013-2015) 3.37%, which represents 14,305 million
passengers – kilometre.
The typology of the traffic observed is also important. The following analysis will
divide the traffic between international and national rail passenger transport during
2014 and 2015. Figure 74 shows the huge variation of the transportation typology in
each country. However, the general trend increases for both national and total traffic.
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Figure 74. Rail passenger transport typology, 2014 (pax-km per inhabitant) (85)

Moreover, the influence of the underground and tram will be considered. The
evolution of the demand from 1994 to 2014 is represented in the Figure 75 (68).
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Figure 75. Demand evolution of tram and underground in the EU-28 (1994-2015)
(68)

Trams and metro are necessary infrastructures for the daily mobility of the European
population, for that reason the demand’s evolution is always ascendant and the
economic crisis has a non-effect on the trend. Moreover, is interesting to note the
low values of demand (measured in passengers – kilometre) is due to their usability,
which is mainly to go over short distances.
Lastly, the total metro and tram demand for 2014 was 101.6 billion passengers –
kilometre, which needs to be added to the railway demand in order to compute the
total number of passengers - km of the railway infrastructures in the EU-28.
In order to perform traffic demand forecast, the main corridors existent and in
development in the EU will be evaluated. The forecast will take into account the traffic
in these corridors, without considering the metro, tram or light rail due to its
complexity and lack of data. This study will provide a wide idea of the influence of
rail infrastructures in the passengers and freight transportation patterns.
6.2.1 Mediterranean corridor
The traffic demand of the railway transportation in the EU would be influenced by the
huge amount of projects in development. One of the most important infrastructures
in construction is the Mediterranean corridor, which will influence and activate the
traffic along it with important benefits for the affected countries. The implementation
of new projects will lead to the generation of a modal shift and traffic induction, which
implies a mobility increment on the considered axis.
In the study on the Mediterranean TEN-T (86), a forecast of the traffic demand due
to the corridor is analyzed. Is important to be aware of the estimations done in the
eastern side of the corridor due to the absence of relevant studies so, the forecast
needs to be considered with caution.
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Table 26. Traffic forecast for passengers flow (thousand pax / year) summarizes the
forecast for 2030 and the difference in the mobility patterns of the population due to
the corridor.
Table 26. Traffic forecast for passengers flow (thousand pax / year) (86)

The corridor’s implementation would increase rail shares in particular for traffic
between France and Spain (2% in trend to 12%) and between France and Italy (4%
in trend to 8%). The rail traffic demand with the implantation of the corridor will
ascend to 10,011,000 pax in 2030 from the 3,001,000 passengers of 2010, more
than three times the initial demand. (86)
The implementation of the corridor could increase the international rail traffic by
nearly 6 million passengers in 2030. This increase would come from modal shifts from
air (2 Mpax), modal shifts from road (2.4 Mpax) and traffic induction (1.5 Mpax). Rail
share would go from 2.3% to 5.6% on the overall market area, which represents
more than a doubling of the rail traffic with respect to the do-nothing scenario.
Given the considerable volumes of air traffic, the modal shift from air may seem
small; but again, a lot of air traffic flows on the corridor concern very long distances
on which rail, even in high speed, cannot compete (86).
6.2.2 Scandinavian – Mediterranean corridor
The development of the Scandinavian – Mediterranean corridor would also generate
an increment in the rail transportation through this corridor. The project expects an
increment on the traffic demand of 17% in comparison with the 2007 data, reaching
147,440,000 passengers in 2020 (87). In Table 27 the rail passenger flow forecasts
are summarised between different submarkets.
Table 27. Comparison of rail passenger flows for 2020 (87)
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The rail share in the total mobility market will grow slightly, reaching 9%. However,
the regional international traffic can grow at a higher rate than forecast if regional
and local authorities contribute more strongly to the financing of operational costs
(87).
6.2.3 North Sea – Baltic corridor
A study performed by the Proximare Consortium to the European Commission studied
the transport market along the North Sea – Baltic corridor and performed a forecast
of the traffic demand in 2030.
The forecasts are developed at national levels taking into account the construction of
future infrastructure projects that have already been decided on, and national policies
on individual transport modes. In some countries no forecasts for 2030 were
available, and in these cases historical trends were used.
The study foresees an increment of 34% in the passenger rail transport in front of
the data of 2012 (21,656 million pax-km), which represents a total railway traffic of
28,917 million passengers – km in 2030 (88). In Figure 76 the estimated volumes
for the whole corridor are represented.
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Figure 76. Estimated passenger transport volumes (pax/year in 2030) (88)

Note that the values of demand represented in Figure 76 are expressed in pax/year,
while the values provided above had units of pax-km/year.
6.2.4 Baltic – Adriatic corridor
The studies performed for the Baltic – Adriatic corridor consider three possible
scenarios in 2030 (89).
First, the do-nothing option (named 2030T), which implies no increment in the rail
share for passenger transportation. In 2014, the rail modal share was 13%
(measured in pax-km) and, in this scenario, in 2030T it will remain stable (13%).
The second scenario analyzed (called 2030WP), corresponds to the benefits of some
investments on rail and road summarized in Table 33 of the corridor study (89). In
this situation, the rail share will increase to 15%, with major increases in the
international and long distance market segments.
And the last scenario studied (2030RP), which considers the investments proposed
in the corridor study combined with policy and administrative measures aimed at
reducing by 20% the generalized transport cost of the rail mode compared to road
transport. This scenario would contribute to a great extent in the promotion of rail
transport reaching a rail modal share 23%.
All the results obtained are summarized in Figure 77.
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Figure 77. Traffic forecast for passengers flow (millions of pax – km / year) (89)

These results show a total railway traffic demand (inter-regional, international and
long distance) in the most optimistic scenario (2030RP) of approximately
20,000,000 passengers – km in 2030.
6.2.5 Orient/East – Mediterranean corridor
The studies performed for this corridor consider the trips with origin and destination
within the corridor without including the commuter traffic. The matrixes obtained for
long distance passenger transport between the years 2010 and 2030 are presented
below.
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Table 28. Long distance passenger rail transport (2010); in million passenger
kilometres (90)

Table 29. Long distance passenger rail transport (2030); in million passenger
kilometres (90)

The passenger traffic demand for the period 2010-2030 remains almost the same
with a growth rate 0.05% per year, due to the slight growth of some countries. The
number of passengers in 2030 will be 2,861 million passengers – kilometre (90).
To have a graphical idea of the distribution of this traffic along the line, the following
image was developed.
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Figure 78. Passengers rail traffic in 2030 (1000 pax) (90)

6.2.6 Adriatic corridor
In 2010, the number of passengers crossing the border was approximately 96.5
million passengers /year. The car was the predominant mode, while the rail
represents only 3% of the trips. Is interesting to consider that the highest rail share
of the corridor was for displacements between France and Germany, which represents
7.6% of the modal share.
The passenger forecasts for this corridor were not found, but the demographic
development shows that the population will remain stable, so the passenger demand
may also remain relatively stable if there is no investment.
6.3

Freight traffic

Freight transport in EU28 is mainly performed by road transport due to its flexibility.
In the following figure the modal distribution of the freight transport between 1995
and 2014 is represented.
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Figure 79. Modal distribution of freight transport EU28 (68)

Considering only railway transportation, the evolution of freight transport in the EU28
is shown in Figure 80.

Figure 80. Evolution of freight transport EU28 (68)
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Freight transport was always oscillating around 400,000 M tons – km. However, in
2008 it suffered an important decrement due to the economical crisis. Nowadays, a
slight increment has been observed during the last three years analyzed (20122014), which seems to continue in the following years. In 2014 the total railway
freight transport was 411 billion of tones – km.
The demand forecast for the main rail corridors has been studied and summarized in
the following sections, in order to have an idea of the influence of the railway
infrastructure in the mobility patterns of freight transport.
6.3.1 Mediterranean corridor
The implementation of the Mediterranean corridor will influence the demand in freight
transport. Considering all the modes, freight transport will increase from 151 million
tons in 2010 to 267 million tons in 2030 and the rail market share would potentially
increase up to 27%, reaching about 72 million tons a year (86).

Figure 81. Traffic forecast for international goods flow (thousand tons / year) (86)
According with the study on the Mediterranean TEN-T corridor, the implementation
of the criteria they proposed would lead to a potential shift of 33 million ton /year
from road to rail (about 2.3 million trucks/year equivalent) or even 41 million ton /
year (3 million trucks) if accompanied rolling motorway is considered.
Assigning to the network the potential future traffic of the corridor in 2030, the
following map is obtained (Figure 82).
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Figure 82. Potential future traffic 2030 (86)
6.3.2 Scandinavian – Mediterranean Corridor
The forecast developed for the Scandinavian – Mediterranean corridor is for 2020 and
considers the application of the European transport policy and the investments in the
infrastructures planned. Moreover, the data models the relation between EU27 and
non-EU countries.
The rail freight demand seams to grow 28% between EU27 and non-EU countries
reaching 190,346,000 tonnes in 2020. The rail modal share will remain stable in 22%.
In Table 30 the demand for all the sub-markets analyzed is quantified.
Table 30. Rail demand forecast for 2020 in EU27 - non-EU (1000 tons) (87)

6.3.3 North Sea – Baltic corridor
The estimation of the freight traffic for this corridor was performed from the data of
each section or area. Figure 83 shows the freight transport demand by modes.
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Figure 83. Estimation of freight transport demand in 2030 by section and modes
(tons/year) (88)
Considering 2012 as the reference year, in 2030 the usage of rail for freight transport
will be increased by 36% reaching 161,426 million ton-km/year. The railway will
represent in 2030 45.8% of the non-aerial modal share in front of 45.2% of 2012 for
the freight transport.
6.3.4 Baltic – Adriatic Corridor
The study of the Baltic – Adriatic Corridor takes into account 3 possible scenarios to
quantify the demand forecast for 2030.
The rail modal share in 2014 was around 19% (measured in tons-km). Considering
the do-nothing option (2030T) some increment in the number of tons - km/year will
be shown, but in general terms, this scenario will reduce the rail modal share in the
freight transport, due to a combination of increasing car ownership (especially in the
Eastern European countries) and the forecast of the demographic development.
Considering the second scenario analyzed by the study (2030WP), which is based on
the investment summarized in Table 33 of the corridor study (89), the modal rail
share will increase slightly reaching 21%.
Finally, the best option includes the investment and some policy and administrative
measures (2030RP), and the results observed will acquire 24% of modal share. While
these changes may seem limited in terms of global shift, the combination of this shift
with the natural growth of the rail market will lead to doubling the current rail
volumes. (89).
In Figure 84 the trends for all the situations analyzed are represented.
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Figure 84. Modal share of the transport modes in the Baltic - Adriatic corridor
(million ton-km/year) (89)
Therefore, in the most favourable scenario, the total freight transport demand will
reach the 35,000,000 tons – km for the Baltic – Adriatic corridor in 2030.
6.3.5 Orient/East – Mediterranean Corridor.
The reference year of analysis is 2010, which had a corridor demand of around
119,339 million ton – km. In Table 31 the previsions for every country are
summarized and the total flow of freight transport is computed.

Table 31. Rail forecast transport on Orient/East - Mediterranean corridor in 2030
(million ton - kilometre) (90)
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Therefore, the total freight transport in the Orient/East - Mediterranean corridor will
be around 309,744 million tons – kilometre in 2030.
6.3.6 Atlantic corridor
In 2010, the corridor study identifies cross-border and domestic tonnage amounting
to 4,185.453 million tons and in this context the rail share was 2.6% (approximately
108.04 million tons).
In 2050, it is estimated to have a total freight flow of 5,830.033 million tons and the
rail share will also increase and become 3.6%, which represents 210.272 million tons
/ year.
The expected distribution of the modal share is presented in Table 32.
Table 32. Freight transport by mode in 2050 (1,000 tons) (91)

In this table (Table 32) the (larger) volumes of domestic traffic are also included.
However, the flows with origin or destinations outside the range of countries selected
are excluded in the analysis.
A study of the demand in a baseline and a policy scenario was performed by analyzing
the main countries of the corridor and studying their national forecast. In general
terms, the total demand of the corridor is expected to become greater in the policy
scenario compared to baseline.
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The rail modal share in the baseline scenario will decrease due to the mix of
commodities, favouring those that trend to use road transport. However, when
considering policy measures, rail shows faster growth rates than road, due to the
implementation of infrastructure measures.
Table 33 shows million tonnes – kms for only the corridor links. The green values
correspond to the baseline and the yellow values to the policy scenario.
Table 33. Forecast of the freight transport demand (million tons – km) (91)

6.4

Concluding remarks

Considering passenger and freight transport, the traffic demand in EU is growing
significantly with the highest growth rates occurring from 2010 and 2030, driven by
developments in economic activity. Beyond 2030, the activity of passenger transport
continues to grow, albeit at slow rates, as a result of a stagnant and after 2040
decreasing population, deceleration in GDP growth and saturation of passenger car
demand (92).
The passenger demand for rail transport is expected to increase by 79% during 20102050, with an increment in the modal share of 2 points (from 8% in 2010 to 10% in
2050). The construction of high-speed rails will contribute to this increment and about
37% of passenger rail traffic (expressed in passenger-kilometres) in 2050 will use
high velocity (92). The total number of rail passengers’ transportation in 2010 was
405.3 billion passengers – km (68). Therefore, the 2050 forecast done by the EU
commission expects 725.487 billion passengers – km, with 268.43 billion passengers
– km using high – speed services.
Passenger rail competes with both road and air transport. In EU15 a relatively
important share of additional demand would be covered by rail (in most cases highspeed rail where investments are foreseen), considering the saturation of passenger
car demand. The increase of fossil fuel prices also shifts part of the passenger road
traffic to rail. In addition, high-speed rail attracts demand from short-haul air travel
(92).
Freight transport is growing at higher rates than passenger transport, following more
closely the GDP developments. Freight transport activity showed steady growth
between 2005 and 2007, continuing the 1995-2005 trends. However, the economic
crisis led to a reduction of activity in the subsequent years resulting in lower levels
in 2010 compared to 2005. The projections show an increment in the total freight
transport activity by about 57% between 2010 and 2050. Notably, the strong growth
in activity (1.7% p.a.) in the short-term (up to 2015), driven by GDP developments,
allows the recovery of freight transport activity to pre-crisis levels. Freight traffic
shows a strong correlation with GDP growth until 2030. After 2030, it follows a similar
trend to passenger activity, resulting from the slow-down of GDP growth. (92).
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The railway mode experiences the highest growth among the freight transport modes
(79%) and increases its modal share from 16% (in 2010) to 18% (in 2050). The
significant increase in rail freight transport activity is mainly driven by the completion
of the TEN-T core and comprehensive network; thus improving the competitiveness
of the mode (92). The total railway freight transportation in 2010 was 393.5 billion
tons – km (68). Therefore, the demand for 2050, based on the forecast explained
above, will be 704.365 billion tons – km.
In conclusion, the expected actuations in the main corridors of the European Union
will affect the traffic flow of passengers and freight. In this context, the rail flow will
be beneficiated by an increment of 79% in the passengers’ traffic and also 79% in
the freight transport from 2010 to 2050, as shown in the next table (Table 34).
However, the rail share will increase only slightly due to the significant increment in
the total flow.
Table 34. Traffic demand summary
EU Traffic
demand

Passengers (Million
pax·km)

Freight (Million ton·km)

2010

405,300

393,500

2050

725,487

704,365

Considering the passenger rail activity, the increment on the demand will expand by
2 percentage points the modal share (from 8% in 2010 to 10% in 2050). Meanwhile,
in the freight transport modes, rail will experience the highest growth. This trend is
shown by an increment of 2 percentage points on the modal share (from 16% in
2010 to 18% in 2050).
Increasing demand means increased tonnage, congestion at nodes, higher demands
on availability, increased stress on critical failure points such as S&C and less access
to install and maintain, therefore requiring radical new switching solutions. Hence,
these are the things that we need to design for with S-CODE.
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7
7.1

Radical innovations
Rivington’s self-acting railway switches

Vehicle operated switching has perhaps always been thought of since the inception
of the railways as shown in by John Rivington in 1838 (93). He conceptualised the
switch to be activated by the train passing over the system of interconnected bellcrank placed vertically and a lever placed horizontally. The train with inclined plane
passing over the bell-crank depresses it, pulling the lever towards it which in turn
pulls the switch blade towards that direction. He suggested installing a switch of this
kind in the Dover to Brighton line for “high speed” (for the time) passenger trains
where the need for human operation and therefore human error could be eliminated.

Figure 85. Rivington's self-acting railway switches (93)
7.2

Abt switch

Perhaps one of the more radical innovations was in the mountain railway (funiculars)
when Carl Roman Abt invented the “automatic turnout” in 1879 which has been
elaborated in (94). This allowed two cars to run on the single-track opposite each
other, one going up and other going down the mountain. The external wheel had a
flange on both sides while the inner wheel had no flange. The flanges on the outer
wheel meant that the car was always guided towards that side and so there was no
need for the active switch. The cylindrical wheel on the inside meant that the car
could pass over the switch uninterrupted. This invention had huge economic benefits
as only one track was now needed in place of two, for two cars to go up and down
the mountain at the same time.
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Figure 86. Abt switch (94)
7.3

On-board turnout

On-board turnout is much more preferred way of sending vehicles on different tracks
as there are no moving parts present in a harsh environment and failure modes can
be shifted to the vehicles. Koseki et al. (95) proposed on-board turnout in 2000,
based on the active steering of the vehicle. They proposed the left and right wheels
to be independently driven and controlling the respective drives to generate the
guidance force (creep forces) for yaw movement as shown in Figure 87.a.
(a)

(b)

Figure 87. On-board turnout (a) using controlled steering (95) and (b) using
electromagnets (96).
The electromagnet based turnout has also been thought of and patented as
elaborated in (96). Here, the combination of permanent magnets and electromagnets
can be used to produce side/lateral force. Any lateral movements are repelled
because of the attraction between the magnets as shown in Figure 87.b. They also
proposed the active steering over the guideway through the coupled steering
mechanism through the magnets attached on the vehicle.
7.4

REPOINT™ (Redundancy Engineered POINTs),

Redundancy, though considered in solid state interlocking for the microprocessor
based modules (97), was not considered in its general sense to include for example,
actuator redundancy until in 2012 when a group of researchers at Loughborough
University developed such a system through a project named “Redundantly
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Engineered POINTs (REPOINT) For Enhanced Reliability And Capacity Of Railway
Track Switching”.
Essentially, REPOINT™ is a system of track switch that is operated by a bank of
actuators (typically 3, however, the exact number of actuators could be tailored to
the operational needs) where the mechanism is operable even when one of the
actuators fails (98). This switch system uses “stub switch” based rail sections which
in turn uses a lift, hop and drop mechanism as shown by the arrows in the top photo
in Figure 88 (99). The patented ends of the rail sections are used to make sure that
the vehicle has a smooth transition from one rail section to the other (100).

Figure 88. Laboratory demonstrator of Redundancy Engineering POINTs
(REPOINT™) (98).
7.5

Actuated wing rails (normally closed)

“Swing nose” or actuated nose are used for the high-speed rail S&C where the nose
is moved transversely, similar to the mechanism in the switching part. Perhaps the
radical innovation in the crossing could be as shown in the patent (101) where the
crossing adopts a “normally closed” actuated wing rails. In this case, the wing rails
on both sides of the nose are normally adjacent to the nose as shown in Figure 89.a.
(a)

(b)
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Figure 89. Cross-section of the nose and wing rails when rails (a) at rest and (b)
actuated (101)
When the wing rail is actuated, the rail is moved away from the nose, giving the way
to the wheel flange as shown in Figure 89.b. In addition, the rail on which it is riding
moves down due to the weight of the car. This is safer as failure in the actuation of
the wing rail does not impact on the crossing as the wing rail could move passively
under the train’s approach and weight.
7.6

Winter proof turnout

In order to tackle the issue of snow on S&Cs, a Dutch mechanical engineer, Richard
de Roos recently (in 2012) invented a turnout that allows safe operation in winter
conditions without the need for using heaters to melt the snow.
(a)

(b)

Figure 90. Winterproof turnout (a) set to left and (b) set to straight direction (102).
In Figure 90, the switch blade/component is shown in red and green; they are
independently movable. When the left blade shown in red is down and the right blade
shown in green is up, locked in position by the horizontal locking mechanism (shown
in yellow); the turnout is set for the route towards the left as shown in Figure 90.a.
Conversely, Figure 90.b shows the route set to straight.
7.7

Rack and pinion railway switch on Rigi mountain

Most railway switches have limited translation motion of the movable components
and they have a crossing where the two rails intersect. This railway switch on Rigi
mountain (103) has flexible rails and a rack fixed at one end at a distance from the
cut end. When actuated, these rails and rack bend about their prime axis and meet
another track to complete the route. This type of switch has the advantage over the
sliding panel type switch as it offers space saving and in terms of energy saving since
the energy stored in the bent rail-rack sections can be used to switch back to the
normal position. This type of switch needs a careful consideration for its use in
mainline, high speed and metro trains because if the switch section has flexibility
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along its length, the side forces caused by the trains could produce undesirable
instability.

Figure 91. Rack and pinion railway switch on Rigi mountain in Switzerland (103).
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7.8

Auto-aligning track switch

(a)

(b)

Figure 92. (a) Monorail track switch (104), (b) trolley track-switch (105)
The monorail switch as mentioned in this patent (104), is triggered by the
approaching vehicle so that the section of the track aligns itself to allow the train to
pass (Figure 92.a). When the track is in transit, i.e. not aligned with either of the
tracks, the track is deenergised and it is only reenergised when it is realigned again.
So, the electrical lockout circuit prevents overrunning of the track when it is not fully
aligned.
For the movable trolleys, the tracks are generally installed overhead. Where these
tracks intersect, they need to give way to the trolley travelling to the appropriate
direction. In this patent (105), a rotatable section of the track is mounted at the
cross-section of the tracks and can be triggered by the oncoming trolley via a lever
mechanism (Figure 92.b). If the straight through route is already created, the
triggering mechanism is deflected out of the way.
7.9

Non-load bearing track switch

The patent in (106) shows the track system that is non-load bearing. Here as shown
in Figure 93, the conventional switching arrangement is used except that its parts do
not move. The switching component is a guidance kind of mechanism that is installed
inside the track and is fastened to a pivot-able component. When the component is
pivoted, the rails attached to it create and remove the gap accordingly, like
conventional switch. However, this component aligns the train before approaching
the turn-out and so that the turn-out does not face lateral loading. The guidance is
performed via the use of flange on the rail wheel or by a specially designed guidance
mechanism.
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Figure 93. Non-load bearing track switch (106)
7.10 Electromagnetic turnout
Beyer et al. (107) in 2007 and more recently in 2016, Li et al. (108) proposed an
electromagnetic turnout where the turnout has no moving parts but only permanent
magnets and electromagnets as shown in Figure 94. Electromagnets are placed in
the turnout and the electrical current can be reversed in order to switch the direction
of the track as shown.

Figure 94. Electromagnetic turnout for superconducting maglev train (108)
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8

Technology concepts from wide range of industries

8.1

Roller coaster switches

Amusement parks with roller coasters are in some ways no different than mainline
railways as the roller coasters generally have wheel-rail contact and they occasionally
need to switch tracks as a part of the routine amusement ride, loading/unloading of
passengers and for maintenance.
The roller coaster switch, as mentioned in the patent (109), has arrangements such
that the section of the track is pivoted and slid across to select the appropriate route
for the riding vehicle to pass. The track geometries could also be mounted on a shaft
which can be rotated about its primary axis to choose the appropriate route, as
elaborated in the patent (110). These types of arrangements are similar to the ones
seen in mountain railways, described in section 3.6.5.
(a)

(b)

Figure 95. Roller coaster switch with (a) pivoting and sliding panels (109), (b)
rotational panel (110).
8.2

Landing gear (System architecture)

The aerospace industry depends heavily on safety critical systems, an example of
which is the landing gear of an aircraft. For safe operation of landing gear, multiple
redundancy is considered; in the sensors, controllers and even in actuators (111).
This approach has been considered in REPOINT™ as mentioned in section 9.4.
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Figure 96. Redundancy based aircraft braking system (111)
8.3

Conveyor belt systems

Conveyor belt systems usually have rollers to move static luggage or boxes when
they need to be directed towards an adjoining belt.
As shown in Figure 97, the conveyor belt has rollers which can be rotated about
normal axis to its spinning axis. When a package is identified to be sent towards the
left belt, all of the rollers are synchronised to rotate about its vertical axis to align
them facing the left belt. Since the rollers are continuously spinning as well, the
package is diverted towards that belt (112).

Figure 97. Diverter arrangement in the conveyor system (Astec Conveyors Limited)
(112)
Overhead railing based conveyors in factories also occasionally have a need for
merging and splitting of the track in order to send the trolleys in different tracks to
sort the products/materials appropriately. The track switch invented by George E
Gonsalves (113) is similar to the stub switch and has a flexible arm which can be
brought to join the appropriate track when required (shown in Figure 98.a).
The track switch mentioned in the patent (114) is similar to the ones used in
conventional S&Cs for the railways where the switch component is brought towards
the main track to create a turnout or taken away to create the gap as shown in Figure
98.b. However, here the component part is replaced to create the respective routes.
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(b)

(a)

(d)

(c)

(e)

Figure 98. Overhead conveyor track switch with (a) flexible arm and stub switch
kind of arrangement (113), (b) conventional S&C type arrangement (114), (c)
pivoting component arrangement (115), (d) external pivoting guide (116) and (e)
sliding arrangement (117)
Perhaps the most interesting track switches for the overhead conveyor systems are
the ones where the switching component is pivoted about (Figure 98c) or slid across
to create the desired route (Figure 98d-e) (115) (116) (117).
8.4

Model car road race track

In this patent (118) for a model car road race track, there is a series of levers, plates
and dogs which allows the model car to change track depending on its speed. As
shown in Figure 99, the switch is connected via lever and dog plates. When the car
is moving at higher speed, due to a component with a small slope in the track, it is
able to lift and miss the dog and go towards a normal track. The car, which is moving
slowly, cannot miss the dog and when it comes on top of it, the switch is triggered
and the car is diverted to a different track.

Figure 99. Model car road race track switch (118)
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8.5

Partition wall

The partition walls in multi-purpose rooms can be installed such that they can be
folded and stored in a corner when not needed or to create a larger room. They are
usually installed with a set of wheels so that they can slide across. The tracks are
installed in the ceiling (usually) and guiding wheels can be used to guide the partitions
through the desirable tracks. This patent (119) shows details of the arrangements of
guide wheels and sliding wheels. They are installed at right angles to each other such
that the guide wheels remain in the groove of the track and sliding wheels remain on
the ceiling surface. The whole assembly is able to pivot around a central pin. The
track selection is done by the user by applying a small amount of force to the partition
towards the desired direction such that the guide wheel follows that side of the groove
leading to a separate track, as shown in Figure 100.

Figure 100. Partition wall with track switching mechanism (119)
8.6

Electrical switch (make before break)

Railway switches currently use “break before make” methodology. If there is a
possibility, the “make before break” methodology (shown in Figure 101) can be used
which will increase the safety of the track system. However, a careful consideration
and thought must be given on how this can be implemented structurally and possibly
in some other ways. As shown in Figure 101.a, the “break before make” switches
have electrical contacts such that when the switch is rotated, the connection breaks
before coming into contact with the next terminal. However, in the “make before
break”, the mechanical terminals are arranged such that the contact between the
desired terminals is made before disconnecting the last connection. An electrical
switch employing this methodology is shown in this printed circuit board connector
(120).
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(a)

(b)

Figure 101. Typical switches with (a) break before make methodology and (b) make
before break methodology
8.7

RailPod

RailPod, a personal transit system invented by Brendan English (121) is designed so
that it can use the existing rail infrastructure. It uses one rail for transit. It uses
stabilisation skid arms and a pair of counter rotating gyros to balance the pod. The
pod can switch from one rail to another using the guide shoes as it can extend and
retract when required and so for the switching function, it does not require the rails
to move. The wheels allow them to traverse through the gap in the crossing (of S&C)
area of the rails.
(a)

(b)

Figure 102. (a) RailPod's guide shoe, wheels and stabilisation system (b) lower
section of guide shoe (121)
8.8

Toy trains

Toy trains certainly become more interesting with track switching, as they open a
wide variety of routes to play with. Figure 103 shows some of the patented track
switching mechanisms whereby the switching function is achieved via (a) sliding or
rotating a section of rail on one side of the track (Figure 103.a) (122), (b) using
turntable with pre-set routes (Figure 103.b) (123) and (c) using a pivot-able guiding
mechanism in the turnout (124) (Figure 103.c). The sliding rail mechanism as shown
in Figure 103.a has a rail section that is also used as a guide when selecting straight
route. The turntable based track switching has a separate ring outside the turntable
that can be rotated separately to bridge the gap when changing from, say, curved to
a straight route (Figure 103.b). The track switch is an interesting one as there is only
a small component that needs to be rotated about normal axis and the rail wheel
geometry is inversed so that the wheels ride on the grove rather than the rail. As a
result, one wheel is supported on both sides throughout the turnout (Figure 103.c).
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(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 103. Toy train track switch mechanisms (a) sliding one section of the rail
(122), (b) rotating table with pre-set track sections (123) and (c) pivoting guide at
the turnout (124)
Track switching is a fundamental requirement of wheel-rail vehicles as it gives
multiple routes to the vehicles using minimum infrastructure. We have seen the
switching functionalities in variety of different types of rail vehicles as well as some
examples of switching from different industry sectors. Many radical concepts have
been thought of and inventions have come about and yet, we see a handful of them
in operation possibly due to the “safety critical” nature of the S&C functions.
However, it is worthwhile looking at possibilities for redesign of the S&C as
technological advancements can sometimes render the most unsuitable design of the
past, a suitable design in the present time.
During the S-CODE project meeting at Brno University of Technology in Czech
Republic on the 9th May 2017, a concept generation session was run. All project
partners participated in the concept generation and the scanned copy of the same is
provided in Appendix 2.
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9

Workshops

9.1

Brainstorming

A workshop was organised during the project meeting on 9th May 2017 at Brno
University of Technology. The aim of this workshop was to brainstorm to bring out
creative ideas for the railway track S&C. This was split into
•

What are the ways to switch the path?

•

What are the ways to bridge the gap?

•

Can we think of replacing the traditional S&C with different technology?

In total, 30 participants took part and they were split into 3 smaller groups.
Participants were asked to write/sketch their ideas for the answers to above
questions. They were not given any constrains or boundaries for their ideas and were
asked to think of anything out of their dreams. The outcome of this is presented in
Appendix 2.
9.2

Focus Group and Baseline Scenario Validation

9.2.1

Introduction

The main goal of the workshop was to verify the global best practice for S&C in
Europe, as well as the definition of new radical ideas and approaches expected in
order to define the basis of the future S&C designs. During the Focus Group, the
following questions were commented:







According to your experience, what are the most recurrent failure modes?
What are the failure modes that can be avoided by defining new designs?
What is your opinion regarding redundancy? Is it economically feasible?
Which are the maintenance activities that require more resources?
Which are the maintenance activities that could be avoided or would be
interesting to avoid?
Do you have any other approach to redefine current S&C concepts?

the Focus Group was held on Thursday 1st June 2017 in the Northern Line Extension
Site Office, Montford Place / London SE11 5DE.
In order to achieve all the objectives of the Focus Group, the following agenda was
adopted:
01/06/2017

09:30 h

Opening Session

09:40 h

Brief presentation of the Project and initial
“Baseline Scenario”

10:00 h

Global Best practices and Common & Critical
cause of poor reliability

11:15 h

Coffee Break

11:30 h

New radical approaches. Divergence Process
(Think out the box!)

12:30 h

Lunch Break

13:15 h

New radical approaches. Convergence Process
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14:30 h

Wrap-up & Conclusions

15:00 h

Closing

Figure 104. Focus Group participants working on the ideas selected by the project
leader
Diverse professionals, all of them related to the railway sector but with different
profiles, were invited to participate in the workshop. These participants are listed as
follows (Table 35):
Table 35. List of participants

Name

Company /Organism

Laura Tordera

Ferrovial Agroman (Spain)

Jesús Alonso

Ferrovial Agroman (Spain)

German Escolar

Ferrovial Agroman (UK)

Eugenio Herrero

Ferrovial Agroman (UK)

Clive Roberts

University of Birmingham

Hitesh Boghani

Loughborough University

Caroline Masson

Alstom

Graham Barnard

Amey

Morven Harrison

Progress Rail

Neil Gofton

RSSB

Margaret Adams

RSSB

Gerald Watson

London Underground Limited (LUL)

Stephen Barber

London Underground Limited (LUL)

Edward Godden

Ingleton Wood

John Crisp

MTC
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9.2.2 Outcomes
The first part of the workshop was focused on the validation of the main aspects
previously identified that define the baseline scenario related to S&C. After a brief
introduction of the project, there was a productive discussion analyzing the work
carried out by the partners of the S-CODE project. This discussion was conducted
according to the questions indicated in the previous section. The main results of the
discussions can be listed as follows:






In general terms, the feedback from the participants was totally coherent
with the Baseline Scenario.
The participants agreed that the “mechanical damage” was probably the
most recurrent failure mode.
This damage is more recurrent in movable parts (this approach is quite
interesting and some of the ideas generated during the second part of the
workshop were related to this concept).
On the other hand there were other relevant failure modes focused on
elements such as POE (Points Operating Equipment), ballast or electric failures
in the switches.

Figure 105. Productive discussion during the first stage of the workshop
Some of the participants agreed that the main failure modes could be avoided by
defining new designs, however other participants were more sceptical taking into
account the costs of these solutions implementation (how to improve/adopt these
new designs was discussed during the second stage of the workshop).
Redundancy was also discussed during the meeting.




Regarding redundancy of the whole S&C (two turnout instead of one where
the second S&C would only be used in the case of the main one failing) the
prevalent view was that this solution is not feasible. Some participants also
commented that it could probably duplicate the problems instead of solving
them.
Related to the possibility of considering redundancy for specific elements of
the turnout, there were different opinions about this aspect and some
participants commented it could be an option to be taken into consideration.
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The discussion also focused on the maintenance activities that require more
resources. Some comments were related to the resources needed to carry out
inspection and monitoring activities. There were comments about the possibility of
using auto-inspection methodologies to avoid sending people to check the S&C
conditions. It was interesting to have a debate regarding the cost of this autoinspection system and its own maintenance needs in contrast to the total cost.







The geometry control of the track is also an activity that requires a lot
resources.
Tamping was also considered as an action quite relevant that implies the use
of heavy machinery and a high cost.
In addition to this, the maintenance actions related to mechanical damage (as
one of the main failure modes identified) are also relevant according to the
resources they need.
Some participants commented that degreasing activities are not a problem in
terms of costs or resources needed.
Related to the current activities that can be avoided, it was commented that,
for example, if you change ballast for a concrete slab you could avoid tamping,
however the cost and other implications/problems derived from its
implementation must be taken into account. Probably the key is not to try to
avoid (totally) these activities but to try to minimize them.

Figure 106. Ideas generation during the second stage of the project
The second stage of the workshop focused on the generation of new ideas and
approaches trying to redefine the S&C concept. The process started with a
“Divergence Process” where many ideas were generated and collected from the
participants of the project. The following picture shows all the ideas generated by the
participants.
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Figure 107. Ideas generated by the workshop participants
Additionally, some barriers (inherent in the sector) were identified in order to define
a proper context to take into account in the future development of the solutions.
These barriers are shown in the following picture.

Figure 108. Barriers generated by the workshop participants
The following tables summarize all the ideas (Table 36) and barriers (Table 36)
identified in the “divergence process”.
Table 36. Ideas identified in the "divergence process"
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Ideas
Multiple drives
(Redundancy)

Raising & dropping switch

No rail discontinuities

Continuous timber/
bearer support
longitudinally

Use of materials that
change properties/ form
with external influence
(magnetic current)

Solid switch & stock both
flexing

Eliminate blades change by
"bollards"

Make track cheaper so
that S&Cs are not
needed

Continuous rail support

2nd set of wheels on trainsretractable

Wear resistance

3D printed onsite

Use a third pilot rail in the
middle and a third set of
wheels

No machined crossing.
Moveable panel

Get rid of the ballast
(concrete?)

3D printing machine to
repair the S&C

Movement of rail, not
flexure of rail

Independent switch rails
(no joining components)

The Lego switch

Additive manufacture of
"designer" crossings

Attach S&C to trains

Full rail section at interface

On-board communication
system (signal to up/down
fixed systems)

Fixed form
geometrically

Fixed S&C (vehicle steers
to route)

Utilise vertical movement,
not sideways

To have mono-block switch
that can rotate depending on
the direction of the train and
in a straight-line

Monitor ballast
degradation

Direction change v/a
speed

No crossing nose

Material change for cost

Monitor ballast
movement/ compaction

No moving parts

Eliminate moving parts on
S&C

Flange running in channels
not on rail head

Monitor rail movement
under load
(accelerometers on
components?)

Unstressed EWR spring
loaded

Double Locking
(Redundancy)

Use of new materials

No maintenance

Retractable side wheel/
type running on concrete
guide

No machined Switch and
stock rail

Not moving parts

Redesign carriages to
reduce wear on S&Cs
(move trains+fewer
wheels)

Use glued ballast

Vehicle driven switches

Turntable/rotational system

Remote control
monitoring parameters
of the S&C wear

Wear on components

Flange running in outside
guidance

Change direction with
something else… magnetism?

Simplification of
complex cast
components (castings)

Distributed actuation of
switch blades

Ask passengers to change
direction, not the trains
(more stations?)

Side moving panel magazine
system allows parts changes
under traffic

Switches using
longitudinal sliding
mechanism within
support board

No bolts or threaded
fastenings

Change route at heel of
switch

Alternative ballast material

Use of drones for
regular inspection and
maintenance

Smaller ballast

Long-bear that can make
independent and change and
install easier doing
possessions

Use self-healing
material (for blades)

Plastic S&C that are
replaced monthly
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No S&C

Change rails to magnets

Train decides where to go
(sending signals to S&C
ahead, linked to magnetism)

S&C with other materials:
composites, plastics…

Trains that steer through
switches

Ballast retention solution semi fixed track

Moving blocks individually
actuated

Disposable components in
the S&C

Reduce to monorail at S&C

Use train roads at S&C
to allow them to "drive"
to the new track

Table 37. Barriers identified in the "divergence process"
Barriers
Access

Expectations of passengers

Shortage of test facilities

Amount of existing stock

Friction will continue to exist-wheel/
rail interaction and wear
(maintenance & inspection)

Signalling compatibility

Any electromagnetic based idea Potential EMC issues in integrating
it with existing network

Intellectual property rights

Single source

Approval

Interoperability

Size of the S&C (moving parts are
huge)

Availability

Land not available across UK for
double track plain-lining

Size safety critical equipment (cannot
be too radical)

Behaviours + Attitudes

Logistics getting things to site

Space to switch/ narrow corridor

Capacity

Maintenance

Speed

Change to all - interface

Manufacturing companies able to
take risk on new concepts

Standards/ rooted implicitly in current
configurations

Cost

Narrow corridor not easy to widen
without buying land. Expensive in
cities- planning permissions

Standards+ safety justification

Cost CAPEX

No increase in fault prone
mechanical or electrical parts

Technology readiness

Cost OPEX

Non-stop journeys

Ticket prices

Cost whole life

Not having "plug & play"

Time for installation

Cost/Risk of acceptance by rail
authority

Passenger comfort

Time for maintenance/ possessions

Costs

Passenger experience and comfort

Timetable

Costs of extra structures and
altering structures

Projects don’t like risk of new/novel
things

Track discontinuity

Cultural Barrier to innovative
change

Rail + Wheel

TSI

Culture decision of whole life cost
vs. Maintenance vs. Life (time) in
service

Requirement to change direction

Underground- if continuing to use
existing tunnels, limits on space for
extra or moving parts

Safety validation

We currently have one view of a
switch. Should we have more
differentiated solution for different
scenarios?

Difficulty in estimating/
quantifying risks and reliability of
new components/ configurations
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Ease of installation/ maintenance

Safety validation

Existing large number of
stakeholders: signalling, infra.,
vehicle power. Not managed as
one.

Scale of implementation - Change
whole things vs. Little upgrades

Winners + losers

The process continued with the selection of six of these ideas (“convergence
process”) in order to develop them with more detail by the workshop participants.
This selection was carried out by the leader of the project and consisted of the
following concepts:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

No moving parts (including speed switching)
Continuous Support
Flange running
New switch blade configuration concept
Switching configuration fixed or moving panels (rotating, sliding, moving
up/down)
6. Materials that change form or have new properties

Figure 109. Convergence process
The work carried out by the participants to define these concepts is summarized in
the following tables:
Table 38. Summary of concept 1
1. Idea Headline
No moving parts (including speed switching)
2. Description (include brief description of the idea)
No moving parts in the turnout
3. Benefits (if the idea were possible…)
-

Low maintenance
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- No POE
- Fewer Components
- Easier to fix geometry
- Lower failure potential
- Fewer failure modes
- Multi Speed changes
- Flexibility increase
4. Concerns (State three main concerns, starting from the most relevant
one)
4.1. Barrier 1
Safety +
accuracy

Complexity

4.2. Barrier 2
Integration
4.3. Barrier 3
Cultural Acceptability

Potential solution for barrier 1:
due

to

required Automation of trains – mass- speed
etc.
Potential solution for barrier 2:
One line at a time
Potential solution for barrier 3:
Test locations - Education

5. Action Plan (main steps to activate the idea implementation)
This solution will be taken into account in the S-CODE project.

Table 39. Summary of concept 2
1. Idea Headline
Continuous Support
2. Description (include brief description of the idea)
Ballasted track- use bearers with nibs/cotbells following the rail centreline (see
sketch) at full depth of bearer. B) slab tack (not really a new idea) works very
effectively when used. C) Use longitudinal bearers in ballasted track
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3. Benefits (if the idea were possible…)
Continuous rail support reduces rail bulk stresses effects. Support from ballast
is continuous and evenly low rather than having high & low pressure areas.
- Benefits well understood in existing slab track.
- Longitudinal bearers offer similar benefits than continuous rail support but
require gauge ties
- Low maintenance + extended ballast and component life
4. Concerns (State three main concerns, starting from the most relevant
one)
-

4.1. Barrier 1

Potential solution for barrier 1:

Bearers would be heavier Use light weight concrete/aggregate. Cost issue is
and more expensive
difficult to overcome or moulds are more expensive
4.2. Barrier 2

Potential solution for barrier 2:

Need to develop a way of
Use a tamper with tamping bonds turned through
padding
the
longitudinal
90º
bearers
4.3. Barrier 3

Potential solution for barrier 3:

Need a very well prepared
Could use continuous sleeper pod strip to keep
ballast bed so stones do not
ballast away from nibs
get caught between nibs
5. Action Plan (main steps to activate the idea implementation)
Input to the S-CODE Project

Table 40. Summary of concept 3
1. Idea Headline
Flange running
2. Description (include brief description of the idea)
Support train load on flange of the wheel and without track when transiting from
one track to other
3. Benefits (if the idea were possible…)
- No moving parts
- No signal
- Easy installation
- Retrofitting
4. Concerns (State three main concerns, starting from the most relevant
one)
4.1. Barrier 1
Ability
for
weight/ground
4.2. Barrier 2

Potential solution for barrier 1:
wheel

to

bear Redesign or changes to the existing wheels
and new support system (ground)
Potential solution for barrier 2:
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If used for switching, wheels need to be steerable or passive guidance
4.3. Barrier 3

Redesign of axle/ wheel system
Use of electromagnets for switching

Potential solution for barrier 3:

Continuous maintenance
4.4. Barrier 4

Geometry optimization/ improvement
in support
- New compound/ material
Potential solution for barrier 4:
-

Risk of derailment on higher speed
trains
5. Action Plan (main steps to activate the idea implementation)
This idea will be developed in S-CODE project and evaluated

Table 41. Summary of concept 4
1. Idea Headline
New switch blade configuration concept
2. Description (include brief description of the idea)
Change the configuration of switch blades (number, fixed point, etc.) to reduce
complexity + remove discontinuities (e.g. frog)
3. Benefits (if the idea were possible…)
- Minimize discontinuities
- Reduce complexity
- Less maintenance
- Less cost
- Noise reduction
- Potential safety improvement
- Less complex signalling
- Few root cases of failure
- Potential speed improvement
- Easier to introduce other innovation (e.g.: additive manufacturing)
4. Concerns (State three main concerns, starting from the most relevant
one)
4.1. Barrier 1

Potential solution for barrier 1:

Standards/ Approval
4.2. Barrier 2

Involving
standardization
bodies
early.
demonstrations. Find low risk test locations.

Develop

Potential solution for barrier 2:

Desire of suppliers to Infrastructure managers mandate solution. Find new
provide a solution
suppliers. Demonstrate competitive advantage. Open IP.
4.3. Barrier 3
Difficult
benefits

to

Potential solution for barrier 3:
verify

Modelling, demonstrations, early trials

5. Action Plan (main steps to activate the idea implementation)
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Analyze the solution within S-CODE. Taking forward successful demonstrator +
trial

Table 42. Summary of concept 5
1. Idea Headline
Switching configuration fixed or moving panels (rotating, sliding, moving up/down)
2. Description (include brief description of the idea)
Switch blades are eliminated, and instead fixed rails or moving panels are used to
remove discontinuities
3. Benefits (if the idea were possible…)
Discontinuity removal
Less maintenance
Less WLCC
Increasing speed
Increasing capacity
Less degradation
Potential safety benefit
- Simpler
4. Concerns (State three main concerns, starting from the most relevant
one)
-

4.1. Barrier 1

Potential solution for barrier 1:

Space required

These solutions generally require more land space. Only use
in appropriate locations

4.2. Barrier 2

Potential solution for barrier 2:

First Cost
4.3. Barrier 3
Approval

Prove whole life cycle cost benefits (if they exist).
Potential solution for barrier 3:
Work with standardization
demonstrators, trials

organization

,

modelling

5. Action Plan (main steps to activate the idea implementation)
Analyse the solution. Develop models, demos + trials.

Table 43. Summary of concept 6
1. Idea Headline
Materials that change form or have new properties
2. Description (include brief description of the idea)
Materials that change form or have new properties
3. Benefits (if the idea were possible…)
-

Continuity of the rail
No spare parts (or limited)
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- Reduction of wear/ fatigue
- Less maintenance
- Flexibility
- Easier installation
- Longer life-cycle
- Better load distribution
- Simplification of SIG
4. Concerns (State three main concerns, starting from the most relevant
one)
4.1. Barrier 1

Potential solution for barrier 1:

Existence of such
Look into other industries (aerospace?, medical,…)
material
4.2. Barrier 2
Acceptance
4.3. Barrier 3
Costs
complexity

Potential solution for barrier 2:
Engagement of stakeholders: network owner, operator,
maintainer, manufacturer
Potential solution for barrier 3:
and Good business case and Com to attract investors (like
Hyperloop)

5. Action Plan (main steps to activate the idea implementation)
This idea will be developed in S-CODE project and evaluated
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10 List of concepts
Following the collection of concepts from the literature, from other industrial sectors and
from brainstorming sessions during meetings with the S-CODE partners and during the
Focus Group with external experts, a selection of concepts has been carried out,
comprising one or more of the ideas generated. These ideas (concepts) are the ones
considered in the Pugh Matrix for further down-selection. They are described by the
functionality in the following pages (each concept is on a separate page).
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Concept

Bending of stock rail

A

Description
The track is bent to switch between possible routes. Both rails move together.
Principle of Operation
Both stock rails are moved together either by lifting-moving-dropping or by sliding across laterally.
The stock rails can either be moved by a small amount as shown in the photo below for the RePoint
or bent fully to meet a new track. Appropriate rollers can be used to lower the friction during lateral
movement.
Example(s)
RePoint

Dolderbahn
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Concept

Vertical movement of track parts/inserts

B

Description
Components move vertically to change track direction or eliminate discontinuities on the tracks
Principle of Operation
A segment (or insert) is lifted upwards or dropped in the gap to create or fill the gap. This
mechanism can be used in switching and crossing, both alike.
Example(s)
Winterproof railway turnout

Illustration
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Concept

Moving the switch section laterally

C

Description
The whole switch section is moved laterally. Both rails move together.
Principle of Operation
Unlike concept A, a pre-set section is created to match the profile of the possible routes. This whole
section is moved laterally along with the sleepers.
Example(s)
Washington Cog Railway

Pilatus Railways
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Concept

Rotating the switch section

D

Description
The whole switch section rotates around a horizontal axle to switch between different directions.
Principle of Operation
A pre-set section is created to match the profile of the possible routes. This whole section is rotated
around an axis (in-line with the primary path).
Example(s)
Pilatus railways
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Concept

Flange bearing frogs

E

Description
Frogs without discontinuity on which the flanges support the train.
Principle of Operation
Rather than having large vertical gap in the crossing, it can be filled in partially to allow the train to
ride on the flanges of the wheel on the corresponding side of the wheel.
Example(s)
Liberec tram, CZ

Voestalpine Nortrak
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Concept

Rotation of tongue about the longitudinal axis

F

Description
Tongue rotates instead of moving horizontally.
Principle of Operation
Rather than moving the tongue (or switch blade) rail laterally, it can be rotated around a longitudinal
axis (in-line with the ground), to create or remove the gap. This can be applicable to both, the switch
and crossing.
Example(s)
Illustration
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Concept

Actuated nose for crossings

G

Description
The nose of the frog is also actuated to eliminate track discontinuity.
Principle of Operation
The nose (frog) can be a movable component which can be actuated to move closer to the wing rail
to remove the gap. The movement can be lateral or rotated or any other.
Example(s)
Swingnose at Bonn Hauptbanhof

Voestalpine moveable frog
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Concept

Moving wing rail

H

Description
The wing rails move to fill the discontinuity in the crossing.
Principle of Operation
The wing rails can be movable components which can be actuated to bring closer to the nose to
remove/fill the gap. The movement can be lateral or rotated or any other.
Example(s)
Illustration
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Concept

Guiding the trains from the tracks

I

Description
Additional track parts support the train while guiding the wheels to the desired direction.
Principle of Operation
The train can be guided using the track and components from the bogies which can be retractable.
The guiding rail can be on the side of the track or in the middle of the track. It may be possible to use
the mechanisms that Funiculars use to steer/direct the carriage towards its desired path.
Example(s)
Passive infrastructure with guiding rail

Cairngorn Funicular

Sliding panels for crossings

Concept
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J
Description
Panels move to fill the flangeway gaps with inserts

Principle of Operation
The crossing part can have a pre-set route on a sliding panels which can be slid appropriately to
create the desired route.
Example(s)
Illustration
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Concept

Rotation of stock rail or part of it

K

Description
The stock rail rotates around its longitudinal axis, independently from the other stock rail

Principle of Operation
The figure below shows cross-section of the cross rail. A component can be brought on top of the
fixed stock rail to create a different route.
Example(s)
Illustration
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Concept

Pivotable rail for crossings

L

Description
Substitution of the crossing with a pivotable rail.

Principle of Operation
A section of the rail can be placed into the crossing. This rail can be rotated around an axis that is in
perpendicular direction to the ground as shown in the figure below (Top view).
Example(s)
Illustration
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Concept

Overrunning of crossings

M

Description
Crossing rails in two different levels, creating a ‘bridge’ instead of a flangeway gap.

Principle of Operation
A section of rail can be brought on top of another rail to create a different route as shown in the
photograph and drawing below.
Example(s)
DT

Illustration
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Concept

Diverging bridge

N

Description
Diverging bridge to divert the train from one rail route to another.

Principle of Operation
Diverging tracks are connected by a ‘bridge’ that guarantees the track continuity. The first example
proposes changes in wheel flanges, while the second a guidance from inside the tracks. The bridge
itself needs to be actuated so that they merge together allowing the train to hop from one track to
another.
Example(s)
Illustration

Illustration
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Concept

Active steering

O

Description
Bogies are actuated in order to steer in one of the directions. In a later stage, track equipment is no
longer necessary.

Principle of Operation
The bogie can be actively steered to choose the desired path from pre-set passively laid out paths.
Example(s)
Illustration
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Concept

Flange-back steering

P

Description
Equipment on tracks guide the back of the flange instead of guiding the front.

Principle of Operation
A component in the switch that can be brought about to guide the wheels from the back of the
flange.
Example(s)
Illustration
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Concept

Single-flange steering

Q

Description
Guiding the train using flanges on wheels on one side of the bogie but opposite wheel flange to be
removed.
Principle of Operation
By removing the flange from one side of the vehicle there is no longer a requirement for both switch
and crossing gaps on the opposite rail; the 'flat' wheel can be directed in either direction. All of the
guidance is carried out by the remaining flanged wheel and correct cant for the diverging route.
Example(s)
Illustration
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Concept

Multiple section switch

R

Description
Switch tracks are composed of multiple small parts that arrange together to design one of the
possible directions.

Principle of Operation
The track can be composed of independently movable multiple sections. These can have their own
actuators and supervisory controller unit to check their relative positions and align themselves in a
continuous path.
Example(s)
Osaka Monorail

Illustration
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Concept

Dynamic flanges

S

Description
Retractable ‘active’ wheel flange to move freely to one of the directions on tracks.

Principle of Operation
The flange of the wheel can be retracted to miss the part of the switch and crossing that is adjacent
to the stock rail and protracted afterwards. This can be done on one side of the wheel while the other
side of the wheel can be used to guide the bogie.
Example(s)
Illustration
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Concept

Single switch rail

T

Description
Using a single section of switch rail to guide the bogie to the appropriate path.

Principle of Operation
A single section of the switch rail can be moved from one rail to the other, to create appropriate
routes as shown in the figure below.
Example(s)
Illustration
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Concept

Filling the gaps between tracks

U

Description
Dynamically filling the gaps using deformable materials.

Principle of Operation
The gap in the crossings can be filled in using inflatable materials or “Dilatant” materials such as
“D2O”. This can be done dynamically to create or remove the gap. Similar principle may also be
applicable to the switching of the railways.
Example(s)

Illustration
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Concept

Spring loaded pins

V

Description
Spring loaded pins or mechanisms that swing down (out of the way) in one direction tracks under
the train’s weight, and remain upright to support the train on the other direction

Principle of Operation
Inside the crossings, the gap can be filled in using smaller segments of rail or pin-like structures that
can be moved passively upon a passing train such that the segments move downwards or bend back
to give way to train in the traversing direction. These segments should support the train’s weight
that is traversing in any other direction than the pin's natural movements.
Example(s)

Illustration

10.1 Selection of high level concepts
10.1.1 Methodology
The collection of operational concepts from the literature, added by those developed during
the workshops, creates a long and wide list of solutions. Moreover, these ideas not only
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tend to differ greatly thanks to their inherent innovative nature, but also they have not
been assessed according to their feasibility at this point. Logically, it becomes impractical
to investigate all in detail and thus a selection process must be applied.
One of such processes which is widely established in the field of engineering and product
development is the Pugh Matrix (125), developed by Stuart Pugh. As previously
mentioned, the Pugh Matrix (PM) is a decision-making diagram that allows for the
comparison of a number of design candidates appointing which best meets a set of criteria.
In its simplicity, it is highly useful to the context of radical innovation because it enables
very distinct candidate solutions to be compared under a set of criteria against a common
baseline scenario. The process for decision making follows five steps (based on Burge (9)):
Define a clear set of criteria/requirements. It should be as comprehensive as possible
comprising the high level objectives and the systems requirements, taking into account
the requirements presented above. Once the list of criteria/requirements has been
compiled, assign the weighting of each criterion according to its relative importance to the
other criteria (as shown in Table 46). A higher importance will be assigned the value of 1,
whereas a lower importance is assigned a 0. If both are seen as equally important, both
are assigned 0.5. The robustness and validity of the outcome is fundamentally dependent
on an appropriate set of criteria/requirements.
1. Use the current system as the baseline and score all criteria/requirements as “5‟
for this baseline.
2. Compare each candidate concept against the baseline design, criterion by criterion,
using pair-wise scores. Values below 5 mean that this candidate performs worse in
the criterion than the baseline, whereas values greater than 5 means it performs
better.
3. For each candidate design option the total score can be calculated by summing the
respective score adjusted with the weighting. The highest ranked score is the
“winner” but one should also investigate whether “loser” candidates should be
taken forward.
4. Having scored each candidate design option consider hybrids by combining where
possible the best from each alternative. This is a form of qualitative optimisation.
10.1.2 Assessment framework
Considering the various possible scenarios, solutions may fit one or all of them, which
requires a specific method to assess them comparatively. The S-CODE project uses the
Pugh decision making process to rank the solutions collected from the literature and
workshops in face of a set of criteria that takes horizon scanning into account.
The Pugh decision-making process is applied to the list of radical operational concepts for
S&C systems, according to a wide array of criteria and weighting defined by experts, shown
in Table 44 and Table 45. The criteria in the matrix have been selected to represent the
high level requirements of the project as they are important considerations in development
of conceptual designs at high level. These criteria were extracted from the requirements
identified in section 2. It is anticipated that the requirements relating to detailed design of
S&C mentioned in section 2 will also be useful as a guideline when developing future S&C
concepts that will arise from the down-selection of S&C concepts.
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Table 44. Illustration of the Pugh Matrix for the down-selection of S&C concepts
Provisional
Weighting

Existing
S&C

Radically different

0.10

0

Versatile and scaleable (can be
adapted to various situations)

0.07

5

Retrofitting

0.01

10

Modularity

0.08

5

Allows track continuity

0.07

5

Existing machinery/process can
be used?

0.01

10

Easy maintenance

0.07

5

Allows maintenance to be done
offsite

0.04

5

Deployability

0.07

5

Plug and Play?

0.07

5

Energy efficiency

0.01

5

Speed of switching

0.04

5

Improvement in loading?

0.05

5

Weather resistance

0.07

5

Risk of derailment can be
reduced

0.08

5

Allows safe run-through

0.03

5

Reduction of Out Of
Correspondence

0.07

5

Time to market

0.01

10

Cost

0.02

5

Concept Selection Matrix

Design

Manufacturing

Maintenance

Concept
A

Concept
B

Concept
C

0

0

0

1

1

1

Logistics

Operation

Safety

Other
Weighted Sum
Rank

5
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Table 45. Criteria for the down-selection framework

Design

Manufacturing

Radically different

Is the concept/solution radically different than the current/existing practice?

Versatile and scaleable
(can be adapted to
various situations)

Can the design be scaled up/down geometrically (such as length) and so is it versatile enough to be adapted to different types of track
switch applications (speeds of operation)?

Retrofitting

Is the solution retrofittable to the existing switching and crossing parts without many changes required in the existing system (track and
vehicle)

Modularity

Is the design modular enough so that one can replace a faulty component with "off the shelf" components (or line replaceable units)
without requiring to do any special manufacture.

Allows track continuity

Does the design allow track continuity (i.e. no track gaps causing vertical loads)?

Existing
machinery/process can
be used?

Can the outcome of the design be manufactured using existing production methods and machines without needing to develop a new
manufacturing process/machinery?

Easy maintenance

Can the product be maintained easily? Could the maintenance be carried out with minimal labour, minimal machinery requirements and
minimal track access time?

Allows maintenance to
be done offsite

Can the maintenance be performed offsite (i.e. replace parts on-site and repair the broken/failed part/component offsite)

Deployability

Can the product be deployed easily using minimal labour, minimal machinery and minimal track access time?

Plug and Play?

Does the product allow "plug and play" such that one can fit the parts and it is ready to use straight away?

Energy efficiency

Could the product be efficient in its energy use? Or does it require considerable amount of energy for its operation?

Speed of switching

Can the switching operation be carried out in a quick enough time window?

Improvement in
loading?

Does the concept offer improvement in static and dynamic loading from existing designs?

Weather resistance

Does the concept offer resistance to most adverse weather conditions such as extreme heat, snow or flooding?

Maintenance

Logistics

Operation
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Safety

Risk of derailment can
be reduced

Can the concept reduce the risk of derailment?

Allows safe runthrough

Does the concept allow safe run-through when the train is approached from the wrong side of the switch?

Reduction of Out Of
Correspondence

Is the concept robust enough to limit the "out of correspondence" state where the switch is neither normal or reverse.

Time to market

Does the concept require a minimal development effort before implementation or is it likely to take more development time until it is
finally realised?

Cost

Is the solution likely to cost more than reasonable expected in comparison to the opportunity cost?

Other
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Easy maintenance

Deployability

Plug and Play?

Energy efficiency

Speed of switching

Time to market

Cost

Total

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

18

Versatile and scaleable (can be
adapted to various situations)

0

-

1

0.5

0.5

1

0.5

1

0.5

0

1

1

1

0.5

0

1

1

1

1

12.5

Retrofitting

0

0

-

0

0

0.5

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0.5

0.5

1.5

0.01

Modularity

0

0.5

1

-

0.5

1

0.5

0.5

0.5

0.5

1

1

1

1

0.5

1

0.5

1

1

13

0.08

Allows track continuity

0

0.5

1

0.5

-

1

0.5

1

0.5

0.5

1

1

0.5

0.5

0.5

1

0.5

1

1

12.5

0.07

Existing machinery/process can be
used?

0

0

0.5

0

0

-

0

0.5

0

0

0.5

0

0

0

0

0

0

0.5

0.5

2.5

Easy maintenance

0

0.5

1

0.5

0.5

1

-

0.5

0.5

0.5

1

0.5

1

0.5

0.5

1

0.5

1

1

12

Allows maintenance to be done
offsite

0

0

1

0.5

0

0.5

0.5

-

0

0

1

0.5

0

0.5

0

0

0

1

1

6.5

Deployability

0

0.5

1

0.5

0.5

1

0.5

1

-

0.5

1

1

0.5

0.5

0.5

1

0.5

1

1

12.5

0.07

Plug and Play?

0

1

1

0.5

0.5

1

0.5

1

0.5

-

1

1

0.5

0

0.5

1

0.5

1

1

12.5

0.07

Energy efficiency

0

0

1

0

0

0.5

0

0

0

0

-

0

0

0

0

0

0

0.5

0.5

2.5

0.01

Speed of switching

0

0

1

0

0

1

0.5

0.5

0

0

1

-

0.5

0

0

0.5

0.5

1

1

7.5

0.04

Improvement in loading?

0

0

1

0

0.5

1

0

1

0.5

0.5

1

0.5

-

0.5

0

1

0.5

1

0.5

9.5

0.05

Weather resistance

0

0.5

1

0

0.5

1

0.5

0.5

0.5

1

1

1

0.5

-

0

1

0.5

1

1

11.5

0.07

Provisional Weighting

Existing machinery

1

Reduction of Out Of
Correspondence

Allows track continuity

1

Allows safe runthrough

Modularity

1

Risk of derailment can
be reduced

Retrofitting

-

Weather resistance

Versatile and scaleable

Radically different

Concept Selection Matrix

Improvement in
loading?

Radically different

Allows maintenance to
be done offsite

Table 46. Weighting of each criterion

0.10

0.07

0.01
0.07

0.04
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Risk of derailment can be reduced

0

1

1

0.5

0.5

1

0.5

1

0.5

0.5

1

1

1

1

-

1

0.5

1

1

14

0.08

Allows safe run-through

0

0

1

0

0

1

0

1

0

0

1

0.5

0

0

0

-

0

0.5

0.5

5.5

0.03

Reduction of Out Of
Correspondence

0

0

1

0.5

0.5

1

0.5

1

0.5

0.5

1

0.5

0.5

0.5

0.5

1

-

1

1

11.5

Time to market

0

0

0.5

0

0

0.5

0

0

0

0

0.5

0

0

0

0

0.5

0

-

0.5

2.5

0.01

Cost

0

0

0.5

0

0

0.5

0

0

0

0

0.5

0

0.5

0

0

0.5

0

0.5

-

3

0.02

0.07
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11 Summary
The present deliverable D1.1 has put together all the work carried out in WP1 of the
S-CODE project. It corresponds to the first phase of the project (requirements and
initial design), focusing on understanding constraints and critical requirements while
setting the ground to develop a radically different architecture and operation that
makes use of technologies from other domains.
The work undergone has been based on existing European and national research
projects (in particular, the lighthouse project In2Rail, Capacity4Rail and Innotrack)
in order to bring together technologies and concepts that can be integrated together
to achieve significantly improved performance for S&C and reduce the constraints
associated with existing switch technologies.
In the first part of this deliverable, the baseline scenario (current situation) has been
defined. The S&C lifecycle has been described, showing current practices in the
design, manufacture, installation, maintenance and renewal stages. Then some
concepts regarding digitalization and BIM in S&C have been introduced, providing
insight into economic and social impact as well as into environment and climate
change. Available technologies in track S&C have been presented, such as
conventional S&C, High Speed Rail switches, Continuous Main Line Rail Turnout,
Flange bearing, Rack or Cog Rail, monorail, guided vehicles and Maglev. Further
details can be read in section 3.
Then, in section 4, future scenarios for traffic demand have been shown, considering
a horizon scanning for high speed lines, mainline and urban lines (metro systems).
Traffic demand for passengers and freight has been analysed and summarised in
terms of the main European corridors, showing an ever increasing demand. The rail
flow will be beneficiated by an increment of 79% in the passengers’ and freight traffic
from 2010 to 2050. This means increased tonnage, congestion at nodes, higher
demands on availability and less access to install and maintain, which are the things
that need to be designed for within the S-CODE project.
Following with the future scenarios for traffic demand, in section 5 a review of
definitions and standard operating parameters has been done, namely a
comprehensive suite of existing standard requirements for S&C that the project can
drill down into, a set of environmental and performance parameters which can be
used to establish the requirements of the S-CODE solution (this will support the later
evaluation of S-CODE Concepts) and a capture of key physical constraints for S&C
compatibility and interoperability with the European railway system.
The project has identified that there are no pan European standards establishing
performance or environmental requirements, hence the project needs to establish its
own requirements in these areas, this can be informed from domestic specification
documents and existing practise. However, there are a number of standard
requirements relating to the physical attributes of the system. Some of these are
mandatory requirements, enshrined in TSI documents, whilst others represent best
practice captured within European standards. When the project concepts emerge,
these requirements will need to be considered to understand relevance and capture
how concepts would be able to comply with or mitigate.
Next, a RAMS analysis has been carried out, considering the reliability, availability,
maintainability and safety of current S&C. A thorough analysis of Spanish High Speed
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lines, conventional lines and urban lines (metro and tram) has been developed. The
most common failure modes have also been presented. According to the data
analysed, the majority of the failures are punctual problems, which usually require
little time to be repaired, and mechanical failures, which lead to important corrective
maintenance actions and require more time to be repaired. On average, each turnout
fails between one and two times per year and the mean downtime of these failures
ranges between 60 and 70 minutes, with a mean time to repair (considering the
initial and final time of the reparation) of approximately 30 minutes. Although the
availability of these devices appears to be greater than 90%, 22% of failures entail
delays on the commercial operability of the service, causing problems and
inconveniences to the users. Further data can be found in section 6. This project will
endeavour to improve failure rates and mean time to repair by developing innovative
technologies which/whose combinations will have highest reliability. One of the many
approaches is to use functional redundancy as demonstrated through systems
modelling of track switches by Bemment et al. (63) to improve reliability and
availability.
A Focus Group was held to validate the baseline scenario and provide some insight
from external experts not involved in the project. A diverging process was also held
to think out of the box and generate new ideas for radically new concepts of S&C.
Some barriers were identified in order to define a proper context to take into account
in the future development of the solutions. Finally, a converging process was
conducted to select six ideas and further develop them, as shown in section 7.
In section 8, S&C requirements have been described and quantified as far as possible,
so that new designs developed within the project can be further evaluated against
these requirements. The requirements have been classified in geometrical
requirements (track and layout parameters, signalling and electro-technical
equipment, earthing of the metallic parts, electrical isolation of the rails, drainage),
mechanical requirements (subsoil, supporting structure, earth work, track stiffness,
track resistance, compatibility with bridge movements), environmental requirements
(noise and vibration absorbers, waste materials, non-contaminant leachate),
construction requirements (fast construction, modularity, transport of precast
elements), maintenance requirements (low maintenance, easy replacement) and
operational/safety requirements (performance parameters, compatibility with linear
eddy current brakes, electromagnetic compatibility). Finally, a selection of high level
requirements from this horizon scanning has been done, and an evaluation
framework has been defined using the Pugh decision making process to rank the
solutions collected from brainstorming sessions within the S-CODE partners, the
Focus Group and the literature.
Radical innovations gathered from literature have been presented in section 9, which
includes Rivington’s self-acting railway switches, Abt switch, on-board turnout,
REPOINT (redundancy Engineered POINTs), actuated nose, winter proof turnout, rack
and pinion railway switch on Rigi mountain, auto-aligning track switch and non-load
bearing track switch. Note that some of these ideas, together with ideas emerged in
brainstorming sessions and workshops have been collated and pre-selected for
evaluation.
Technology concepts from a wide range of industries have also been taken into
account, as detailed in section 10, such as roller coaster switches, landing gear
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system architecture, conveyor belt systems, model car road race track, partition
walls, electrical switches, RailPod and toy trains.
A selection of 22 concepts has been made and presented in section 11. They have
been sent to all the S-CODE partners for evaluation using the Pugh matrix, in the
context of WP2, from which the highest-scored concepts will be considered for further
development within the project in the subsequent stages. Information on this
selection will be provided in D2.1.
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Appendix 1 – Definitions list

Term

Definition

Source

(left or right) hand
half set of switches

consists of one stock rail and its switch rail complete
with small fittings. NOTE It is right or left hand as seen
by an observer in the centre of the track facing the
switch heel from the switch

EN 132325:2005+A1:2011

(left or right) hand
stock rail

fixed machined rail, ensuring the continuity on the
main or diverging track with the switch in the open
position. The machined part of the stock rail supports
the switch rail in the closed positions, giving continuity
of line through this switch rail. The two stock rails in a
set of switches are the two outside rails. NOTE A
switch rail is described as right or left hand according
to whether it is part of a right hand or left hand halfset of switches.

EN 132325:2005+A1:2011

(left or right) hand
switch rail

movable machined rail, often of special section, but
fixed and/or joined at the heel end to a rail to provide
continuity of wheel support. The two switch rails in a
set of switches are the two inside rails.

EN 132325:2005+A1:2011

(left or right) hand
wing

wing to the (left or right) hand side of the crossing
nose when facing the nose from the wing front

EN 132326:2005+A1:2011

“set" of the diverging
stock rail

angle of the diverging stock rail, allowing the joining of
the running edges of the stock rail and the straight
main

EN13232:1:2003

actuation force, Fa

maximum value of the force, applied by the actuator in
order to operate the moveable parts of the switches
and crossings. This force is measured at the interface
between actuator and the throwing or locking device

EN 132324:2005+A1:2011

actuation system

system that ensures the correct movement of the
moveable parts of the switch and crossing. The
actuation system includes the rods, links and actuators
needed to ensure the operation. The actuation system
may be either electric, hydraulic, manual etc.

EN 132324:2005+A1:2011

actuator capacity,
Fcap

maximum force the actuator can provide

EN 132324:2005+A1:2011

actuator movement,
fa

movement of the actuator rod

EN 132324:2005+A1:2011

angle of attack

angle formed by the direction of the vertical plane of
the wheel relative to the displaced running edge after
the impact.

EN13232:1:2003

angle of crossing heel
(tangent intersection
type) (common
crossing)

acute angle formed by the tangents to the centre-lines
of the two tracks measured at the heel of the crossing.

EN13232:1:2003

angle of crossing vee
(running edges

acute angle formed by the intersection of the running
edges of the two tracks measured at the intersection.

EN13232:1:2003
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Term

Definition

Source

intersection type)
(common crossing)

For curved crossings, the tangent to the curve at the
Intersection Point is used.

angle of impact

angle formed by the direction of the vertical plane of
the wheel relative to the running edge immediately
before impact

EN13232:1:2003

anti-creep device

device to stop or limit relative longitudinal movement
between switch and stock rails, or between rails and
bearers/ baseplates

EN 132325:2005+A1:2011

applied force

force which keeps the switch rail closed against the
stock rail after completion of the movement

EN13232:1:2003

apron

plate between two rail sections at wing front or vee
end

EN 132326:2005+A1:2011

back of wheel ramp

ramp provided to accommodate worn wheels from
causing undue damage to the crossing

EN 132326:2005+A1:2011

baseplate

device used to support the switch and stock rails, stop
them from twisting and moving laterally and also
connect the switch and stock rail to the supports in the
heel end region of a set of switches

EN 132325:2005+A1:2011

baseplate pad width

width across baseplate pad

EN 132326:2005+A1:2011

bearers

load carrying supports on which the switches are
mounted

EN 132325:2005+A1:2011

block

part ensuring the attachment of two fixed parts
laterally and/or longitudinally at the correct distance
apart

EN13232:1:2003

block bolts or
fasteners

mechanical device used to clamp blocks in position

EN 132326:2005+A1:2011

bonding (if required)

provision for the use of an electrical connection to the
crossing for track circuitry

EN 132326:2005+A1:2011

branch line (turnout
line)

in the basic design, the curved track is called the
"branch" or "turnout" line.

EN13232:1:2003

cant

difference in height, relative to the horizontal, of the
two rails of one track at a particular location,
measured at the centrelines of the heads of the rails.

EN13232:1:2003

cant deficiency

difference between the applied cant on the track and
the equilibrium cant for the vehicle at the particular
stated speed

EN13232:1:2003

centre-line measure
(common crossing)

the designation "1 in N" is defined as half the
cotangent of half the angle of the crossing.

EN13232:1:2003

centre-line of track

line midway between the running edges on straight
track, and half normal gauge inside the running edge
of the larger radius rail in curved track.

EN13232:1:2003

chariotage (forcing
open of switch rail)

opening movement of the curved switch rail under
intermittent side thrust applied by a number of rigid
axles while negotiating the turnout.

EN13232:1:2003
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Term

Definition

Source

check or check rail
(common)

special section bar ensuring (by guidance of the wheel)
the safe passage of the axle opposite the neck gap of
the common crossing

EN13232:1:2003

check or wing end
flare (common
crossing)

normally unused part of the flangeway at the end of
the check or wing (rail)

EN13232:1:2003

check or wing flare
(common crossing)

part of the flangeway in use at variable width, to guide
the wheel flange into the parallel portion

EN13232:1:2003

check rail strut

part joining the common crossing to the check rail
ensuring the maintenance of the correct position of
the check rail relative to the crossing nose

EN13232:1:2003

check rail support

part supporting the check rail

EN13232:1:2003

closure panel

that part of a layout or turnout situated between the
switch panel and the crossing panel consisting of rails
with fastening system and usually on bearers.

EN13232:1:2003

common crossing

arrangement ensuring the intersection of two opposite
running edges of turnouts or diamond crossings and
having one crossing vee and two wing rails

EN13232:1:2003

common crossing
panel

that part of a turnout or layout ensuring the continuity
of two intersecting routes by means of an intersection
of opposite running edges and consisting of a common
crossing, 2 outside rails, and 2 check rails complete
with small fittings and assembled together, usually
with bearers.

EN13232:1:2003

common crossings
with moveable parts
– closed position

running edge (of main line or branch line) is not
interrupted

EN 132324:2005+A1:2011

compatible with train
detection systems

Compatibility with equipment and systems providing
proof of the presence or absence of trains on a defined
section of line.

Modified from
the definition of
train detection in
ERTMS_and_ETCS
Glossary of Terms
Subset-023 v3.1.0
dated
12/05/2014
: Subset-023
v3.1.0 dated
12/05/2014.

contact angle γA

angle of the contact plane, measured at the contact
point A between the wheel and the track component.
In the case of a two-point contact, the one nearest the
wheel flange will be considered.

EN 13232-9:2008

contact area

those parts of the rail ensuring the support and/or
guidance, inside or outside, of a wheel.

EN13232:1:2003

contact length

length of the machined portion of the switch rail in
contact with the stock rail

EN 132325:2005+A1:2011
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Term

Definition

Source

crossing angle
measurement
(common crossing)

There are two accepted methods of measuring the
crossing angle, which are as follows.

EN13232:1:2003

crossing height

the crossing height from underside of base to running
table

EN 132326:2005+A1:2011

curvature

Minimum allowable radius of track curve

Drafted for this
project

curved common
crossing

when one running edge is straight and the other
curved. The crossing is curved “right” or “left” and
handed according to whether the centre-line of the
curved track is to the right or left for an observer
standing at the nose and facing the heel.

EN13232:1:2003

curved layout

layout in which the main line is laid on a curve

EN13232:1:2003

detection device

device that enables the verification of the correct
positioning of the moveable part of the switch and
crossing. It enables the signalling to decide whether
safe train passage can be guaranteed

EN 132324:2005+A1:2011

diamond crossing

layout permitting the passage of rolling stock on
intersecting tracks.

EN13232:1:2003

diamond crossing
designations

the diamond crossing is either standard or nonstandard

EN13232:1:2003

dimension for free
passage (common
crossing)

also called running clearance. The distance between
the guiding edges of a check (rail) and its
corresponding wing (rail).

EN13232:1:2003

dimension for nose
protection (check
gauge) (common
crossing)

distance between the guiding edges of the check (rail)
and the running edge of the nose which it protects

EN13232:1:2003

diverging turnout

when the branch line diverged to the right of the main
line, it is a right-hand turnout. When the branch line
diverged to the left of the main line, it is a left-hand
turnout

EN13232:1:2003

drive force

lateral load exerted at the drive position for a full
opening of the switch

EN13232:1:2003

drive rod

rod connecting the switch rails to the switch drive. This
may be integrated into the bearer

EN 132325:2005+A1:2011

duty Cycles

Number of powered operations, with maximum time
between each operation, before a minimum rest
period.

Modified from
NR/L2/TRK/070 9.2.1.4

entrebaillement
(switch not properly
closed)

extent to which the real switch toe in the closed
position lies slightly open

EN13232:1:2003

entry angle

angle of intersection of the running edges of the
diverging switch rail and the tangent to the main line
at the mathematical point (MP)

EN13232:1:2003
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Term

Definition

Source

equilibrium cant

cant for which at a particular stated speed the
resultant of the load of vehicle and the centrifugal
force is perpendicular to the running plane

EN13232:1:2003

extension of the
switch toe

distance between the mathematical point of the
switch and the real switch toe (MP to RP)

EN13232:1:2003

fishbolt hole

hole to permit the use of bolts when clamping rail
joints using fishplates

EN 132326:2005+A1:2011

fishing recess

recess in the rail or casting profile to permit the use of
fishplates to form a joint

EN 132326:2005+A1:2011

fishplate (joint bars)

device used for bolting two pieces of rail together

EN 132325:2005+A1:2011

fishplate block

special block ensuring also the attachment of the
fishplate at the heel of the stock or switch rail

EN13232:1:2003

flange bearing (if
required)

when groove depth is less than flange depth on the
wheel profile. This permits the wheel to bear on its
flange

EN 132326:2005+A1:2011

flange relief

reduction of section of switch rail foot at the switch
heel to facilitate flexing.

EN13232:1:2003

flange sharpness qR

parameter which characterises the sharpness of the
wheel flange. The measurement is taken in accordance
with UIC 510-2 at the active side of the flange. It is the
distance, parallel to the wheel axis, between the
following two points:
-reference point on the profile, at a distance from
wheel axis of 10 mm more than the wheel radius;
-reference point located at a distance 2 mm from the
flange tip towards the wheel axis

EN 13232-9:2010

flangeway

Space between the switch, or guiding edges of the
wing or check (rail), and the adjacent running edge.

Modified from
EN13232-1-2003

flangeway (common
crossing)

space between the guiding edges of the wing or check
(rail) and the adjacent running edge.

EN13232:1:2003

flangeway block

block between the wing rails and vee forming the
flangeway

EN 132326:2005+A1:2011

flangeway depth

depth of the groove formed between the wing and the
vee at the running edge height

EN 132326:2005+A1:2011

flangeway width

width of the groove formed between the wing and the
vee at running edge height

EN 132326:2005+A1:2011

flexible switch

switch rail, the toe of which is moved by flexing about
a fixed heel

EN13232:1:2003

flexible switches

The switch rail in the movable area of the switch is
made of one profile only. This can be either standard
rail profile or special profile. If a transition from special
profile to standard rail profile is required this takes
place in the fixed part of the switch rail. In case of a
weld, the weld is also located in the fixed part of the
switch rail

EN13232:1:2003
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Term

Definition

Source

foot clearance, dfoot

distance between the foot of the switch rail and the
nearest part of the stock rail or any other component
(bolt, heaters etc.) fixed to it, ensuring clearance
between both is maintained

EN 132324:2005+A1:2011

foot thickness

thickness of the foot

EN 132326:2005+A1:2011

free wheel passage

The dimension provided to allow a wheelset to pass
through a set of switches or a swing nose crossing,
without undesirable contact being made with the
wheel flange back and the open switch rail or crossing.
In switches this dimension is taken from the back edge
of an open switch rail and the running edge of the
closed switch rail.

GCRT5021 Iss 5

friction coefficient μ

friction coefficient encountered at the contact point
where the contact angle is determined

EN 13232-9:2009

gap (common
crossing)

length over which the running edge is interrupted.

EN13232:1:2003

gauge plate

plate used to hold the gauge of the stock rails may or
may not assist in the location of the switch operating
device

EN 132325:2005+A1:2011

gauge reference
plane

plane parallel to and below the running surface at a
dimension "z". This dimension "z" is generally 14 mm.
This plane is used for all design work, machining, and
measurements.

EN13232:1:2003

gauge widening

intended increase in gauge. The radius of the low-side
rail is decreased, and the distance between the centreline of track and the low-side rail is increased, by the
amount of gauge widening.

EN13232:1:2003

gradient

Maximum allowable track gradient

Drafted for this
project

guiding force Y

lateral force, acting parallel to the running surface,
between the wheel and the relevant track component
(usually a rail)

EN 13232-9:2006

half-set of switches

consists of one stock rail and its switch rail complete
with small fittings. It is right or left hand as seen by an
observer in the centre of the track facing the switch
heel from the switch toe.

EN13232:1:2003

heel baseplate

first baseplate at the heel end of the movable part of
the switch. This baseplate with or without the aid of a
heel block forms the first part of the rigid part of the
switch

EN 132325:2005+A1:2011

heel block

block ensuring the attachment of the stock and switch
rails at the heel of a half-set of switches

EN13232:1:2003

heel of crossing

physical end of the common crossing vee at its open
end

EN13232:1:2003
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high-side rail

on curved track, the rail with the larger radius, i.e.
centre-line radius plus half of track gauge

EN13232:1:2003

inclined track

where the axes of the two running rails are inclined
inwards towards each other

EN13232:1:2003

inside curved turnout

curved layout, which has the branch line inside the
curve of the main line

EN13232:1:2003

intersection of
theoretical point

point at which the two running edges intersect

EN 132326:2005+A1:2011

joints

The joints by which rails of the S&C system are secured
to linear adjacent rails.

Drafted for this
project

layout

any combination of switches and crossings

EN13232:1:2003

lead of turnout

distance between reference points of the different
components of the S&C, e.g. the distance between
theoretical points of crossing and switch in a standard
layout. The lead is measured parallel to the reference
line

EN 13232-9:2013

clearance

The minimum calculated distance between vehicles
and fixed structures/equipment or between two
vehicles on adjacent tracks.

EN 13232-9:2013

life

Minimum service life in years.

Drafted for this
project

locking device

Device that ensures the moveable part of the switches
and crossings stays in the desired position. It
guarantees the correct position of the moveable part
during the passage of the vehicle

EN 132324:2005+A1:2011

locking force, FL

force the locking device guarantees and applies to the
moveable parts in order to keep them at their locked
position

EN 132324:2005+A1:2011

longitudinal
displacement crossings with
moveable parts

Differential displacement between point or switch rail
and the corresponding housing (wing rail) is the most
important with regard to the actuation, locking and
detection system. This displacement is defined at the
nose point. In order to be able to measure the swing
nose or switch toe displacement, a reference point will
be placed on the wing rail.

EN 132324:2005+A1:2011

longitudinal
displacementswitches

Differential displacement between switch and stock
rail is the most important with regard to the switch
actuation, locking and detection system. These
displacements will be defined in two main places:
a) differential toe tip displacement (y): This is the
differential longitudinal displacement between the
switch rail and the corresponding stock rail. In order to
be able to measure the switch toe displacement, a
reference point will be placed on the stock rail.
b) differential displacement at the heel block (z): This
is the differential longitudinal displacement between

EN 132324:2005+A1:2011
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the switch rail and the corresponding stock rail, at the
switch heel.

loose heel (pivotarticulated switches).

The switch rail has a pivot at the heel end. It is
movable, fixed at this point.

EN 132325:2005+A1:2011

loose-heel switch

rigid switch rail which pivots about its heel

EN13232:1:2003

low-side rail

on curved track, the rail with the smaller radius

EN13232:1:2003

lubrication free
actuator and locking
system

no lubrication is required to ensure the correct
actuation and locking of the switch and crossing

EN 132324:2005+A1:2011

main line

in the basic design the straight track is called the
"main" line.

EN13232:1:2003

maintainability

The probability that a given active maintenance action,
for an item under given conditions of use can be
carried out within a stated time interval when the
maintenance is performed under stated conditions
and using stated procedures and resources.

ERTMS_and_ETCS
Glossary of Terms
Subset-023 v3.1.0
dated
12/05/2014

manually operable

operating mode in which all functions of the control
equipment are performed by a human operator

Numbered 35131-02 in IEC
60050-351:2006.

mathematical point
of switch, MP

theoretical intersection point of the running edges of
the switch rail and the stock rail

EN13232:1:2003

maximum Cant
deficiency

maximum difference between the applied cant on the
track and the equilibrium cant for the vehicle at the
particular stated speed

EN13232-1-2003

maximum gap at
switch toe, dtoe

Maximum permissible horizontal distance between the
two machined contact faces of the switch and stock
rail to give safe operation. The dimension is defined at
the switch toe. This basic dimension is taken into
account during switch point design to avoid
derailment.

EN 132324:2005+A1:2011

maximum gap of
closed switch rail,
dgap

Maximum permissible parallel distance between the
two machined contact faces of the switch and stock
rail to give detection. A different value applies in front
of the first detection position (dgap1) than in the rest
of the machined area (dgap2). The same definition
applies in principle to crossings with moveable parts.

EN 132324:2005+A1:2011

maximum level of
acoustic noise
generated

The maximum permissible level of acoustic noise
generated by the operation of the points operating
equipment.

Modified from NR/PS/SIG/2001 6.21.1

movable length

part of the switch which moves in front of the first
fixed position on the switch rails

EN 132325:2005+A1:2011
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movement of the
drive mechanism

extent of the movement of the drive mechanism
between the two extreme positions of the switches

EN13232:1:2003

multiple drives

arrangement principally used in a set of switches to
distribute part of the effort of movement towards the
heel and ensure an adequate flangeway for the open
switch

EN13232:1:2003

negative force, Fneg

force needed to keep the moveable part at its closed
position

EN 132324:2005+A1:2011

neutral switch rail
position, fN

Position of the switch rail, if no external effort is
applied to it. The neutral position is verified at the first
drive position. The same principle applies to crossings
with moveable parts.

EN 132324:2005+A1:2011

non-lubricated slide
baseplates

No lubrication on the slide baseplates is required to
ensure the correct actuation of the switch and
crossing. This can be assured by special baseplates,
roller systems or other devices.

EN 132324:2005+A1:2011

non-trailable devices

devices which do not permit the trailing of the
switches and crossings by a vehicle

EN 132324:2005+A1:2011

nose

point at which the vee commences, at the level of the
gauge reference plane

EN13232:1:2003

nose (or real point),
RP (common
crossing)

commencement of the actual crossing vee on its upper
surface at a specified level below the running surface
on the centre-line of the crossing

EN13232:1:2003

nose profile

profile of the nose given when a section has been
taken through the crossing at the nose position

EN 132326:2005+A1:2011

nose topping

relief machining to the top of the nose to assist in the
transfer of the wheel load from the wings to the vee

EN 132326:2005+A1:2011

obstacle detection

The ability of the system to detect an obstacle that
prevents the movable rails being secure in the correct
position, presenting a potential unsafe condition to
the wheel/rail interface.
For a conventional switch this is tested by placing an
un-deformable obstacle (with predetermined
cylindrical dimensions) between the two machined
faces of the stock and switch rail at the least
favourable position. When the maximum actuating
force is applied, the detection system shall show that
the switch rail is not properly closed.

Drafted using
EN13232-4-2005
as guidance

offset of the curve
(shift)

distance between the switch curve and the straight
main at the origin of the curve

EN13232:1:2003

opening at switch toe

extent of the total movement of the switch rail at the
toe of the switch

EN13232:1:2003

opening at the drive
position

distance between the running edge of the stock rail
and the contact side of the switch rail with the switch
in the open position at the drive position

EN 132325:2005+A1:2011
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opening at the drive
position, fd

Movement of the switch rail at the drive position. This
movement is less than the toe movement.

EN 132324:2005+A1:2011

opening of switch rail
position

extent of the movement of the switch rail, at a drive
position, between its open and closed positions

EN13232:1:2003

ordinary

it is described as “Ordinary” when the wing fronts
converge and the vee is straight or diverging

EN13232:1:2003

origin of switch curve

position at which the switch radius is perpendicular to
the main line, and, in equal split switches, to the axis
of symmetry

EN13232:1:2003

outside curved
turnout

curved layout which has the branch line outside the
curve of the main line.

EN13232:1:2003

outside rails

running rails opposite the crossing at a distance of
gauge away

EN13232:1:2003

overall crossing
length

length between the furthest wing front joint from the
nose and the furthest vee joint from the nose

EN 132326:2005+A1:2011

parallel flangeway

parallel part of the flangeway

EN 132326:2005+A1:2011

parallel flangeway
(common crossing)

part of the flangeway in use at constant width

EN13232:1:2003

permissible speed

The maximum permitted speed over a section of line
that applies to trains when not operating at an
enhanced permissible speed.

GCRT5021 Iss 5,
GCRC5521 Iss 1,
GERT8012 Iss 1

planing length

length of the machined portion of a switch rail head at
the gauge side (this may or may not be the same
length as the contact length)

EN 132325:2005+A1:2011

planing radius

radius of the machined planing length (measured at
the high side running edge)

EN 132325:2005+A1:2011

point rail

rail in a built-up crossing which when machined forms
the crossing nose

EN13232:1:2003

point retraction in
fixed common
crossing

Reference line in a fixed common crossing which can
deviate from the theoretical geometry line. From a
certain distance to the crossing point, the reference
line of the vee can, depending on the design, be
removed from this theoretical line away from the
wheel flange in order to avoid contact between both
elements.

EN 13232-9:2012

Power consumption

power consumed by the S&C unit to fulfil its functions

Drafted for this
project

rail inclination

angle measured as a tangent (e.g. 1 in 20) between the
normal to the running surface and the y-y axis of the
rail

EN13232:1:2003

rail twist

change in inclination of the rail (e.g. from 1 in 20 to
vertical)

EN13232:1:2003

real switch toe, RP

movable end of a straight or curved switch rail (the
physical rail end)

EN13232:1:2003
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retaining force

force necessary to commence movement of the closed
switch rail away from its stock rail

EN13232:1:2003

retaining force, FR

force, provided by the actuator to keep the moveable
parts in their positions, during vehicle passage

EN 132324:2005+A1:2011

running edge

intersection of the gauge reference plane with the
inside of the rail head

EN13232:1:2003

running plane

flat plane tangential to the running surface at the
considered point

EN13232:1:2003

running surface

curved surface defined by the longitudinal
displacement of a straight line perpendicular to the
centre-line of the track and tangential to both running
tables

EN13232:1:2003

running table

upper surface of the head of a rail

EN13232:1:2003

safety

risk of death per occasion of use

NR/PS/SIG/2001 4.3.12

scheduled
maintenance time

allocated maintenance period per point end

NR/PS/SIG/2001 4.3.4 a)

set of switches

Arrangement of two half-sets of switches, one right
hand, the other left hand. They may be diverging right
hand, diverging left hand or equal split.

EN13232:1:2003

side relief machining

progressive lateral machining of the side of the head
of the switch rail towards the toe in order to protect
the toe

EN13232:1:2003

single crossover

two turnouts placed heel to heel combining to join two
adjacent tracks

EN13232:1:2003

single drive

drive operated at one position, i.e. the switch toe

EN 132324:2005+A1:2011

sleeper or bearer
spacing

distance along the rails between the centre-lines of
adjacent sleepers or bearers

EN13232:1:2003

slide baseplate or
chair

part which supports and retains the stock rail and a
flat surface upon which the foot of the switch rail
slides

EN13232:1:2003

small fittings

ancillary material required for the fabrication of switch
and crossing work

EN13232:1:2003

soleplate

fabricated plate for use with switch operating device

EN 132325:2005+A1:2011

special stop

device used to hold the gauge of the stock rails in the
drive areas

EN 132325:2005+A1:2011

splice rail

Rail in a built-up crossing which is spliced into the
point rail, forming the crossing vee. The crossing is
described as left-hand splice or "right hand splice"
depending on the splice position when the observer is
facing the nose.

EN13232:1:2003
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spring rail switches

The switch rail in the movable area of the switch is
made of two different profiles. The transition and the
weld between one to the other profile take place in
the movable part of the switch rail. This weld is
secured by fishplates.

EN 132325:2005+A1:2011

stock front joint

joint at the switch toe end of the stock rail

EN13232:1:2003

stock rail

Fixed machined rail, ensuring the continuity on the
main or diverging track with the switch in the open
position. The machined part of the stock rail supports
its switch rail in the closed position, giving continuity
of line through this switch rail. The two stock rails in a
set of switches are the two outside rails. A stock rail is
described as right or left hand according to whether it
is part of a right hand or left hand half-set of switches.

EN13232:1:2003

stock rail joint

joint at the switch heel end of the stock rail

EN13232:1:2003

straight common
crossing

when the two running edges are straight throughout,
i.e. all 4 legs are straight. This crossing is not handed

EN13232:1:2003

stretcher bar

part joining the two switch rails of the same set of
switches

EN13232:1:2003

stretcher bar bracket

part fixed to the switch rail to which the stretcher bar
joining the two switch rails is connected

EN13232:1:2003

stud gap, dstud

gap between the stud supporting surface and the
corresponding surface of the moveable part (i.e.
switch rail, point rail, wing rail)

EN 132324:2005+A1:2011

stud or distance
block

part normally fixed to the stock rail ensuring the
lateral support of its switch rail in the closed position

EN13232:1:2003

switch and crossing
baseplate

load distributing baseplate placed between the bearer
and the feet of two or more rails

EN13232:1:2003

switch closed

switch rail fitted up to its corresponding stock rail

EN13232:1:2003

switch drives

apparatus for operation of moveable rails to give the
required route

EN13232:1:2003

switch flangeway

in a half set of switches, the minimum distance
obtained between the open switch rail and its adjacent
stock rail running edge

EN13232:1:2003

switch fronts

part of the stock rail in front of the switch toes

EN 132325:2005+A1:2011

switch heel

opposite end of the switch to the toe, and normally
associated with the region in which the switch rail is
fixed for the first time

EN13232:1:2003

switch open

switch rail not fitting up to its corresponding stock rail

EN13232:1:2003

switch panel

that part of a turnout or layout ensuring the continuity
of any one of two or three diverging tracks at the
beginning of the divergence, consisting of two half sets
of switches assembled together, usually with bearers

EN13232:1:2003
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switch point
retraction E

distance, measured at the reference plane, between
the reference line of switch and stock rail at the actual
switch toe

EN 13232-9:2011

switch radius

radius between the planing radius and the turnout
radius (measured at the high side running edge)

EN 132325:2005+A1:2011

switch rail

Movable machined rail, often of special section, but
fixed and/or joined at the heel end to a rail to provide
continuity of wheel support. Details of movement are
described in 10.1. The two switch rails in a set are the
two inside rails. A switch rail is described as right or
left hand according to whether it is part of a right hand
or left hand half-set of switches.

EN13232:1:2003

switch rail joint

joint at the heel end of the switch rail

EN13232:1:2003

switch retention
(locking)

prevention of the undesirable movement of the
moveable rails under traffic

EN13232:1:2003

switch toe or tip

reference point at the end of the switch rail that
contacts the stock rail

EN13232:1:2003

switches and switch
diamond crossings –
closed position

switch rail is applied to its corresponding stock rail

EN 132324:2005+A1:2011

switches and switch
diamond crossings –
open position

switch rail stands away from its corresponding stock
rail by a defined distance (switch toe opening)

EN 132324:2005+A1:2011

tangent measure
(common crossing)

is defined as the tangent of the angle

EN13232:1:2003

theoretical
intersection point, IP
(common crossing)

theoretical intersection point of the running edges at
the centre of the crossing

EN13232:1:2003

throat block (neck
block)

block between the wing rails at the throat position

EN 132326:2005+A1:2011

throat flare (wing
entry flare (front))

machining or setting of wings to give an entry flare
into the throat

EN 132326:2005+A1:2011

throat opening

opening at the narrowest point between the wings

EN 132326:2005+A1:2011

time to throw

the time taken to complete the sequence: unlock
movable rails, move movable rails, lock movable rails

Modified from
NR/L2/TRK/070 9.2.1.1

toe movement, fp

movement of the toe, when moved by the actuator. It
is the distance between open and closed position at
the toe

EN 132324:2005+A1:2011

top machining

progressive machining of the running table of the
switch rail towards to toe

EN13232:1:2003

track Centres

distance between the centreline of one track and the
centreline of the adjacent track

Drafted for this
project
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track gauge

distance between the corresponding running edges of
the two rails

EN13232:1:2003

trailability

Ability of actuator and locking systems to permit the
trailing of the switches and crossings by a vehicle.
There are two different trailing devices – trailable
devices and non-trailable devices.

EN 132324:2005+A1:2011

trailable devices

Devices which permit trailing as non-standard
operation: in this case, parts of the switch may be
slightly damaged. The switches and crossings will only
be released for further operation after full inspection
of switch and actuator. Or
Devices which permit trailing as standard operation: In
this case the actuator and locking system permits the
trailing of the switches and crossings by a vehicle,
without damaging any part of it. In both cases the
maximum trailing speed is defined.

EN 132324:2005+A1:2011

trailable one way
switches

Trailable switches which return to their original
position after being trailed through by traffic. The
return effect may be damped to act after the passage
of the complete train.

EN13232:1:2003

trailable switches

when a set of switches is negotiated under specific
circumstances by traffic in the trailing direction which
results in the forced movement of the switches
without damage, then the switches are said to be
"trailable"

EN13232:1:2003

trailable two way
switches

trailable switches which remain in the position into
which they are driven by the first axle of traffic in the
trailing direction

EN13232:1:2003

transfer area

area over which the wheel transfers its load from one
running surface to another

EN 132326:2005+A1:2011

transition section

part of the switch rail which has been formed to give a
transition between two different rail sections

EN 132325:2005+A1:2011

trap point

layout permitting the derailment of rolling stock to
ensure for example protection of an adjacent track or
structure

EN13232:1:2003

turnout

layout permitting the passage of rolling stock between
two tracks and one common track

EN13232:1:2003

turnout radius

theoretical radius of the turnout from the heel of a
switch (measured at the centre line radius unless
stated otherwise)

EN 132325:2005+A1:2011

vee

parts of the crossing forming the shape of a letter "V"
which forms support to the wheels

EN13232:1:2003

vee block

block between the vee rails or the point and splice rails
in a built-up crossing towards the heel end of the
crossing

EN 132326:2005+A1:2011

vee opening

opening between the running edges at running edge
height at the furthest point of the vee from the nose

EN 132326:2005+A1:2011
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vertical track

where the axes of the two running rails are parallel,
that is, have a rail inclination of zero

EN13232:1:2003

web washer

washer used to give a flat suitable face for the bolt or
fastener head and nut

EN 132326:2005+A1:2011

weld
(aluminothermic,
flash butt, electrode
etc.)

process used for the fusion between two components

EN 132326:2005+A1:2011

wheel Guidance

the use of a rail or special section provided alongside a
running rail at a specified dimension inside gauge to
provide a flangeway, to give guidance to wheelsets by
restricting lateral movement of the wheels

GCRT5021 Iss 5
(definition for
check rail)

wheel load Q

force, acting perpendicular to the running surface,
between the wheel on one hand and the relevant
track component (rail)

EN 13232-9:2007

wheel Profile

that part of the surface of the wheel or tyre between
the flange-back and the outside face of the wheel or
tyre

GMRT2100 Iss 5,
GMGN2685 Iss 1

wheelset back to
back dimensions

the dimension between the wheelset flange back faces
measured at the axle height parallel to the axle centre
line, when under the vehicle

GMGN2497 Iss 1

wing entry flare
(heel)

angle entry at the end of the flangeway gap formed to
give a smooth entry of the wheel into the flangeway
gap

EN 132326:2005+A1:2011

wing entry ramp

ramp provided to accommodate worn wheels from
causing undue damage to the crossing when a vehicle
is travelling towards the nose from the heel, i.e.
trailing

EN 132326:2005+A1:2011

wing front

length of the wing (rail) in front of the crossing nose

EN13232:1:2003

wing front block

block between the two wing rails in front of the throat

EN 132326:2005+A1:2011

wing opening

opening between the running edges at the running
edge height at the wing front end

EN 132326:2005+A1:2011

wing wheel risers (if
required)

raised part of the wing rail to lift the wheel over the
crossing nose

EN 132326:2005+A1:2011

wings or wing rails
(common)

outer parts of the common crossing which support and
guide the wheels across the flangeway gap

EN13232:1:2003
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Appendix 2 – Concepts generated in Project Meeting in
Brno UoT
This section contains scanned copy of concepts that were generated in Project
meeting for the S-CODE in Brno University of Technology on 9th May 2017.
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